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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to the
patent cooperation treaty (PCT) application having PCT
Application Number. PCT/US2011/000372, entitled
"Pressure Controlled Well Construction And Operation
Systems And Methods Usable For Hydrocarbon Opera-
tions, Storage and Solution Mining," filed March 01, 2011,
the United Kingdom patent application having Patent Ap-
plication Number GB1004961.7, entitled "Apparatus And
Methods For Operating One Or More Solution Mined
Storage Wells Through A Single Bore," filed March 25,
2010, the United States Patent Application having Serial
Number 12/803,283, entitled "Apparatus And Methods
For Forming And Using Subterranean Salt Caverns,"
filed on June 22, 2010, the United Kingdom patent ap-
plication having Patent Application Number
GB1010480.0, entitled "Apparatus And Methods For
Forming Subterranean Salt Caverns," filed June 22,
2010, the United States Patent Application having Serial
Number 12/803,775, entitled "Through Tubing Cable Ro-
tary System," filed on July 6, 2010, and the United King-
dom patent application having Patent Application
Number GB1011290.2, entitled "Apparatus And Meth-
ods For A Sealing Subterranean Borehole And Perform-
ing Other Cable Downhole Rotary Operations," filed July
5, 2010.

FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates, generally, to
manifold crossover member apparatus and methods us-
able for providing pressure containment and control
when constructing and/or operating a manifold string,
and during hydrocarbon operations, storage and/or so-
lution mining, with at least two conduits and fluid sepa-
rated passageways through the subterranean strata, for
one or more substantially hydrocarbon and/or substan-
tially water wells, or storage caverns, that originate from
a single main bore and can extend into one or more sub-
terranean regions.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Conventional methods for constructing and per-
forming operations on multiple wells, within a region, re-
quire numerous bores and conduits coupled with asso-
ciated valve trees, wellheads, and other equipment for
injection and/or production from each well, located within
the region. The costs of the equipment for the construc-
tion, control and operation of these multiple wells can be
extremely expensive, which, historically, has prevented
development of reserves in the oil and gas industry. In
addition, obtaining optimal production from each of these
multiple wells can be a problem because each under-
ground formation, has its own unique reservoir charac-

teristics, including pressure, temperature, viscosity, per-
meability, and other characteristics that generally require
specific and differing choke pressures, flow rates, stim-
ulation means, etc. for overall production of wells in the
region. US-A-2003/201104 discloses a manifold string
and crossover to control fluids flowing from more than
one reservoir.
[0004] An embodiment of the present invention can in-
clude providing a manifold string, with a plurality of con-
duits forming a plurality of pressure barriers with at least
one intermediate passageway or annular space, that can
be usable to control pressurized, subterranean, fluid-mix-
ture, flow streams, which can be controlled by the man-
ifold string within passageways through subterranean
strata for one or more subterranean wells, that can extend
from a single main bore. Important uses of this aspect
include, for example, constructing and/or operation of
one or more subterranean wells from a single surface
location, providing the opportunity for simultaneous well
activities and/or common batch activities to be performed
on a plurality of wells, without the need to remove estab-
lished barriers, reposition a rig, and/or to re-establish bar-
riers necessary for well control.
[0005] An additional embodiment of the present inven-
tion includes one or more manifold crossover apparatus,
usable with a manifold string to selectively control an in-
nermost and at least one intermediate concentric or an-
nular passageway. The innermost passageway can be
usable for communicating flow-controlling devices for en-
gagement in one or more receptacles of a manifold string
to provide, for example, the ability to selectively change
controlling mechanisms and/or flow paths of subterrane-
an pressurized fluids.
[0006] Another embodiment of the present invention
enables fluid separation within a plurality of radial pas-
sageways that can communicate through orifices within
the innermost passageway, with the radial passageways’
diverting walls located within annular or concentric pas-
sageways, to direct fluid flow to the innermost passage-
way. Placing fluid controlling devices through the inner-
most passageway, for engagement within the manifold
string, provides further control of fluid-mixture flow
streams between passageways of the manifold crosso-
ver and the radially inward or radially outward disposed
passageways, including the passageway surrounding
the manifold string to, for example, enable the crossover
of flow between the innermost and concentric passage-
ways. This crossover of flow enables selective control of
the flow in the concentric passageway by use of valves,
which can be engaged to the innermost passageway for
providing selective pressure control of one or more an-
nular or concentric passageways, while retaining the abil-
ity to access wells through the innermost passageway.
[0007] In another embodiment of the present invention,
conventional flow controlling devices are conveyable
through the innermost passageway, for engagement
within a receptacle or conduits of a manifold string, to
selectively control fluid communication by diverting at
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least a portion of the fluid-mixture flow streams. An ex-
ample of this embodiment includes the placement of a
fluid motor and fluid pump, usable with gas expansion
from an underground storage cavern for driving an im-
pellor to pump and inject water for solution mining, during
combined operations. An additional example includes,
placement of an orifice piston, which can be usable with
coiled tubing for under-balanced drilling.
[0008] In a related embodiment, flow control devices
engagable within a manifold string, a manifold string re-
ceptacle, or a plurality of innermost passageway subter-
ranean valves can be usable with one or more manifold
crossovers to selectively control pressurized fluid, that
can be communicated through the innermost passage-
way and/or one or more concentric passageways. The
flow control devices can be used, for example, to replace
traditionally unreliable annulus safety valves with more
reliable tubing retrievable valves or, for example, to repair
a failed tubing retrievable safety valve for controlling a
concentric passageway of an underground storage, with-
in depleted reservoirs or salt caverns, with an insert safe-
ty valve placed through the innermost passageway.
[0009] Another embodiment of the present invention
enables the ability to divert all or a portion of a fluid-mix-
ture flow stream to a another passageway, that can be
disposed radially inward or radially outward for the pur-
poses of carrying out simultaneous well construction, well
production and/or well injection operations. The simulta-
neous well construction and/or well operations enables,
for example, one or more under-balanced coiled tubing
fish-bone sidetracks of a well to be performed more read-
ily, while producing the well to reduce skin damage in a
low permeability reservoir, or can further enable under-
ground storage and solution mining operations to be per-
formed simultaneously, thus removing the conventional
requirement for a plurality of rig operations and/or high
risk snubbing operations to strip out a dewatering string
from a gas storage cavern.
[0010] Another embodiment of the present invention
provides selective control for placing well construction
fluid mixtures of gases, liquids and/or solids within a re-
gion of the passageway through subterranean strata,
while removing pressurized subterranean fluids from the
subterranean strata by over-balancing or under-balanc-
ing hydrostatic pressures, for example, during proppant
frac stimulations, gravel packs and simultaneous under-
ground storage and solution mining operations.
[0011] In still another embodiment, the present inven-
tion provides an orifice piston apparatus that can be en-
gagable to a manifold crossover and through which ca-
bles or conduits may pass during, for example, under-
balanced perforating or drilling operations. Engagement,
placement and/or removal of the piston can be assisted
by differential pressure applied to the face of the piston
during simultaneous well construction, injection opera-
tions and/or production operations, including for exam-
ple, performing a mechanical integrity test using a cable,
passed through the orifice piston, to measure a gas liquid

interface below the final cemented casing shoe of an un-
derground storage cavern.
[0012] Another embodiment of the present invention
includes the ability to commingle fluid mixture flow
streams and/or to separate selected fluid mixture flow
streams with an adapted chamber junction. The fluid flow
from exit bore conduits can be commingled through the
chamber or directed to intermediate concentric passage-
ways disposed radially inward or outward of the chamber.
The bore selector can be usable to communicate fluid
and/or fluid control devices through the innermost pas-
sageway and chamber junction for selectively controlling
one or more wells below a single main bore.
[0013] Another embodiment of the present invention
provides adapted chamber junctions, usable within a sin-
gle well passageway with a plurality of flow streams,
wherein the innermost passageway of a chamber junc-
tion exit bore can be axially aligned with the innermost
passageway of the chamber and the conduits axially
above. At least one more exit bore conduit can contain
a radial passageway that can be usable with a bore se-
lector, fluid diverter, straddle, or other flow control device
to fluidly communicate between the innermost passage-
way and the surrounding passageway, or another con-
centric intermediate passageway.
[0014] Another embodiment of the present invention,
includes a reduced length manifold crossover with a plu-
rality of radial passageways for communicating from the
innermost passageway to the passageway surrounding
the manifold string, or a radially outward concentric pas-
sageway using radially disposed small conduits, such
that flow through the one or more intermediate concentric
passageways effectively travels around and past the
rounded shapes of the small conduits. In this embodi-
ment, reduced length conventional flow controlling ap-
paratus can be usable to selectively control flow through
orifice connections with the innermost passageway to,
for example, provide gradual axial adjustments of solu-
tion mining fresh water placement during the salt disso-
lution and/or storage process.
[0015] Embodiments of the present invention include
methods for selectively controlling pressures, volumes
and temperatures of fluids that can be stored and re-
trieved from a storage space. Examples of such methods
include controlled pressurization of a storage cavern, us-
ing water or brine, during gas extraction to reduce or min-
imize the temperature reduction caused by retrieving
compressed stored gas through expansion, thus provid-
ing a longer withdrawal period before reaching a mini-
mum operating temperature for associated well equip-
ment.
[0016] Other embodiments of the present invention in-
clude methods for selectively controlling a substantially
water interface during solution mining and/or during re-
filling of a cavern, for stored fluid extraction. These se-
lective control methods affect the shape of the cavern
walls to, in use, control working storage volumes and
solution mining rates for varying storage volume turno-
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vers and natural salt creep rates, usable for simultaneous
underground hydrocarbon storage and solution mining
operations over a number of years, and/or seasonal stor-
age volume turn-overs.
[0017] Embodiments of the present invention can in-
clude methods for providing a subterranean brine reser-
voir with a stored product cushion for selectively control-
ling working volume and displacement of liquids or com-
pressed gases to and from salt caverns, fluidly associat-
ed with brine reservoirs holding subterranean heated
brine or generating displacement brine that can be fluidly
communicated in u-tube like conduit, pumping and/or
compression arrangements between caverns.
[0018] In related embodiments, the present invention
can provide methods for removing salt gas storage cav-
ern sunk construction cost by displacing conventionally
irretrievable cushion gas cavern structural support inven-
tories for preventing salt creep with brine from brine res-
ervoirs during high demand, followed by gas refilling and
brine displacement during periods of higher gas availa-
bility to, for example, improve the economic viability of
constructing large scale salt cavern gas storage facilities,
as compared to conventional depleted permeable sand-
stone reservoir storage.
[0019] In other embodiments, the present invention
can provide methods usable to selectively access and
fluidly communicate between a plurality of specific gravity
separated fluids, that can be disposed in caverns and
subterranean brine reservoirs connected with u-tube like
conduit, pumping and/or compression arrangements en-
gaged with manifold crossovers disposed with the cav-
erns.
[0020] Still other embodiments of the present invention
can provide methods usable to space salt storage cav-
erns and brine reservoirs for salt pillar support within
ocean environments, with pipeline or shipping access
and an abundance of water and brine absorption capacity
usable, for example, to access stored specific gravity
separated liquid products above brine with boats and/or
pipelines, while performing u-tube fluid communication
with gas storage caverns to, for example, perform stor-
age operations during periods of contrary demand be-
tween liquids and gas.
[0021] Finally, other embodiments of the present in-
vention provide methods for the use of a fluid buffer for
transportation pipelines and/or the selective access to
fluids of differing specific gravity for use or disposal, for
example, pigging pipelines of water and other fluids into
a storage cavern, wherein the fluids are selectively ac-
cessed by a manifold crossover with specific gravity cav-
ern separation of stored hydrocarbons from water/brine
for environmentally safe ocean discharge.
[0022] Periodic catastrophic well failures within the
well construction and operations industry continue to
demonstrate the need for a plurality of conventional, high-
strength, metallic conduit, pressure barriers with inter-
mediate concentric passageways, that can be usable for
monitoring annuli pressures that are associated with

such pressure barriers, particularly as ever deeper and
adverse geological reservoirs are targeted and/or more
gas storage is required to meet increasing global hydro-
carbon demand.
[0023] The practical need for improved methods and
apparatus usable to more effectively contain subterrane-
an pressures during well construction and production ac-
tivities is increased by such activities being performed in
the ever deeper and higher pressure subterranean re-
gions, which are targeted for their highly productive rates.
In addition, the ever increasing demand for underbal-
anced operations to reduce reservoir skin damage, or
the increased need for large underground gas storage
facilities placed under or around urban or environmen-
tally sensitive areas, increase the need for such improved
methods and apparatus.
[0024] Therefore, a practical need exists for apparatus
and methods usable for placing a plurality of tubing-con-
veyed subterranean valves, to contain well pressures,
for an associated plurality of passageways to pressurized
subterranean regions. In addition, methods and appara-
tus usable to replace traditionally unreliable annular safe-
ty valves are needed, while retaining access to the in-
nermost passageways of associated strings for measur-
ing, monitoring and maintaining the lower end of a sub-
terranean well, including, for example, engaging replace-
ment insert valves and/or other flow control devices us-
able to construct passageways and control fluid commu-
nication and/or pressures within a well.
[0025] With the imminent approach of peak liquid hy-
drocarbon production worldwide, a need exists for low-
ering the risks and associated costs of developing re-
maining hydrocarbons. In particular, improved methods
and apparatus for underground hydrocarbon gas stor-
age, usable to replace various areas of liquid hydrocar-
bon and/or coal consumption, and shorten the timeframe
for increased rates of return by, for example, enabling
simultaneous construction and operation of underground
storage wells with a more cost effective single rig visit
and, thus, shortening the timeframe for return on inven-
tement while lowering cost by removing the conventional
need for subsequent well interventions by large hoisting
capacity rigs and/or the conventional need for potentially
hazardous and expensive snubbing operations to re-
move dewatering strings from explosive hydrocarbon
gas filled storage caverns.
[0026] With the size and productivity of conventional
hydrocarbon discoveries decreasing, a need exists for
methods and apparatus usable to reduce skin damage
in low permeability reservoirs, where conventional meth-
ods cause permanent productivity loss.
[0027] A need exists for systems and methods for re-
ducing underground cavern construction costs and for
retaining innermost bore access, usable for sonar meas-
urements taken from inside and/or outside a leaching
string to provide information for better adjusting simulta-
neous underground storage and solution mining opera-
tions. These cost-effective systems and methods must
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be operable during combined solution mining and stor-
age, especially when encountering unexpected geologic
salt deposit features because stored product may pre-
vent large hoisting capacity rig interventions during so-
lution mining conventionally necessary to remove a com-
pletion to take a sonar measurement and/or to adjust the
depth of the outer leaching string, that controls the depth
at which a substantially water interface is placed within
a salt dissolution zone.
[0028] A need exists for systems and methods for pro-
viding improved, cost-effective construction and opera-
tion of underground gas storage, particularly within a de-
pleted reservoir sealed by a subterranean cap rock within
a dip closure or geologic trapping features, wherein the
risk of skin damage to the reservoir’s permeability during,
or subsequent to, injecting and storing gas results in the
need for improved, cost-effective, low skin damage con-
struction and operation. A need exists for systems and
methods for providing improved, cost-effective and high-
er-efficiency permeability retention under-balanced well
construction and/or completion operations in, for exam-
ple, depleted gas storage reservoirs or valved dual con-
duit completions in gas tight salt cavern reservoirs to, for
example, increase working storage volume associated
with decreases in required cushion gas volumes required
to maintain cavern stability, including the ability to cost-
effectively empty a gas storage cavern for seasonal de-
mand requirements.
[0029] In analogous well operations, a need exists for
valved concentric dual conduit apparatuses and methods
usable from a single bore wellhead and valve tree for
pressure containment while water flood stimulating of a
hydrocarbon reservoir through a single main bore, while
producing through the same single main bore for reduced
construction cost economic extraction in, for example,
instances of insufficient nature economic hydrocarbon
flow rate pressures.
[0030] With the use of valved dual conduits, a further
need exists for storing products in a cushion during si-
multaneous solution mining and storage operations of
brine and storage reservoirs, usable to selectively control
working volume and displacement of liquids or com-
pressed gases to and from other salt cavern brine and
storage reservoirs, where brine may be subterranean
heated and stored or generated during displacement op-
erations through u-tube conduit arrangements between
two or more brine and storage reservoirs with fluid pump-
ing and/or compression to, for example, remove the need
for cavern stability cushion gas.
[0031] With peak hydrocarbon production and the as-
sociated changes in consumer demands, a need exists
for contra-seasonal storage of gas and liquid hydrocar-
bons in the same brine and storage reservoir caverns,
with selective access to the plurality of specific gravity
separated fluids that can be disposed within the reser-
voirs.
[0032] A related economic need exists for reducing salt
gas storage cavern sunk construction cost by displacing

conventionally irretrievable cushion gas cavern structural
support inventories, during high demand periods, with
gas refilling and brine displacement during lower demand
periods, improving economic viability of larger scale stor-
age facilities.
[0033] A related operational need exists for large scale
storage facility cavern brine and storage reservoir salt
pillar support within an open ocean environment with
more flexible fluid communication with pipelines, ships
and an abundance of water and brine absorption capac-
ity.
[0034] With exploration, transportation and storage of
hydrocarbons entering ever more challenging environ-
mentally sensitive and potentially hostile areas, such as
the oceans or arctic climates, a need exists for methods
and apparatus of smaller foot prints usable to provide a
plurality of pressure containing barriers, wherein annuli
and passageways between pressure barriers are selec-
tively controllable during well construction and/or well op-
erations, including for example, production during under-
balanced perforating and drilling within low permeability
reservoirs, production during underbalanced gravel
packs within unconsolidated reservoirs, and/or simulta-
neous gas storage and solution mining for day trading,
transportation pipeline buffer storage, and/or pigging in
an offshore environment.
[0035] Embodiments of the present invention address
these needs.

SUMMARY

[0036] The present invention relates, generally, to
manifold crossover member apparatus, systems, and
methods usable for providing pressure containment and
control when constructing and/or operating a manifold
string, and during hydrocarbon operations, storage
and/or solution mining operations, with at least two con-
duits and fluid separated passageways through the sub-
terranean strata, for one or more substantially hydrocar-
bon and/or substantially water wells, or cavern brine and
storage reservoirs, that originate from a single main bore
and can extend into one or more subterranean regions.
[0037] Embodiments of the present invention can in-
clude apparatus (23C of Figures 6, 17-20 and 22-26; 23F
of Figures 3, 6, 9-12, 21-26 and 30-31; 23I of Figures
31-34; 23T of Figures 6, 11-12, 31 and 54-58; 23Z of
Figure 38; 23S of Figures 10, and 42-44; and 23V of
Figures 71-73) and methods (CS1 to CS8 and CO1 to
CO7 of Figures 3, 5-6, 9-14, 59-62, 66-71 and 81, 1S of
Figures 9-10, 12-14, 75-76 and 80-83, 1T of Figures
76-77 and 80-83, and 157 of Figures 82-83), that can be
usable with a manifold string (70 of Figures 3, 9-11,
30-31, 38 and 80) or a plurality of wells manifold string
(76 of Figures 6, 11-12 and 54-58), with one or more
fluidly communicating manifold crossovers (23) forming
a subterranean manifold string. The subterranean man-
ifold string can comprise an upper end plurality of con-
centric conduits (2, 2A, 2B of Figures 17, 21, 31-32, 38,
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42 and 71-73, 2C of Figures 32 and 71-73, 2D of Figures
71, 39), that can be engagable to a valve tree (10 and
10A of Figures 1, 3, 6-10, 13-14 and 80-81) and usable
with selectively controllable surface valves (64 of Figures
1, 3, 6-10, 13-14 and 80-81), and a lower end plurality of
conduits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39), that can be arranged
(CS1 to CS7 of Figures 3, 5-6 and 9-12), configured (CS8
of Figures 59-62 and 66-71) and/or assembled (146 of
Figures 59 and 62, 1S, 1T 157) for fluidly communicating
with one or more subterranean regions through an inner-
most passageway (25), that can be usable for commu-
nicating fluid mixtures and flow control devices (61 of
Figures 9-12, 15, 22-31, 35-36, 39-41, 43-44, 51-53,
55-58 and 63-65), engagable within a bore or with a re-
ceptacle (45 of Fig. 18) disposed between radial pas-
sageway (75 of Figures 18-19, 22-26, 33-34, 38, 43-44,
54-57 and 71-73), and/or orifices (59 of Figures 18-19,
22-26, 33-34, 43-44 and 55-58), which can fluidly com-
municate between said innermost passageway (25) and
a concentrically disposed passageway (24, 24A, 24B,
24X, 24Y, 24Z, 55). A wall of a manifold crossover and/or
a selectively placed fluid control device can be used to
divert fluid-mixture flow streams of gases, liquids and/or
solids. The flow streams can be diverted from one pas-
sageway to another radially disposed inward or outward
passageway. The diversion of the flow streams serves
to, in use, selectively control pressurized fluid communi-
cation through a plurality of concentric conduits and pas-
sageways through subterranean strata, which can ex-
tend axially downward from one or more wells from a
single main bore (6), with a plurality of pressure barriers
(7, 10, 10A, 61, 64, 74, 148, 149) to perform pressurized
fluid well construction, injection, and/or production oper-
ations (CO1 to CO7 of Figures 3, 6 and 9-14), either
individually or simultaneously.
[0038] Embodiments of the present invention can fur-
ther inlcude methods that can be usable with a manifold
string (70 of Figures 3, 9-11, 30-31 and 38) or a plurality
of wells manifold string (76 of Figures 6, 11-12 and 54-58)
and/or conventional well designs (for example Figures
1, 4, 7-8 and 13-14) for pressure-contained, simultane-
ous, underground, hydrocarbon storage and solution
mining operations (1S of Figures 9-10, 12-14, 75-76 and
80-83). The method steps can inlcude providing two or
more conduit strings (2, 2A, 2B of Figures 17, 21, 31-32,
38, 42 and 71-73; 2C of Figures 32 and 71-73; 2D of
Figures 71, 39) that can be engagable to one or more
wellheads (7) and valve trees (10 and 10A of Figures 1,
3, 6-10 and 13-14) for selectively communicating fluid
mixtures of gases, liquids and/or solids into, and from, at
least one region at the lower end of a passageway
through subterranean strata, within a salt deposit (5), that
can be usable for storing hydrocarbons and salt dissolu-
tion. The method steps can further include providing wa-
ter, salt-inert fluids, and/or hydrocarbons within the re-
gion to form a cushion between the final cemented casing
(3) shoe (16) and a substantially water interface, usable
to form a storage cushion space and further usable with

said two or more conduit strings to provide a plurality of
barriers (7, 10, 10A, 61, 64, 74, 148, 149) for pressure
contained underground hydrocarbon operations (CO1-
CO2), storage (1S, 1T) and/or to and from a storage cush-
ion space, during further solution mining operations (1S,
1T and CO1 to CO7).
[0039] Embodiments of the present invention can use
a manifold string (70Q of Figure 3, 70R of Figure 9, 70T
of Figure 10, 70U of Figure 30, 70W of Figure 31, 70G
of Figure 38, 76M of Figure 6, 76N of Figures 11-12, 76H
of Figures 54-58) with one or more manifold crossovers
(23 of Figures 3, 6, 9-12, 17-26, 30-34, 38, 42-44,
54-58,71-73 and 80), that can be usable with one or more
flow controlling devices (61 of Figures 9-12, 15, 22-31,
35-36, 39-41, 43-44, 51-53, 55-58 and 63-65) to selec-
tively control pressurized subterranean fluid-mixture flow
streams within a passageway through subterranean stra-
ta (52), for one or more subterranean wells extending
from a single main bore (6).
[0040] Various simultaneous underground storage
and solution mining preferred method embodiments
(CO6 of Figures 14 and 81, and CO7 of Figures 13 and
81) of the present invention can be usable with conven-
tional wells of two or more string construction, which are
capable of containing a pressurized storage cushion (1S)
while injecting water to displace storage and/or solution
mine a cavern wall (1A).
[0041] Preferred embodiments of the present invention
can use a manifold crossover apparatus (23) with a first
plurality of conduits at an upper end (2, 2A, 2B of Figures
17, 21, 31-32, 38, 42 and 71-73, 2C of Figures 32 and
71-73, 2D of Figures 71) and a second plurality of con-
duits at a lower end, wherein the first plurality of conduits
can form at least one intermediate concentric passage-
way (24, 24A and 24B of Figures 71-73, 24X and 24Y of
Figures 17-20, 22-23, 25-26 and 32-34 and 24Z of Fig-
ures 32-34), that can be disposed about an inner pas-
sageway (25), which can be usable for communicating
fluids and devices that can be engagable within the pas-
sageway or with at least one receptacle (45), wherein
engaged fluid control devices (61, 128 of Figures 6,
27-28) can be usable to selectively control fluid commu-
nication.
[0042] Fluid communication between passageways
can occur through fluidly separated first and at least sec-
ond radial passageways (75 of Figures 18-19, 22-26,
33-34, 38, 43-44, 54-57 and 71-73), that can be associ-
ated with first and at least second radial passageway
orifices (59 of Figures 18-19, 22-26, 33-34, 43-44 and
55-58) that are connected to the innermost passageway
(25). At least one passageway can be at least partially
blocked from fluid communication by a wall across the
passageway or by a fluid control device (61) between the
manifold crossover upper end plurality of concentric con-
duits and the manifold crossover lower end plurality of
concentric or non-concentric conduits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D,
39), comprising a lower end concentric string or lower
end chamber junction (43 of Figures 38, 45-46, 48-50,
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54-59, 61, 66-67 and 71-73), respectively.
[0043] Fluid-mixture flow streams can be diverted from
one passageway to another disposed radially inward or
outward passageway from the diverted passageway of
a manifold crossover, located between said upper end
plurality of concentric conduits and said lower end plu-
rality of conduits to, in use, control pressurized fluid com-
munication within the innermost passageway (25), a sur-
rounding passageway (55), and/or an intermediate (24,
24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y, 24Z) passageway, that can be
formed by a plurality of concentric conduits within the
passageway through subterranean strata (52), that can
extend axially downward from one or more wells from a
single main bore (6), during well construction and/or well
operations.
[0044] Various manifold crossover embodiments (23C
of Figures 6, 17-20 and 22-26, 23F of Figures 3, 6, 9-12,
21-26 and 30-31 and 231 of Figures 31-34) of the present
invention can fluidly segregate an intermediate concen-
tric passageway, circumferentially, to form fluidly sepa-
rate axial passageways (24X, 24Y, 24Z). The fluidly sep-
arate axial passageways can be associated with radial
passageways (75), which are at least partially blocked
from fluid communication between the upper and lower
ends by one or more walls for diverting fluid through the
radial passageway orifices (59), communicating with the
innermost passageway (25), at axially opposite sides of
a receptacle (45), usable for engagement of a flow con-
trolling device (61), wherein blocking the innermost pas-
sageway causes flow streams to crossover between the
innermost passageway and at least one concentric pas-
sageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y, 24Z, 55).
[0045] Embodiments can further include various relat-
ed manifold crossover embodiments (23F of Figures 3,
6, 9-12, 21-26 and 30-31; 231 of Figures 31-34; and 23S,
23T, 23V and 23Z of Figure 31) with subterranean valves
(74 of Figures 1, 3, 6, 8-10, 13-14, 22-26 and 30-31,and
74A, 74B and 74C of Figures 30 and 31), that can be
engaged to an innermost conduit string (2), at the ends
of the string (2) and between manifold crossovers to se-
lectively control pressurized fluid communicated through
passageways for forming a valve-controlled manifold
crossover assembly.
[0046] Other preferred manifold crossover embodi-
ments (231 of Figures 31-34, 23S of Figures 10, 31 and
42-44, and 23Z of Figures 31 and 38) can use at least
one radial passageway (75) to fluidly communicate be-
tween the innermost passageway and at least one addi-
tional concentric passageway (24A, 24B, 24C, 55), that
can be formed by a concentric string (2A, 2B, 2C, 2D)
and/or passageway through subterranean strata (52) by
passing through at least one intermediate concentric pas-
sageway (24) formed by the plurality of conduits.
[0047] Other various manifold crossover embodiments
(23T of Figures 6, 11-12, 31 and 54-58, 23V of Figures
31 and 71-73, 23Z of Figures 31 and 38) can use fluidly
separated radial passageways (75), comprising associ-
ated passageways of exit bore conduits (39) of a chamber

junction (43), that communicate through radial passage-
way orifices (44, 59) with the innermost passageway of
the upper end plurality of concentric conduits (2, 2A, 2B,
2C, 2D). At least one additional radial passageway can
fluidly communicate between the innermost passageway
of at least one exit bore conduit and at least one axial
passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y, 24X, 55),
that is formed by extending the upper end plurality of
concentric conduits to surround and/or engage the exit
bore conduit or a supporting fluid conduit (150 of Figures
68-73), with a bore selector (47 of Figures 3, 35-37, 47,
51-53, 59 and 63-65, 47A of Figures 35-36 and 39-41)
usable to selectively communicate fluids and fluid control
devices through the innermost passageway of the cham-
ber junction exit bores for engagement with a receptacle
to selectively control fluid communication through and/or
between passageways.
[0048] Various construction method embodiments
(CS1 to CS8 of Figures 3, 5-6, 9-12, 59-62 and 66-71)
are usable to provide a plurality of conventional metallic
conduit pressure barriers with intermediate passage-
ways for pressure monitoring with, for example, annulus
gauges (13 of Figure 1) for measuring pressures between
a secondary barrier (148 of Figures 60-70) and a potential
failure of a primary barrier (149 of Figures 60-70).
[0049] In other manifold crossover embodiments (23T
of Figures 6, 11-12, 31 and 54-58, 23V of Figures 31 and
71-73), chamber junctions can be usable with a construc-
tion method (CS8 of 59-62 and 66-71) to provide a plu-
rality of conventional sized conduits within a single main
bore, which can be further usable for securing connectors
of fluid communicating conduit or solid-construction, ar-
ranged concentrically or radially, within a secondary
pressure bearing conduit, wherein engagement of prima-
ry and secondary full-pressure barrier conduit strings
and/or provision of a pressure relief reservoir, such as
exposed fracturable strata below a casing shoe, can be
used to limit pressure exerted on the secondary pressure
bearing conduit, should the primary conduit fail.
[0050] Manifold crossover embodiments (23Z of Fig-
ures 31 and 38) of the present invention can use an exit
bore conduit (39) innermost passageway (25), that can
be axially aligned to the chamber (41) axis with an upper
end plurality of concentric conduits extended, to surround
the axially aligned exit bore conduit with at least one other
exit bore conduit, that passes through at least one inter-
mediate concentric passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C,
24X, 24Y, 24Z) to fluidly communicate with a different
intermediate concentric passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C,
24X, 24Y, 24Z) or the surrounding passageway (55). A
bore selector (47, 47A) or flow control device (61) can
be usable to selectively control fluid communication
through radial passageways formed by the exit bores.
Additional radial passageways and associated orifices
can be usable with the flow diverter (21 of Figures 9 and
38) manifold crossover (23Z) to crossover between the
innermost passageway (25) and an adjacent concentric
passageway (24).
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[0051] Other manifold crossover embodiments (23S of
Figures 10, 31 and 42-44) can use fluidly separated radial
passageways, with a first radial passageway comprising
a straddle (22 of Figures 35-36, 39-41 and 43-44) bore
axially aligned to the innermost passageway (25) for flu-
idly separating at least part of at least a second radial
passageway, that can comprise a conduit passageway
passing through the intermediate concentric passage-
way (24), between a plurality of concentric conduits (2,
2A, 2B, 2C, 2D) to fluidly communicate between the in-
nermost passageway (25) and a different intermediate
concentric passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y,
24Z) or the surrounding passageway (55). The straddle
(22) can be conveyable through the innermost passage-
way and engagable with a receptacle to selectively con-
trol fluid communication, by choking at least part of the
at least second radial passageway.
[0052] Various flow controlling devices (61), including
an orifice piston embodiment (128 of Figures 6, 27-28),
can be conveyable through the innermost passageway
(25) with, for example, a wireline rig (4A of Figure 16),
for engagement to at least one receptacle (45). Place-
ment and removal of the flow controlling devices can be
assisted by greater differential pressure applied to an
axial upward or axially downward piston surface, wherein
cables or conduits are passable through at least one or-
ifice (59) of an orifice piston (128), while using the piston
surface to divert at least a portion of fluid mixture flow
streams to a passageway other than the innermost pas-
sageway.
[0053] Construction method embodiments (CS1 of
Figure 3, CS2 of Figure 5, CS3 of Figure 6, CS4 of Figure
9, CS5 of Figure 10, CS6 of Figure 11, CS7 of Figure 12
and CS8 of Figures 59-63 and 66-71) can be combinable
with hydrocarbon operations method (CO1 of Figure 3,
CO2 of Figure 6, CO3 of Figure 9, CO4 of Figure 10,
CO5 of Figure 12) embodiments, for using at least one
manifold crossover apparatus (23C, 231, 23S, 23T, 23V,
23Z) to form a manifold string, or with two or more conduit
string pressure-controllable conventional wells (CO6 of
Figure 14, CO7 of Figure 13) for selectively controlling
pressurized subterranean fluid-mixture flow streams
within the passageway through subterranean strata (52),
for one or more subterranean wells extending from a sin-
gle main bore (6).
[0054] Embodiments of the construction and operation
methods (CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO5), respectively, can in-
clude at least one manifold string (70, 76) with a plurality
of concentric conduits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D) for engaging
with an associated plurality of manifold crossover con-
duits, with at least one intermediate concentric passage-
way (24) disposed about an innermost passageway (25)
that can be usable for communicating fluids and devices,
with at least one receptacle (45) usable for engaging fluid
control devices (61) to selectively control pressurized flu-
id communication,
[0055] The method embodiments (CS1-CS8 and CO1-
CO5) can be usable for communicating fluid-mixture flow

streams through manifold crossover (23) fluidly separat-
ed radial passageways (75) and associated orifices (59)
to the innermost passageways (25).
[0056] Method embodiments (CS1-CS8 and CO1-
CO5) can further include diverting at least a portion of
the communicated fluids-mixture flow streams to a dif-
ferent passageway that can be disposed radially inward
or outward from the diverted passageway of a manifold
crossover (23), between the upper end of a manifold
string or crossover plurality of concentric conduits and
the lower end manifold string or crossover plurality of
conduits to, in use, control pressurized fluid communica-
tion within the innermost passageway (25), intermediate
concentric passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y,
24Z), and/or the surrounding passageway (55), that can
be formed between the plurality of conduits (2, 2A, 2B,
2C, 2D, 39) and the passageway through subterranean
strata (52) extending axially downward from one or more
wells from a single main bore (6).
[0057] The method embodiments (CS1-CS8 and CO1-
CO7) can also include providing subsea or surface valve
trees (10, 10A) with subsea or surface valves (64) and/or
subterranean valves (74), usable with control lines (79
of Figures 1 and 22-26) engaged to each of the ends of
the innermost conduits (2, 39) of a manifold crossover
(23) to selectively control at least a portion of the pres-
surized fluid that is communicated between the inner-
most passageways (25) and at least one concentric pas-
sageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24C, 24X, 24Y, 24Z, 55).
[0058] Other method embodiments (CS1-CS8 and
CO1-CO7) include providing flow controlling devices
(61), that can be communicated through the innermost
passageway (25) and engaged within a bore (25) and/or
receptacle (45) of a conduit string to selectively control
fluid communication, by diverting at least a portion of the
communicated fluid mixture flow streams.
[0059] Other method embodiments (CS1-CS8 and
CO1-CO5) include providing an orifice piston (128) flow-
controlling device (61), placeable and removable from a
bore (25) or a receptacle (45) of a manifold string (70,
76) by greater differential pressure applied to an axially
upward or axially downward piston surface, wherein ca-
bles (11 of Figure 15) or conduits can be placeable
through the orifice piston, while diverting at least a portion
of the communicated fluid-mixture flow streams to a pas-
sageway other than the innermost passageway.
[0060] Various method embodiments (1T, CS1-CS8
and CO1-CO7) can be usable for selectively controlling
communication of fluid mixtures of gases, liquids and/or
solids between the upper ends of a single main bore (6)
and a proximal region of the passageway through sub-
terranean strata (52) to over-balance, balance, or under-
balance hydrostatic pressures exerted on the proximal
region during fluid communication.
[0061] Combined operations method embodiments
(1S, 1T, CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO7) include providing salt-
inert fluids and/or hydrocarbons, within a subterranean
region, for forming a cushion between the final cemented
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casing shoe and a substantially water interface, usable
to form a storage cushion space and/or solution mine
using a salt dissolution process.
[0062] Other combined operations method embodi-
ments (CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO7) can be usable with two
or more strings (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39) for selectively
controlling pressurized fluid communication between a
valve tree (10, 10A) and region of the passageway
through subterranean strata (52) to selectively control a
substantially water interface, with a valve tree and salt-
inert or hydrocarbon fluids, to form a storage cushion
space to, in use, simultaneously provide pressure con-
tained underground hydrocarbon storage operations (1S
of Figures 9-10 and 12-14) to and from the storage cush-
ion space during further solution mining operations (1 of
Figures 7, 9-10 and 12-14).
[0063] Various combined operations method embodi-
ments (1S, 1T, 157, CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO7) can re-
place conventional methods (CM1 of Figure 1, CM2 of
Figure 4, CM3 of Figure 7 and CM4 of Figure 8), or sup-
plement conventional well designs (CM5 of Figures
13-14 and 81), with an apparatus and/or methods of the
present invention to selectively control fluid mixture com-
munication to one or more wells from a single main bore
(6).
[0064] Other various method embodiments (1S, 1T,
CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO5) can be usable for controlling
pressurized fluid communication of salt-inert or hydro-
carbon fluids, that are stored and retrieved from a cushion
with a valve controlled manifold crossover to selectively
control the substantially water interface for causing salt
dissolution, to affect associated working pressures, vol-
umes, and temperatures of fluids stored and retrieved
from a storage space and/or the rate of solution mining
during combined solution mining and storage operations.
[0065] Other method embodiments (1T, CS1-CS8 and
CO1-CO7) can be usable for controlling the shape of the
cavern walls with a selectively controlled, substantially
water interface, that can result from pressurized fluid
communication to control working storage volumes and
solution mining rates for varying storage volume turno-
vers and natural salt creep rates, during underground
hydrocarbon storage and solution mining operations
(1S).
[0066] Sill other method embodiments (1T, 157) pro-
vide water to a substantially water or fluid interface to
generate and displace brine, at a lower end of a first brine
and storage reservoir via a u-tube conduit arrangement,
to at least a second brine and storage reservoir to mini-
mize salt dissolution in at least the second brine and stor-
age reservoir during such operations.
[0067] Other related method embodiments (1T, 157)
provide selective control of pressurized fluid communi-
cation of salt inert or stored fluids, stored and retrieved
from a salt cavern cushion, to affect associated working
pressures, volumes and temperatures of fluids stored
and retrieved from a brine and storage reservoir and/or
working storage volumes, solution mining rates, salt

creep rates, or combinations thereof, until reaching the
maximum effective diameter for salt cavern stability after
which salt inert fluids are stored.
[0068] Still other method emodiments (157) compris-
ing arranging and separating one or more reservoirs to
provide salt pillar support according to pressures of fluids
stored within and effective diameters of said brine and
storage reservoirs.
[0069] Finally, other various method embodiments
(1S, 1T, CS1-CS8 and CO1-CO7) can be usable for pro-
viding an underground fluid buffer for transportation pipe-
lines, well production, and/or underground storage oper-
ations, wherein a storage cushion space can be further
usable for separating fluids of differing specific gravity
and for selectively accessing the separated fluids through
a manifold crossover.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0070] Preferred embodiments of the invention are de-
scribed below by way of example only, with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figures 1 and 2 depict a subterranean well and the
concept of permeability skin damage, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates an embodiment of the present
invention usable to reduce the impact of skin damage
and/or solution mine a cavern.

Figure 4 shows a prior art branching multi-well con-
struction using conventional expandable metal tech-
nology.

Figures 5 to 6 illustrate an intermediate construction
and completed method step for plurality of well em-
bodiments of the present invention from a single
main bore, usable for substantially hydrocarbon
and/or substantially water wells.

Figures 7 and 8 show steps in the construction of a
solution mining well and underground storage
space.

Figures 9 to 14 depict method embodiments for con-
structing wells and underground storage spaces
from a single well and/or a plurality of wells extending
from a single main bore.

Figures 15 to 16 show prior art apparatus usable with
the present invention.

Figures 17 to 20 illustrate an embodiment of a man-
ifold crossover of the present invention.

Figures 21 to 26 depict a manifold string using a man-
ifold crossover of the present invention.
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Figures 27 to 28 show an orifice piston embodiment
of the present invention for selectively controlling flu-
id flow streams.

Figure 29 illustrates a fluid pump apparatus of the
present inventor usable to selectively control fluid
flow streams within embodiments of the present in-
vention.

Figures 30 and 31 are diagrammatic illustrations of
the manifold crossover embodiments of the present
invention.

Figures 32 to 34 depict a manifold crossover embod-
iment of the present invention with additional inter-
mediate concentric passageways.

Figures 35 to 37 illustrate apparatus of the present
inventor usable to selectively control fluid flow
streams within embodiments of the present inven-
tion.

Figure 38 illustrates an embodiment of a manifold
crossover of the present invention adapted from flow
diverting strings of the present inventor.

Figures 39 to 41 show various views of an adapted
prior art apparatus usable as a bore selector with the
present invention.

Figures 42 to 44 illustrate a manifold crossover em-
bodiment of the present invention usable to reduce
the length of a manifold crossover.

Figures 45 to 53 show various apparatus of the
present inventor usable with the present invention.

Figures 54 to 58 depict a manifold crossover embod-
iment of the present invention formed from an adapt-
ed chamber junction of the present inventor.

Figures 59 to 67 show various apparatus of the
present inventor usable with a construction method
of the present invention.

Figures 68 to 70 illustrate examples of conventionally
sized conduit and bore configurations usable within
a single main bore, and which can be usable with a
construction method of the present invention.

Figures 71 to 73 depict an adapted chamber junction
manifold crossover embodiment of the present in-
vention with additional intermediate concentric pas-
sageways of a single main bore extended as sup-
porting fluid passageways.

Figure 74 diagrammatically depicts a subterranean
liquid storage using brine displacement from a brine

pond.

Figure 75 diagrammatically illustrates an embodi-
ment with u-tube like fluid communication between
an underground storage cavern and associated sub-
terranean brine reservoir.

Figure 76 diagrammatically shows an embodiment
with pumping, turbine or compressed fluid commu-
nication through surface conduit manifold between
an underground storage cavern and associated sub-
terranean brine reservoir.

Figures 77 and 78 depict graphs for the conventional
concepts of working volume relationships to subter-
ranean reheating of a gas storage cavern, subse-
quent to solution mining and demand usage cycles.

Figure 79 diagrammatically shows a gas storage
cavern dewatering string through a completion, prior
to its removal.

Figure 80 diagrammatically depicts a method em-
bodiment usable with a underground storage cavern
engaged with apparatus and methods to operate un-
derground storage caverns with brine reservoirs of
the present invention.

Figure 81 diagrammatically depicts a method em-
bodiment using dual well underground storage ar-
rangements.

Figures 82 and 83 diagrammatically depict plan view
method embodiments of cavern arrangements, us-
able for operating underground storage caverns and
brine reservoirs.

[0071] Embodiments of the present invention are de-
scribed below with reference to the listed Figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0072] Before explaining selected embodiments of the
present invention in detail, it is to be understood that the
present invention is not limited to the particular embodi-
ments described herein and that the present invention
can be practiced or carried out in various ways.
[0073] Referring now to Figures 1 to 14, comparisons
of the construction methods CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, CS5,
CS6 and CS7 of Figures 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12, re-
spectively, and combined construction and operations
methods CO1, CO2, CO3, CO3, CO4, CO5, CO6 and
CO7 of Figures 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14 and 13, respectively,
to the prior art hydrocarbon conventional methods CM1,
CM2 and underground storage conventional methods
CM3 and CM4 of Figures 1, 4, 7 and 8, respectively, are
shown. Conventional construction methods are generally
not combinable with conventional operations, for various
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reasons, including an inability to selectively control op-
erating pressures during well construction and/or to place
a plurality of metallic conduit barriers between potentially
explosive hydrocarbon production and personnel per-
forming the construction actives.
[0074] Figure 1 depicts an elevation diagrammatic
cross-sectional view of a conventional subterranean well
construction method (CM1), usable for various hydrocar-
bon or underground storage wells. The Figure depicts a
lower perforated (129) cemented (20) liner (19) portion
that can be replaced with a subterranean storage space
of a geologic trap (1A), of a depleted reservoir, or a space
that was solution mined from the strata bore (17) to salt
cavern walls (1A), wherein a sliding door (123) is, gen-
erally, not present.
[0075] The upper end of the subterranean wells of the
present invention can be constructible by boring a strata
passageway (17) and placing a conductor (14) casing,
that can be secured and sealed to the bore with cement
and referred to as a casing shoe (16), after which boring,
placing and cementing one or more intermediate casings
(15) and sealing casing shoes (16) can occur before plac-
ing the final cemented (20) casing (3) and casing shoe
(16). Chamber junctions and manifold strings of the
present inventor can be usable as, or placeable through,
the intermediate casings.
[0076] Generally, boring a final strata passageway (17)
through the final cemented casing (3) to the targeted sub-
terranean region can be followed by an open hole com-
pletion in, for example, solution mined wells or the de-
picted cemented (20) and perforated (129) liner (19) with-
in, for example, hydrocarbon production wells or waste
disposal wells.
[0077] While liners (19) are, generally, engaged to in-
termediate (15) and/or final cemented casing (3) with a
hanger and packer (40), non-liner casings (3, 14, 15) are
typically engaged to a wellhead (7), wherein intermediate
concentric passageways or annuli are monitored with
gauges (13) for pressure changes, indicating a breach
of the primary barrier (2) or loss of integrity with second-
ary barriers (3, 15, 19), containing released subterranean
pressurized fluid.
[0078] Production conduits (2) or tubing generally form
the primary barrier, located within the passageway
through subterranean strata (52) and comprising pas-
sageways of casings (3, 14, 15), liners (19) and strata
bores (17). The production tubing or production casing
can be secured to the final cemented casing (3) or liner
with a production packer (40) at its lower end and with
the upper end secured to the wellhead (7) to form the
primary barrier to subterranean pressurized fluids.
[0079] A valve tree (10) with selectively operatable
valves (64) can be engaged to the upper end of the well-
head. For conventional solution mined wells, production
and injection conduits (2, 2A) may be free hanging from
the valve tree during the salt dissolution process, as de-
scribed in Figure 7, after which a completion, similar to
that shown in Figure 1, may be installed for underground

storage operations.
[0080] The innermost passageway (25) can be con-
trollable by a subterranean valve (74), that can be oper-
ated with a control line (79) and can be engaged between
conduits of the production (34) or injection conduit string
(2), which can be equipped with a sliding side door (123)
to allow limited fluid communication between the concen-
tric or surrounding passageway (55) and the innermost
passageway (25). The sliding side door can be usable
for various construction methods, but generally closed
for fluid mixture (38) production (34), with the annular
passageway (55) used primarily for monitoring the pri-
mary pressure control barrier (2) and secondary barrier
(3) conduit strings.
[0081] In comparison, various apparatus and methods
of the present invention provide a usable additional in-
termediate concentric passageway between the inner-
most passageway (25) and surrounding passageway
(55), and/or provide an outer string to replace the final
cemented casing (3) for installing a completion with the
final cemented casing string, unlike conventional meth-
ods (CM1).
[0082] Convention methods for controlling subterrane-
an pressures with a completion, for example 2, 40, 74
and 123, placed within the well bore with a heavy brine
or drilling mud of greater hydrostatic head to control sub-
terranean pressures of a exposed strata bore (17), with-
out a liner (19, 20, 40), are generally secured with a pro-
duction packer (40) that is engaged between the tubing
(2) and a final cemented casing (3), after which the valve
tree (10) is installed with the sliding side door (123)
opened to remove the pressure controlling heavy brine
or drilling mud from the annular space (24), before closing
the sliding side door (123) and flowing (34) fluid mixtures
(38).
[0083] In comparison, various methods of the present
invention provide a manifold crossover that can be usable
to selectively control fluid communication during con-
struction, replacing, for example, the sliding side door
(123) for use during production and/or injection opera-
tions, to provide a selectively controllable subterranean
manifold for controlling one or more wells from a single
main bore (6), unlike conventional methods (CM1).
[0084] Other conventional methods for pressure con-
trol include, for example, placing a completion (2, 40, 74),
without a sliding side door (123), within a completion fluid
using a liner (19), that is cemented (20) across the strata
bore (17), sealed with a liner top packer (40), and secured
with a hanger to the final cemented casing (3) to control
subterranean pressures, while the valve tree (10) is
placed to control subterranean pressures. After which, a
rig (4A of Figure 16) can be usable to place perforating
guns through the safety valve (74), temporarily disabling
the valve, past a wireline re-entry guide (130) to perforate
(129) the passageway through subterranean strata (52)
in with an over-balance or limited underbalance to pre-
vent pushing and tangling perforating guns and the cable
they were placed with, after which the perforating guns
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and rig are removed in a controlled pressure operation.
[0085] In comparison, various apparatus and methods
of the present invention provide a means of forming a
significant under-balance by circulating through an addi-
tional passageway to, for example, perform underbal-
anced perforating or drilling through a completion, as lat-
er described.
[0086] Maintaining control of subterranean pressures
during construction and subsequent injection, or produc-
tion to or from the subterranean strata through well pas-
sageways, is a central axiom of well operations that af-
fects virtually every activity from selection of casings, lin-
ers and associated equipment to the fluids placed within
the passageway through subterranean strata (52) to hy-
drostatically hold back fluid mixtures (38) prior to pres-
sure controlled production (34) through a valve tree (10).
In some instances, such as drilling and well construction
activities in low permeability subterranean reservoirs,
long term productivity may be damaged by conventional
over-balance methods of controlling subterranean pres-
sures.
[0087] In lower pressure or lower permeability reser-
voirs, skin damage (135 of Figure 2) may occur during,
for example: drilling of the reservoir, placement of the
completion in an open hole, and/or during conventional
methods of overbalanced perforation, when under-bal-
ancing the reservoir risks causing perforating guns to be
pushed upwards and tangling wirelines and/or sticking
the perforating string and rendering the safety valve (74)
and valve tree (10) inoperable, until the guns and con-
veyance apparatus are removed from the path of closing
valves.
[0088] Referring now to Figure 2, the Figure depicts a
plan view above an elevation cross-section with and
along line A-A, with dashed lines showing hidden surfac-
es, showing the conventional concept of permeability
skin damage (135), with larger reservoir particles (133),
such as sand grains in a reservoir, packed together by
subterranean pressures. Bridging across particles forms
intermediate pore spaces (131) within which fluid mix-
tures of compressed gases, liquids and smaller solid par-
ticles may be contained. When pore spaces (131) are
connected sufficiently to flow fluid mixtures, the connect-
ed pore spaces are permeable (132).
[0089] Fluid mixtures contained within pore spaces
(131) are subjected to the subterranean overburden
pressure with permeability (132) providing a passageway
through which fluid mixtures may migrate, wherein their
fluid connection to deeper subterranean overburden forc-
es pressurizes shallower permeable (132) pore spaces
(131).
[0090] Controlling subterranean pressurized fluid mix-
tures in permeable pore spaces, adjacent to a bore hole
(17) or perforation tunnel (129), requires a higher hydro-
static or dynamic head fluid mixture within the bore (17)
or perforation (129) acting against pore (131) pressure,
that can hydraulically force smaller particles (134) or liq-
uids, for example the particles or liquids in low permea-

bility gas reservoirs, into the throat of low permeability
adjacent pore spaces (131). However, insufficient pres-
sure and/or surface area can force the particles or liquids
out of the pore spaces (131) during production, thus caus-
ing skin damage (135). Reservoirs with low permeability
or flow capacity through these skin-like pore spaces (131)
can have insufficient pressure and/or flow area against
the choking particles (134), or capillary forces of the liq-
uid, to force intruding fluid mixtures back out of the pore
throats, which can result in permanent skin damage (135)
that affects productivity throughout the remaining well
life.
[0091] Figure 3 depicts an elevation diagrammatic
view through a cross-sectional slice of the subterranean
strata of an embodiment of construction (CS1) and hy-
drocarbon operations (CO1) methods, which include a
manifold string (70Q) of the present inventor. The man-
ifold string (70Q) can be usable with embodiments of
manifold crossovers (23F, 23Z), as shown in Figure 3.
In addition, the Figure shows various conventional well
construction elements, similar to that shown in Figure 1,
with a dual spool tree (10A) capable of flow through the
innermost bore (25), and a concentric passageway (24)
engaged to the wellhead (7) and a completion string (2)
that can comprise a manifold crossover (23F), with inner
(2) and outer (2A) conduit strings engaged to the final
cemented casing (3) and a production packer (40) sealed
(66) to the liner (19) at its upper end. A production conduit
(2), with another manifold crossover (23Z) within the sur-
rounding (55) passageway through subterranean strata
(52), can be usable to perform a series of fishbone side-
tracks (136), wherein production packers (40), engaged
to the liner (19), separate various producing zones with
the lowermost zone perforated (129).
[0092] The construction (CS1) and hydrocarbon oper-
ations (CO1) methods depict a manifold crossover (23F)
that can be usable to provide production and/or injection
through either the innermost (25) or concentric (24) pas-
sageways. The lower conduit string (2) flow diverting
manifold crossovers (23Z) can be engaged to the liner
(17) with the upper packer (40);after which, the upper
assembly (2, 2A, 23F, 40, 66, 137) can be engageable
to the lower placed assembly (2, 2A, 23Z, 23Z, 40, 137),
with a conventional connector (137), for example a ratch-
latch, sealed (66) to the liner (19) with, for example a
polished bore receptacle and mandrel, and secured to
the final production casing (3) with a production packer
(40). Next, the dual spool valve tree (10A) may be placed.
[0093] The construction (CS1) method can be usable
for underground storage within a geologic trap (1A) of a
depleted reservoir through, for example, lower skin dam-
age side-tracks (136) or perforations (129), or in combi-
nation with an operations method (CO1) that can be us-
able for underground storage and solution mining of cav-
ern walls (1A) when well trajectories are oriented verti-
cally, the lower end packer (40) and cementation (20)
are omitted from the perforated (129) liner (19) to allow
fluid flow for salt dissolution. For brine and storage res-
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ervoir cavern creation, a salt inert cushion fluid, with a
specific gravity lighter than water, can be forced into the
well and allowed to rise around the liner (19), where it
can be trapped by the liner top packer (40) to form a water
interface that, combined with conventional interface
measuring technology, either placed through the inner-
most passageway (25) or permanently attached to vari-
ous conduits of the manifold string (70Q), can be usable
to selectively control combined storage and mining op-
erations, with alternating injection of a salt inert stored
cushion fluid, injection of fresh water, and extraction of
brine through the valve controlled manifold crossover
(23F) and flow diverting manifold crossovers (23Z).
[0094] Once pressure containing barriers are placed
(CS1) for substantially hydrocarbon applications, the op-
erations method (CO1) of displacing to a lighter specific
gravity hydrostatic column by circulating a lower density
fluid through the innermost (25) and concentric (24) pas-
sageways, can be usable to underbalance the hydrostat-
ic head of the fluid within the passageway through sub-
terranean strata (52), below the pore pressure contained
behind the liner (19). This will allow fluids to flow outward
during perforation (129), thus reducing or avoiding skin
damage (135 of Figure 2) in non-salt reservoirs, or plac-
ing a cushion under the final cemented casing (3) shoe
(16) for brine and storage reservoirs. A wirline rig (4A of
Figure 16) can be engagable to the valve tree (10A) for
placement of guns to perforate (129) the liner in a pres-
sure controlled and under-balanced state, without the risk
of pushing the guns axially upward with released pore
space fluid, by circulating down the innermost passage-
way (25) using a cable passable flow control device (61),
for example an orifice piston (128 of Figures 27-28), that
can be engaged in the upper manifold crossover (23F),
and taking returns through the concentric passageway
(24) and through the valve tree for pressure controlled
processing. Once perforating has been completed in a
non-salt reservoir, the lower production packer can be
set to separate and pressure-contain the lower perforat-
ed fluid (38) production (34) zone.
[0095] Hydrocarbon method embodiment (CO1) can
be usable to perform underbalanced drilling operations,
while allowing production (38) to be extracted (34) from
a non-salt reservoir, to reduce or avoid skin damage (135
of Figure 2) with, for example coiled tubing, wherein a
series of side tracks (136), such as the fish-bone style
sidetracks shown in Figure 3, are carried out through the
exit bores of the manifold crossovers (23Z of Figure 38)
using a bore selector (47 of Figure 37). If a ported bore
selector (47 of Figures 51-53) and the drilling circulating
conduit are passed through an orifice piston (128 of Fig-
ures 27-28), shown as a flow control device (61) in Figure
3, a lighter specific gravity fluid, such as gas or diesel,
can be circulated down the concentric passageway (24),
through orifices (59) in the inner conduit (2) of the upper
manifold crossover (23Z), and through the bore selector
(47) for mixing with coiled tubing drilling returns to further
under-balance the drilling operations and associated skin

damage (135 of Figure 2).
[0096] Embodiments of construction (CS1) and hydro-
carbon operations (CO1) methods can be usable to un-
der-balance various operations performable through a
completion. For example, gravel packing an unconsoli-
dated reservoir or underbalanced construction of under-
ground storage in a depleted sandstone reservoir where
skin damage adversely affects storage efficiency. In
these embodiments, the innermost (25) and concentric
(24) passageways can be designed for flow through the
valve tree (10A) for underbalanced gravel pack place-
ment or well construction. In comparison, conventional
completions (CM1 of Figure 1) are generally not usable
for simultaneous construction and production operations,
and the conventional method of over-balance placement
may permanently damage a reservoir by choking pore
throats, thus reducing its permeability.
[0097] Referring now to Figure 4, an elevation cross-
sectional view within the subterranean strata of a branch-
ing chamber (832) with expandable metal branches (836,
838) is shown. The Figure illustrates single barriers below
the branch, which comprise expandable metals of lesser
strength than traditional hardened metal materials,
wherein a secondary barrier passageway and barrier,
necessary for monitoring the integrity of primary subter-
ranean well barriers below the junction, is not present.
[0098] The branching chamber (832) is placed within
a parent well bore and flexible metal branches (836, 838)
are expanded to provide a pressure containing junction,
that can be limited by lower expandable metal burst and
collapse pressure ratings in comparison to conventional
tempered and/or heat treated and hardened metal prod-
ucts.
[0099] In comparison, various apparatus and methods
of the present invention can be, generally, constructed
with conventional, non-expandable metals of higher
strength, with a plurality of barriers and annular passage-
ways below junctions to provide increase pressure bear-
ing capacity and redundancy.
[0100] Figure 4 shows branch wells (801, 808) extend-
ing from the branching chamber, and a branching sub
(612) is shown at a node of a parent well, having parent
casing (604) running through intermediate casing (602)
and surface casing (600) from a wellhead (610). The
need to engage a branching sub (612) for the production
tubing (820) and support of the low collapse strength ex-
pandable metal branching chamber (832) requires ce-
menting the junction in place, thus preventing construc-
tion of a usable annular space to monitor the primary well
barriers of branch wells (801, 808). Cementing conduits
within well bores (801, 808) represents a single barrier
that may, should it fail, bypass the connector (806), leak-
ing through the strata and/or collapsing the expandable
junctions (836, 838) and leaking between the branch sub
(612) and branching chamber (832) into an annulus, with
insufficient hydrostatic column, when placed within the
shallow strata to prevent breaching the parent casing
(604) barrier. This parent casing (604) barrier can be ex-
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posed to higher subterranean pressures transmitted
through a poorly cemented annular space, without prior
indications of increased pressure from, for example, an
annulus gauge (13 of Figure 1).
[0101] In comparison, various apparatus and methods
of the present invention can be usable to place shallow
junctions of conventional hardened metal with concentric
passageways or annular spaces, extending axially down-
ward from wells of a junction of wells, to provide sufficient
hydrostatic pressures and/or metal strength for a usable
secondary barrier. A relief pressure reservoir, for exam-
ple, an exposed fracturable strata bore below a casing
shoe in fluid communication with the annular space, can
be usable to provide a secondary barrier, which can pro-
tect the above ground or mud-line environment in the
event of a primary barrier failure.
[0102] Methods of completing the branched well
shown in Figure 4 include providing a down hole manifold
(612) set in the branching chamber (832), above the junc-
tion of the branch well (801, 808) bore lining (805, 810)
engagements (806). The downhole manifold can be ori-
ented and latched via an apparatus (510, 862) in the
branching chamber (832) by orienting the manifold (612)
with a key (812) and a slot (860) arrangement. The Figure
shows production tubing (820) that can extend from the
surface to the downhole manifold (612) to isolate the par-
ent well from the branch wells (801, 808), which can be
closed by plugs placed in the branch well engagements
(806) below the downhole manifold (612).
[0103] If the junction is placed within deeper strata, the
expandable metal branch can provide sufficient barriers
when combined with a larger hydrostatic pressure head
between the tubing (820) and the parent casing (604),
similar to a multi-lateral application placed deep within
the subterranean strata or if a production packer arrange-
ment is used above or in place of the downhole manifold
(612). However, the collapse resistance of an expanda-
ble metal junction may be insufficient to adequately resist
very deep subterranean pore pressures.
[0104] Application of prior art branching technologies
are, generally, limited by the need to use unconventional
expandable metal technology, including the unconven-
tional need to expand the non-concentric branching
chamber (832) branches (836, 838), cement them in
place, and then orient (812, 860) and latch (510, 862) an
unconventional downhole manifold (612), with no annu-
lar passageways available to monitor well integrity below
the chamber (832). Without the provision of two conduit
barriers and an annular passageway of sufficient hydro-
static head to provide sufficient pressure barrier support
and monitoring time, the application is generally limited
to multi-lateral type applications and access to the inner-
most bore is necessary.
[0105] In comparison, various apparatus and methods
of the present invention can be usable with larger diam-
eter conduits of sufficient wall thicknesses and associat-
ed pressure rating for shallow multi-well applications from
a single main bore. The prefabrication with conventional

technology, within a controlled environment, followed by
onsite assembly, placement and/or construction within a
subterranean environment, with the use of conventional
off-the-shelf technologies, can reduce the risk in appli-
cations of the present invention.
[0106] Referring now to Figures 5 and 6, the Figures
show construction (CS2, CS3) and hydrocarbon opera-
tions (CO2) method embodiments, illustrating a plurality
of wells, one of which is bored (17) and one of which is
yet to be bored (17A), branching from a junction of wells
(51A) within the shallow strata and depicting, for exam-
ple, a plurality of perforated (129) hydrocarbon wells to
non-salt reservoirs or a plurality of underground storage
and solution mining wells to brine and storage reservoirs,
usable to form and use space within the walls (1A) of one
or more salt caverns.
[0107] Figure 5 depicts an elevation subterranean
cross-sectional diagrammatic view of an intermediate
construction step (CS2) embodiment using a chamber
junction (43) and bore selector (47). The Figure illustrates
a placed conductor casing (14), that is shown cemented
(20) and sealed at the casing shoe (16) after boring the
surface hole. The Figure further depicts a bore (17) that
has been drilled through the conductor (14) and strata
with a placed chamber junction (43), for example that of
Figures 45-46, 48-50 or 61 and 66-57, and cemented
(20) to form a casing shoe (16) of an intermediate (15)
casing for a substantially hydrocarbon well or substan-
tially water disposal well in non-salt reservoirs, or a final
cemented casing (3) for substantially hydrocarbon and
substantially water underground brine and storage res-
ervoirs in salt reservoirs. A bore selector (47), for example
as shown in Figures 47, 51-53 or 63-64, can be engaged
within the chamber (41) at the chamber bottom (42) to
selectively access the right hand chamber junction (43)
exit bore conduit (39). The Figure shows a strata bore
(17) that has been drilled to form a passageway through
subterranean strata (52). A containing conduit, about the
exit bores (39), is shown added to the chamber junctions
to form a secondary barrier (2A, 148), similar to those
shown in Figures 48-50, 66-67 and 68-70, disposed
about primary barriers (2, 39, 149 of Figures 68-70), to
allow concentric passageways or annular spaces below
the chamber junction (43) to be monitored through vari-
ous supporting fluid communication conduits (150 of Fig-
ures 66-70).
[0108] For construction of underground brine and stor-
age reservoir cavern wells usable to form cavern walls
(1A) in a salt deposit, the strata bores (17) may diverge
to separate caverns before being oriented for vertical so-
lution mining as shown in Figure 6, or progress axially
downward in a parallel or intersecting arrangement as
described in Figure 5 with a completion similar to that
shown in Figure 11.
[0109] Referring now to Figure 6, the Figure depicts
an elevation diagrammatic view through a cross-section-
al slice of the subterranean strata of a construction (CS3)
and combined construction and operations (CO2) meth-
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od embodiment, illustrating a manifold string (76M) with
a manifold crossover (23F) embodiment. The Figure
shows selective control of the fluid communication be-
tween two separate wells, through a single main bore,
using subterranean valves (74) engaged at both ends of
a manifold crossover (23C) for forming a valve controlled
manifold crossover (23F) engaged with a chamber junc-
tion manifold crossover (23T), which can be usable with
a flow controlling plug (25A) to direct flow from left and
right wells to the innermost (25) and intermediate con-
centric (24) passageway, respectively.
[0110] After boring (CS2 of Figure 5) passageways
(17) through the chamber junction (43) and strata, liners
(19) can be engaged to the primary barrier conduit (149)
with hangers and liner top packers (40), extending axially
downward for a plurality of wells from a single main bore
(6). The hydrocarbon method (CO2) can be usable to
perforate (129) cemented (20) liners (19) in a substan-
tially hydrocarbon well for production from a reservoir, or
storage in a depleted sandstone reservoir well, or dis-
posal and/or simulation in a substantially water well in
non-salt reservoirs, or brine and storage reservoirs op-
erations in salt deposits.
[0111] For under-balanced perforating and/or when
string tension is necessary, the method (CO2) can be
usable to place a liner hanger, with a bypass flow capacity
to suspend the tubing (2), with the unset lower end pro-
duction packer (40) and upper end connector (137) (e.g.
a ratch-latch), for each of the plurality of wells, usable to
engage the chamber junction manifold (23T) and valve
controlled manifold crossover (23F) placed as a single
assembly prior to engagement of a valve tree (10A).
Thereafter, a plug can be placeable within the lower pro-
duction packer for setting and placing the lower end con-
duit strings of the manifold string (76M) in tension.
[0112] In the perforating example illustrated, a cable
rig (4A of Figure 16) is engagable to the valve tree (10A)
for placement of cable (11 of Figure 16) conveyed by
perforating guns passing through an orifice piston (128),
that is shown engaged between the valves of the upper
manifold crossover (23F) with the perforating guns se-
lectively communicated through the bore selector (47)
and mule shoe (130) to perforate (129) the liner (19). An
under-balance below the hydrostatic pore pressure can
be achievable by injecting a low specific gravity fluid (31)
through the lower innermost passageway (25) to prevent
upward movement of the perforating guns, after firing
with the fluid that is returned past an unset lower packer
(40) and through an intermediate concentric passageway
(24B), that can be diverted through a selectively control-
lable valve manifold crossover, similar to that of Figure
31, usable with three flow streams.
[0113] After perforating (129), the bore selector (47)
can be removed and the straddle (22), within the chamber
junction manifold crossover (23T), and the orifice piston
(128), within the other chamber junction (23F), can be
replaced with plugs (25A of Figures 11-12) that can be
usable to control fluid mixture (38) flow streams produced

(34) from the left side well with independent production
in the right side well, opposite to the injection arrows
shown.
[0114] The hydrocarbon operations method (CO2) can
be usable for combined operations of substantially hy-
drocarbon and substantially water wells that are usable
for injection (31) and production (34) through a single
main bore (6) to, for example, water flood the lower por-
tion of a reservoir while producing from the upper portion
of the reservoir through a subsea valve tree. Water can
be injected (31) into the concentric passageway (24) for
crossing over at the manifold crossover (23F) and flowing
through the innermost passageway (25) to the right side
perforated (129) liner (19), while production from the left
side perforated (129) liner (19) can be produced through
the concentric passageway of the chamber junction man-
ifold (23T). This production can cross over to the inner-
most passageway (25), at the upper manifold crossover
(23F), wherein both the injection and production fluid mix-
ture streams can be selectively controlled by a plurality
of barriers (2, 2A, 2B, 3), subterranean valves (74) and
a valve tree (10A).
[0115] The construction method (CS3) can be usable
with surface or subsea valves trees (10A), for example,
an adapted horizontal subsea tree. An extra spool can
be added to a conventional valve tree (10 of Figure 1) to
allow continuous flow through a concentric passageway
(24) with storage to and from, for example, a plurality of
depleted reservoir storage wells from a single main bore
(6), with a perforated (129) liner. The storage boundary
(1A) can be a geologic trap such as a dip closure or so-
lution mined cavern walls in a salt deposit usable for con-
taining stored product.
[0116] The construction (CS3) and hydrocarbon oper-
ations (CO2) methods are adaptable for two laterally sep-
arated, substantially water, underground, solution-
mined, storage cavern wells, wherein the cemented (20)
liner (19) is replaced with a free-hanging liner (19) without
the lower packer (40), flow diverting string (similar to 70T
of Figure 10 below the cement packer 139), that can be
engaged to each primary barrier (149) exit bore conduit
(39) of the chamber junction (43). An outer string (2A of
Figure 10) can be engaged with the depicted liner hanger
and packer (40), with the connector (137) at the upper
end of the inner string (2 of Figure 10). The arrangement
can be engagable to the manifold crossover (23T) and
usable to inject and trap a cushion of salt inert fluid be-
tween the bore (17) and the liner top packer (40) and
final cemented (20) exit bore (39) casing shoe (16), dur-
ing solution mining operations by using, for example,
manifold crossovers (23S of Figure 10) to adjust the water
interface level.
[0117] Fresh water can be injected (31) through the
innermost passageways extending from the chamber
junction manifold crossover (23T), with the straddle (22)
in place and the bore selector (47), to both the left and
right side wells, respectively. Salt saturated brine can be
returned (34) from the solution mined space within the
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cavern walls (1A) from both left and right side wells
through a lower manifold crossover (23T) orifice (59),
which is not present in previously described embodi-
ments and requires blocking of the surrounding passage-
way by, for example, cement and/or a packer. In other
embodiments using the radial passageway covered by
the straddle (22), the orifice (59) can be provided with a
one-way valve, usable to inject and trap a salt inert fluid
cushion for selectively controlling the water interface dur-
ing solution mining.
[0118] The method (CS3) can be usable with either
substantially hydrocarbon and/or substantially water
wells, using an inner chamber junction (43), similar to
that of Figures 45-46, placed and engaged at its lower
end with packers (40) to the outer chamber junction (43)
primary barrier (149) exit bore conduits (39). This place-
ment of the inner chamber junction (43) provides a sur-
rounding passageway (55) for primary barrier monitoring
within the hydrocarbon well with a lower packer (40), or
for brine returns in a free-hanging manifold string solution
mining water well, with an additional intermediate con-
centric passageway (24B) for monitoring the secondary
barrier (148).
[0119] Figures 7 and 8 depict elevation subterranean
cross-sectional diagrammatic views of the generalized
conventional construction steps (CM3, CM4) for forming
an underground storage space within salt cavern walls
(1A), using a solution mining salt dissolution process.
The Figures illustrate conventional construction of a stor-
age well, with a conductor (14), an intermediate casing
(15), and a final cemented casing (3) sealed with a casing
shoe (16), through which a strata passageway (17) is
bored. The Figure shows passageway through subterra-
nean strata (52) within which solution mining begins in
Figure 7 by placing a free hanging inner string (2) within
an outer free hanging string (2A), which may be adjusted
with the use of a large hoisting capacity rig during the
processes to reposition the point at which fresh water
enters the solution mining region of a salt deposit (5)
and/or to provide improved sonar measurements than
are possible through casings (2, 2A), after which the free
hanging strings are removed from the passageway
through subterranean strata (52) of Figure 8 showing a
completion (2, 40, 74) installed with a dewatering string
(138) preventing valve (74) operation until after the cav-
ern is emptied for gas operations and the string (138) is
snubbed or stripped out of the well.
[0120] Referring now to Figure 7, the Figure depicts
the conventional solution mining (1) method (CM3) start-
ing with injection of potable water, pond water, ditch wa-
ter, sea water, or other forms of water, generally termed
fresh water due its unsaturated salinity level as compared
to extracted salt saturated brine. The Figure shows the
water injected through the innermost passageway (25)
and returned through the intermediate concentric pas-
sageway (24), between the inner (2) and outer (2A) free
hanging conduit strings, using direct circulation with a
cushion, generally comprising diesel or nitrogen. The in-

jected water is shown forced into an additional interme-
diate concentric passageway (24A), between the outer
conduit string (2A) and a final cemented casing (3), to
control the water interface (117), wherein an initial solu-
tion mined space is created for insoluble strata to fall
through a substantially water fluid stream to the cavern
floor (1E).
[0121] Generally, once sufficient space is formed with
direct circulation, a conventionally more efficient indirect
circulation can be performed by injecting (31) down the
intermediate concentric passageway (24) with returned
(34) fluids passing through the innermost passageway
(25), with a salt inert fluid fluidly communicated through
a port in the wellhead (7) and trapped in the additional
concentric passageway (24A) to maintain a water inter-
face (117) during circulation.
[0122] Generally, caverns are solution mined from the
bottom up by mining a space (1B) with a water interface
(117), raising the water interface (117) repeatedly to cre-
ate increasing volumetric spaces (1C and 1D) with water-
insoluble strata falling through fluids, and raising (1E, 1F,
1G) the cavern floor while continuously injecting (31)
fresh water and extracting (34) saturated or near satu-
rated salt brine, that can be dependent upon the resi-
dence time, pressure, volume and temperature condi-
tions of the salt dissolution process.
[0123] As the process of solution mining may take
years, dependent upon the size of cavern being mined,
the rate at which fresh water is injected (31) and the
number of large hoisting capacity rig visits required to
construct the well and adjust the outer leaching string
(2A) during formation of a salt cavern represents a sig-
nificant net present value investment.
[0124] Referring now to Figure 8, the Figure depicts
the conventional completion method (CM4) following so-
lution mining (CM3 and 1 of Figure 7), wherein the free
hanging leaching strings (2, 2A) have been removed and
a completion, similar to CM1 of Figure 1, comprising a
production casing (2) and production packer (40), en-
gaged to the final cemented casing (3), have been placed
and engaged to the wellhead (7) with a valve tree (10A),
that can be engaged to the upper end using valves (64)
to selectively control injection and extraction of fluids.
[0125] In liquid storage wells, where the stored prod-
ucts do not pose a significant evaporative or expansion
escape risk, for example crude oil or diesel, generally,
no subterranean valve (74) is present. In addition, a de-
watering string (138), generally, remains in place through
the production casing (2), and product is injected (31)
indirectly through the passageway, between the dewa-
tering (138) and the production casing (2), taking brine
returns (34) through the dewatering string (138) with
stored liquid product displacing brine from the space with-
in the cavern walls (1A). Retrieval of stored liquid is gen-
erally accomplished by direct injection of brine, from a
pond or storage facility, through the dewatering string
(138) to float the lower specific gravity stored product out
of the cavern as described in Figure 74.
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[0126] In gas or volatile liquid storage instances, a fail-
safe shut subterranean valve (74) is generally placed in
the production casing (2), through which a dewatering
string can be placed. Gas or volatile liquids can be stored
using indirect circulation for injection (31) through the
passageway, between the dewatering (138) and produc-
tion casing (2), and taking brine returns (34) through the
dewatering string (138), after which the dewatering string
(138) must be stripped or snubbed out of the well in a
relatively high risk operation, where personnel are in
close proximity to pressurized barriers, to allow the fail
safe safety valve (74) to function.
[0127] Conventional methods (CM3, CM4) of con-
structing salt caverns and initializing gas or volatile liquid
underground storage are labor intensive and potentially
hazardous, taking a number of years to complete before
realizing a return on investment.
[0128] Referring now to Figure 9, an elevation cross-
sectional diagrammatic view through a slice of subterra-
nean strata along the axis depicting embodiments of con-
struction (CS4) and hydrocarbon operations (CO3) meth-
ods are shown. The depicted embodiments can be usa-
ble with a manifold string (70R) and flow diverter (21) and
a manifold crossover (23F) of the present invention. The
Figure illustrates well construction, similar to Figure 3,
above the final cemented casing (3), which comprises
the outer string (2A) of the manifold string (70R) cement-
ed (2) to form a casing shoe (16). An initial cavern space,
within salt deposit (5) cavern walls (1A), can be used for
storage during solution mining (1S). The construction and
combined operations methods (CO3-CO7) can be usa-
ble to reduce both the number of large hoisting capacity
rig visits and the time frame before realizing a return on
investment, when compared to conventional methods
(CM3 and CM4 of Figures 7 and 8) with simultaneous
storage and solution mining (1S).
[0129] After cementation (20) of the manifold string
(70R) and any associated mechanical integrity tests of
the casing shoe (16), and the placement of a salt inert
cushion fluid, water can be injected into the solution
mined (1) spaces (1B, 1C, 1D), initially, using an indirect
method. The indirect method injects the water through
the intermediate concentric passageway (24), taking re-
turns through the innermost passageway (25) and orific-
es (59) in the inner conduit string (2), at its lower end.
Thereafter, a direct method can be used to inject water
through the innermost passageway (25) to flow diverting
crossovers (21), described in Figure 38, that can be se-
lectively controlled with flow diverting bore selectors (47A
of Figures 35-36), also usable to inject and trap a salt
inert cushion fluid between the final cemented casing (3)
shoe (16) and the water level (117). After sufficient vol-
ume is formed through faster leaching of a lesser diam-
eter cavern roof, the water interface (117) can be lowered
with the cushion between the lesser diameter roof and
water interface usable as a storage space (147) during
simultaneous storage and solution mining (1S), wherein
below the water interface, the flow diverting bore selec-

tors can be usable to selectively place water for solution
mining (1) a larger diameter cavern, during which insol-
uble strata can fall and accumulate (1E, 1F and 1G) at
the bottom of the cavern. Saturated brine can enter ori-
fices (59) in the inner conduit (2) and can cross over to
the intermediate passageway (24), below the bore se-
lector for extraction through the valve tree (10A).
[0130] The method (CO3) can be usable to form an
initial space within cavern walls (1B) by using direct cir-
culation of fresh water through the innermost passage-
way (25), with salt saturated brine returned through the
concentric passageway (24) using the lowest water in-
terface (117) above the lower end of the outer string (2A).
Alternatively, the initial space within the cavern walls can
be formed indirectly from the circulation of water through
the concentric passageway (24) to the innermost pas-
sageway, during which time a salt inert fluid cushion can
be periodically injected through either passageway (24,
25) and trapped by the casing shoe (16).
[0131] Various initial cavern volume shapes (147) us-
able for simultaneous storage and solution mining (1S)
can be formed with direct or indirect circulation and ad-
justment of the salt inert fluid cushion that can control the
water interface, selectively increased with injection or re-
moved with a manifold crossover (23), after the initial
insoluble volume. While no two caverns are ever the
same shape after completing solution mining, any con-
ventional design shape is formable with the present in-
vention, for example those of Figures 10, 13 and 14, can
be usable to more quickly form a cushion storage volume
(147 of Figures 13 and 14) and can be further usable as
a leaching cushion for subsequent solution mining oper-
ations (1).
[0132] The conventional rule-of-thumb for salt disso-
lution is that the top of the cavern leaches twice as fast
as the sides of the cavern, and the sides of a cavern
leach twice as fast as the bottom of a cavern. Conven-
tional methods (CM4 of Figure 8) of cavern formation
involve developing a cavern width, first, at its deepest
level and, then, working upward to complete the cavern
shape, wherein the present method (CO3) can be usable
to form a smaller volume that can be usable for storage
and cushion, after which solution mining of the cavern
side walls (1A) can continue, either conventionally or with
method embodiments (1T of Figures 75-76 and 80-83)
for brine and storage reservoirs.
[0133] Liquid storage is generally volume dependent,
with a high unit value per unit of volume, and salt caverns
are generally preferred with liquid storage methods (1T
of Figures 75-76 and 80-83) of the present invention us-
able with gas storage. Gas storage within gas tight salt
caverns is generally more profitable for shorter trading
periods to increase the number of turns, referring to turn-
around volumetric usage as described in Figure 78,
wherein only a portion of the cavern is used with larger
seasonal swings that are conventionally left to less effi-
cient, depleted, sandstone reservoirs, presumably due
to the higher investment cost of the more efficient salt
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cavern storage space dedicated solely to gas storage.
Various methods (157, CO1-CO7, 1S and 1T of Figures
75-76 and 80-83) are usable to to combine both liquid
and gas storage.
[0134] The construction method (CS4) manifold cross-
over (23F) can be usable, for example, to perform both
solution mining and gas storage operations (1S) without
rig intervention. A smaller cavern volume (147), formed
by first solution mining a smaller diameter cavern axially
upward at the faster dissolution rate of the cavern room,
can be usable to form a gas trading cushion volume (147).
Thereafter, the water interface can be lowered by the
volume of gas stored, during, for example, the weekend
lower usage period for displacing brine, and released dur-
ing daily peak demands as fresh water is injected to so-
lution mine the cavern walls (1A) to a larger diameter
from the bottom up. The stored cushion product extrac-
tion and associated pressures are aided by methods of
(1T of Figures 75-76 and 80-83) fresh water injection,
brine generation and displacement betwen a u-tube con-
duit arrangement between brine and storage reservoirs.
[0135] Figures 13 and 14, depict elevation diagram-
matic views of combined hydrocarbon operations meth-
od embodiments (CO6 and CO7, respectively) that can
be usable with conventional well designs (CM5), includ-
ing conventional designs incorporating one or more ap-
paratus of the present invention to solution mine various
cavern design shapes while simultaneously storing a val-
ued produced, for example, hydrocarbon gas within the
walls (1A) of a salt deposit cavern. The Figure shows a
smaller cavern cushion storage space (147) that can be
solution mined, first, for the purpose of simultaneous stor-
age operations (1S) during solution mining operations
(1) with a working pressure (WP), usable to selectively
control the substantially water interface (117) during en-
largement of the cavern walls (1A)
[0136] Referring now to Figures 9-10, 12-14, 76 and
80, the Figures depict various example intermediate and
final cavern design shapes that can be usable with the
present invention. An initial volume (147) can be formed
for a storage cushion during simultaneous storage and
solution mining (1S), after which subsequent cavern
shapes (1B, 1C, 1D) can be formed by selectively con-
trolling the substantially water interface (117) with place-
ment of a salt inert cushion and selective placement of
manifold crossovers (23) and flow control devices, until
reaching the final cavern wall (1A of Figures 9-10, 12-14,
76 and 80) design volume.
[0137] Construction methods (CS4-CS7) can be usa-
ble with any underground storage facility requiring a sub-
terranean well for fluid communication of stored products,
for example depleted reservoirs similar to those depicted
in Figures 3 and 6. The storage boundary (1A of Figures
3 and 6) represents a geologic feature, such as a four-
way dip closure reservoir or the walls of a conventional
mine or, as described, a solution mined salt cavern,
wherein subterranean valves can be required for stored
products, posing a significant risk of escaping through

expansion or evaporation.
[0138] Combined storage and solution mining meth-
ods (1S, 1T, CO3-CO7, 157) can be usable with any un-
derground salt cavern storage facility. The present inven-
tion can be usable for combining liquid and gas storage
caverns, where higher unit value products, such as liquid
hydrocarbon storage, conventionally displaced with sat-
urated brine rather than water and having a storage value
not necessarily driven by short term peak loading, are
not generally combined with hydrocarbon gas salt cavern
storage, wherein economics are dominated by short term
peak leveling requiring only a small portion of the design
volume from caverns generally not refilled after initial de-
watering.
[0139] Liquid products of greater per unit value, gen-
erally, require lower economic volume turn-over or turns
than, for example, a compressed product like hydrocar-
bon gas, with two distinct demand cycles comprising a
daily or weekly usage of a small proportion of the stored
volume to manage peak demand and a season demand
occurring over a longer time horizon, comprising cycling
the entire working storage volume between the maximum
and minimum working pressures of the cavern. Typically,
the capital cost of constructing large underground salt
cavern gas storage facilities, comprising many intercon-
nected caverns, is less economic for seasonal demand
than, for example, a depleted reservoir, because the cap-
ital investment is higher returns on the longer investment.
As a result, salt cavern storage is conventionally used
for peak leveling of daily and weekly demand, wherein
the seasonal turn-over of a lower value per unit product
cannot economically justify the construction investment,
or the sunk cost investment, for a significant volume of
cushion gas that must be left within caverns to maintain
the minimum working pressure supporting the salt cavern
roof.
[0140] Consequently, less capital intensive and less-
efficient depleted sandstone reservoir gas storage is typ-
ically used for seasonal demands, while gas-tight salt
caverns are generally used for peak leveling daily or
weekly demand, generally, preventing the combination
of contra-seasonal-demand storage combinations of liq-
uid and gas hydrocarbons storage facilities.
[0141] Embodiments of the methods of the present in-
vention are usable to reduce the cost of constructing and
operating liquid and gas storage facilities. For example,
embodiments of the present invention can reduce costs
by constructing a well in a single rig visit, or by providing
pressurized containment for seasonal re-filling of a gas
storage cavern with liquid hydrocarbons, water and/or
brine without further rig visits, that are conventionally re-
quired for placement and removal of a dewatering string
through subsurface safety valve. Additional reduction of
costs include economically supplying water and dispos-
ing of brine using, for example, the ocean to provide larg-
er facilities with a plurality of more efficient gas-tight stor-
age caverns that can be usable for economically supply-
ing both peak leveling and seasonal gas demands.
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[0142] Conventional designs include, for example, the
dual wells to a single cavern depicted in Figures 13 and
14. The Figures show two or more conduit strings (2) and
selectively controllable subterranean valves (74), en-
gaged to associated wellheads (7) and subsea or surface
valve (64) trees (10), that are usable to selectively control
injection of salt inert fluids and water to form a cushion
storage volume (147), after which a cushion storage
space working pressure (WP) is usable to selectively
control a substantially water or fluid interface (117) for
underground storage operations (1S), while solution min-
ing (1). For example, hydrocarbon gas may be stored
within the upper cushion volume (147) during a weekend
forcing saturated brine from the cavern and, then, re-
leased from storage during weekday peak demands as
water is injected into the cavern to solution mine the lower
end of the cavern and to reduce working pressure (WP)
reductions caused by product withdrawal.
[0143] Initially, any salt inert fluid followed by any stor-
age valued salt inert fluid, for example, diesel or hydro-
carbon gas, can be trappable through injection and lower
specific gravity floatation between the final cemented
casing shoe (3,16) and a substantially water interface
(117), usable for selectively controlling salt dissolution
(1). For example, nitrogen gas can be used to form the
initial storage cushion volume; after which, hydrocarbons
valued for various consumer demands can be usable as
a salt inert fluid for storage operations (1S) or com-
pressed air, generated from wind energy and valued for
release to a pneumatic motor driving an electrical gen-
erator, can be usable as a salt inert fluid for storage op-
erations (1S) while solution mining (1).
[0144] Conventional theories, relating to support of the
cavern roof and working gas pressures within a cavern,
use shapes (1D), similar to those of Figures 10 and 14,
to provide an arching salt deposit roof capable of lower
working pressures than, for example, shapes (1A) similar
to Figures 9, 10, 12 and 13. Apparatus and methods of
the present invention can be usable with any cavern
shape and working cavern pressure. Higher and lower
working pressures (WP), associated with various cavern
shapes, can be at least partially controllable with fresh
water injection, brine generation and/or brind displace-
ment during combined operations (1T, CO3-CO7) to help
maintain cavern pressure during stored product release,
wherein product storage drives the water interface (117)
and associated brine extraction and/or dewatering.
[0145] Various methods for injection of water and ex-
traction of saturated brine can be usable to selectively
control the substantially water interface (117). For exam-
ple, a gas storage operation (1S) pump (69A of Figure
29), engaged within a manifold crossover (23F of Figures
6, 9, 10 and 12) between controlling valves (74 of Figures
6, 9, 10 and 12), can be operatable with release of com-
pressed gas to pump water into the pressurized (WP)
cavern for solution mining (1) operations, as expanding
compressed gas is released from storage. The com-
pressed gas can be injected into the cavern for urging

saturated brine from the cavern, with the working pres-
sure (WP) of the dewatering operation assisted by re-
verse operation of the in-line subterranean pump (69A
of Figure 29) for aiding brine extraction.
[0146] Various other solution mining (1) and storage
operations (1S) can be usable including frequent, inter-
mittent or seasonal extraction and emptying of stored
fluids within the cavern by filling the volume (147, 1B, 1C,
1D) with fresh water left to fully saturate, with dissolution
of a calculated salt, wall thickness within the tolerance
of the maximum cavern design diameter using, for ex-
ample, an ocean for water supply and brine disposal
and/or a u-tube conduit arrangement method (1T) for fluid
communication between brine and storage reservoirs.
[0147] The working pressure and working volume,
within underground gas storage wells and caverns, can
be invariably linked in compressible fluid storage opera-
tions, where a large initial volume of cushion gas must
remain within caverns for the life of a convention gas
storage facility to maintain the minimum working pres-
sure that is necessary to prevent salt creep from adverse-
ly affecting the storage space and/or stability of the salt
cavern roof.
[0148] Embodiments of the methods (1T, CO3-CO7)
can be usable to positively affect the working volume,
comprising for example the sum of a working gas volume
and cushion gas volume necessary to maintain salt cav-
ern stability and/or for extending the withdrawal period
associated the limiting thermodynamics of expanding
gas lowering well equipment, generally measured at the
wellhead. Increased usable working volume can be
achieved by filling the cavern volume with water or brine,
from for example and ocean or brine and storage reser-
voir, while using a valve controlled manifold crossover
(23F of Figures 6, 9, 10, 12 and 21-26) or a conventional
well design with two conduit strings, usable to selectively
control injection of water, salt inert and/or valued storage
fluids while extracting brine or valued storage fluids. The
embodiments of the methods (1T, CO3-CO7) can be us-
able to control at least a portion of the pressure, volume
and temperature thermodynamic results of injection
and/or extraction of stored fluids, while simultaneously
emptying or filling the cavern with water or brine.
[0149] Referring now to Figure 10, an elevation sub-
terranean cross-sectional diagrammatic view of con-
struction (CS5) and combined hydrocarbon operations
(CO4) method embodiments, using a manifold string
(70T) with manifold crossovers (23F, 23S) within a bored
strata passageway (17) through a salt deposit (5). Em-
bodiments, shown in the Figure, include using a conven-
tional cement retainer or expandable cement packer
(139) and a manifold crossover (23S), adapted with a
conventional cement stage collar (123) for performing a
similar function to a sliding side door, wherein the cement
port can be closed after cementation through radial pas-
sageway conduits extending from the innermost bore to
the outer conduit string (2A), engaging the manifold string
(70T) to the passageway through subterranean strata
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(52) with a casing shoe (16). The casing shoe (16) can
comprise the expandable cement packer (139) that can
be cemented (20) in place through an intermediate cas-
ing (15) placed and cemented (20) within a conductor
casing (14), with a wellhead (7) at its upper end.
[0150] After engaging a valve tree (10A of Figure 12)
to the upper end of the wellhead (7), the combined op-
erations (1S, CO4) method can comprise placing an in-
itial water interface cushion with trapped injection and,
then, forming a storage cushion volume (147) using the
faster cavern roof leaching rate, once an initial cavern
diameter is established by indirect circulation axially
down the intermediate concentric passageway (24), and
through the lower end orifices (59) in the inner conduit
string (2). The method (CO4) can continue by the com-
bined operations of solution mining, injecting and storing
a salt inert storage fluid (1S), within the upper end of the
space (147) or cushion, to lower the water interface for
enlargement of the initial cavern diameter, with further
indirect and/or direct circulation through the innermost
passageway (25) to various radial passageways (75) of
manifold crossovers (23S), for enlarging the lower cavern
shape (ID). Indirect circulation of water down the con-
centric passageway (24), with brine returned through the
innermost passageway (25), can be changeable, after
formation of the initial volume (147), to direct circulation
of water down the innermost passageway to a selected
blocked depth, using, for example, a flow controlling de-
vice such a plug, for diverting flow through the manifold
crossover (23S) to fall downward through the storage
cushion to the water interface, with stored products re-
trieved from the cushion through the manifold crossover
(23S) by indirect circulation. Subsequent combined op-
erations (CO4) can comprise, for example, alternating
gas storage peak demand trading and solution mining
operations (1S), wherein the sloped cavern roof is de-
signed for emptying the cavern of water and refilling it,
accounting for differing rates of salt dissolution between
the walls and roof until reaching the final wall (1A) shape.
Thereafter, the embodiments of the combined operations
method (CO4) can include, for example, peak leveling
trading of gas for using a smaller portion of the cavern,
refilling the cavern for season gas storage, and compen-
sating for natural salt creep, resulting from strata over-
burden pressures, with subsequent seasonal salt disso-
lution.
[0151] Inclusion of a plurality of smaller diameter radial
passageway manifold crossovers (23S of Figures
42-44), usable with a plurality of shorter conventional flow
controlling device (61 of Figures 39-41) lengths provides
a means for depth critical adjustments, that can be nec-
essary when solution mining operations encounter un-
expected subterranean salt deposit features, or wherein
high injection rates of water are to be spread over various
depths through several manifold crossovers (23S), in-
stead of injection through a large bore at a single depth.
[0152] Various larger bore manifold crossovers, for ex-
ample 23Z of Figure 38, can be included for sonar meas-

uring devices to exit a manifold string entering the cavern,
to take the sonar measurements. Alternatively, measure-
ments can be taken through the manifold string conduits
to adjust solution mining operations and to manage un-
expected subterranean features encountered during so-
lution mining.
[0153] Referring now to Figures 11 and 12, elevation
subterranean cross sectional diagrammatic views of con-
struction (CS6) and combined hydrocarbon operations
(CO5) method embodiments are shown, which can be
usable with a manifold string (76N) and manifold cross-
overs (23F, 23T). The Figures show a chamber junction
(43) final casing (3) that can be cemented (20) within a
conductor (14) casing for forming a single main bore (6)
and wellhead (7) for engagement of a valve tree (10A).
The Figures show a plurality of strata bores (17) that have
been drilled through a salt deposit (5) to intersect at their
lower end. The Figures include a plurality of conduit string
(2) liners (19) with hangers and production packers (40),
which are engaged with the chamber junction (43) exit
bore conduits (39), after which the manifold crossovers
(23F, 23T) assembly can be connected (137) with, for
example, packer anchors secured to the production
packers (40) with a valve tree (10A) that can be engaged
to the upper end of the wellhead, securing the tops of the
various conduit strings (2, 2A, 3 and 14).
[0154] The combined underground storage and solu-
tion mining method (CO5) can be usable to inject (31)
fresh water into the left side well, taking returns (34)
through the right side well, wherein a plug (25A) within a
manifold crossover (23T) can direct flow from the right
well into the concentric passageway (24) to enter the
innermost passageway (25) above the flow control de-
vice (61) within the upper manifold crossover (23F). The
upper manifold crossover (23F) can comprise, for exam-
ple, a plug (25A of Figure 15) or a fluid pump (69A of
Figure 29), that can be usable to both divert and selec-
tively control fluid flow through the subterranean valve
(74) controlled upper manifold crossover (23F), wherein
fluid communication is further selectively controlled by
valves (64) of the valve tree (10A).
[0155] Water and a salt inert fluid are injectable (31)
and trappable under the production packers and casing
shoe (16) or within, either or both, cavern chimneys
formed by the wells exiting the chamber junction (43), if
a manifold crossover (23S of Figure 10) is adapted with
a cementing stage tool (123 of Figure 10) and a cement
packer (139 of Figure 10) is used to seal either or both
cavern chimneys. As the substantially water interface
(117) is moved axially upward, the left side conduit can
be sequentially severed (140) to adjust the level at which
water is placed within the intermediate cavern walls and
provide unrestricted sonar measurements.
[0156] One or both wells exiting the chamber junction
(43) can be usable to leach a salt inert storage cushion
fluid volume (147 of Figures 10, 13, 14, 76 and 80) and
can be further usable to store fluid during combined op-
erations (CO5). The liquid interface (117) can be selec-
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tively movable with working pressure, and the interface
(117) can be raised upward as the cavern volume (1B,
1C, 1D) is formed through salt dissolution. Water insol-
uble strata can fall and accumulate (1G) at the cavern
lower end with extraction (34) through orifices (59) in the
right side well conduit (2), during the process of extracting
fine particles and small solids, and leaving the larger par-
ticles (133) to form by permeability (132 of Figure 2),
within the insolubles accumulated (1G) at the cavern
floor.
[0157] Referring now to Figures 3, 5-6, 9-14, 76 and
80-83 depicting various preferred method embodiments
(1S, CS1-CS7, CO1-CO7, 1T, 157), wherein various
methods and apparatus described herein can be usable
and combinable with various other methods and appa-
ratus of the present invention to form other embodiments,
that can be usable to selectively control pressures during
construction and/or hydrocarbon operations, storage or
solution mining for one or more substantially hydrocarbon
and/or substantially water wells from a single main bore
(6).
[0158] As demonstrated by various described con-
struction (CS1-CS3) and combined operations (CO1-
CO2) methods, the present invention can be usable to
accomplish various operations performable through a
completion to one or more wells through a single main
bore (6), and is further adaptable to perform, for example,
any pressure controlled circulation of fluids through a
completion string for acid cleanups, matrix acid frac stim-
ulations or proppant frac stimulations, gravel packs, jet
pump operations, gas lift operations, other fluid opera-
tions through a completion string normally requiring cir-
culation, with for example, coiled tubing.
[0159] Referring now to Figures 15 and 16, views of a
conventional wireline plug (25A) and wireline rig (4A),
respectively, are depicted. The Figures show a flow con-
trol device (61) placeable through engagement with a
cable (11) of a wireline or slickline (4A) rig (4), with a
hoisting (12) apparatus for conveyance through a lubri-
cator (8) and blow out preventer (9) engaged to the top
of a valve tree (10), that is secured to a wellhead (7) in
communication with the innermost passageway of a
manifold string, for placement within the passageway
through subterranean strata to selectively control pres-
surized fluid flow. Various example flow control appara-
tuses (61) are depicted and comprise a: plug (25A) with
a cable engagable connector (68) and mandrels (89), a
straddle (22 of Figures 39-44), an orifice piston (128 of
Figures 27-28), a pump (69A of Figure 29) and bore se-
lectors (47 of Figure 37, 51-53 and 47A of Figures 35-36),
that can be placeable, usable and retrievable from the
innermost passageway (25) of the present invention to
selectively control pressurized fluid flow, wherein other
conventional devices and flow controlling devices of the
present inventor are also usable.
[0160] Referring now to Figures 17, 21, 32, 38, 42 and
71, the Figures depict plan views with dashed lines rep-
resenting additional conduits (2B, 2C, 2D), usable to form

additional concentric passageways (24A, 24B, 24C) that
can be engagable with other manifold crossovers, for ex-
ample, 23C of Figures 17 to 20, 23F of Figures 21 to 26,
23I of Figures 31 to 34, 23Z of Figure 38, 23S of Figures
42-44 and 23V of Figures 71 to 73, to form various other
manifold crossover embodiments (23) and/or manifold
strings. In a manner similar to the manifold string (70W)
of Figure 31, any number of additional concentric con-
duits and/or conduit strings engagable with various man-
ifold crossovers can be configurable in various arrange-
ments to selectively control pressurized fluid mixture flow
through a plurality of concentric passageways, using a
valve disposed across the innermost passageway,
whereby access through the innermost passageway re-
mains usable for conveying flow controlling devices (61).
[0161] With regard to Figures 17 to 20, various views
of a manifold crossover (23C) embodiment are shown,
depicting concentric conduits (2, 2A) on upper and lower
ends of an expanded diameter outer concentric conduit
(2A), with walls angularly arranged for relatively high flow
stream velocities and with an enlarged internal diameter
to form equivalent or larger cross-sectional flow areas to,
for example, reduce the risk of erosion or flow cutting of
the manifold crossovers (23C) walls, usable to form em-
bodiments of valve controlled crossovers (for example
23F of Figures 21 to 26).
[0162] Referring now to Figure 17, a plan view with line
A-A associated with Figure 18, of a manifold crossover
(23) embodiment (23C), depicting fluidly separated inter-
mediate concentric passageways (24X and 24Y) formed
within the intermediate concentric passageway (24),
about the innermost passageway (25).
[0163] Figure 18 depicts an elevation cross-sectional
view along line A-A of Figure 17, illustrating a manifold
crossover (23C). The Figure shows the left side fluidly
separated passageway (24Y) ending at a lower end wall
for diverting fluid communication through lower radial
passageways (75), with the right fluidly separated pas-
sageway (24X) ending at an upper end wall for diverting
fluid communication through the upper radial passage-
ways (75). The engagement of a flow control device, for
example a plug (25A of Figure 15), within the receptacle
(45) between upper and lower radial passageway (75)
orifices (59) can effectively divert fluid communication
from the concentric passageway (24) to the innermost
passageway (25), and vice-versa.
[0164] Referring now to Figure 19, the Figure depicts
a projected view of Figure 18 along section line A-A of
Figure 17, with detail line B associated with Figure 20 of
a manifold crossover (23C). The Figure shows the ends
(90) of the manifold crossover engagable between con-
duits of conduit strings (2, 2A) of a manifold string, where-
in the innermost passageway can be usable to convey
flow control devices through the string. The intermediate
concentric passageway (24) is shown fluidly separated
into flow stream passageways (24X and 24Y) to cross
over fluid communication from the innermost passage-
way (25) to the concentric passageway (24), and vice-
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versa, when a flow control device is engaged with the
receptacle (45) between radial passageway (75) orifices
(59) The manifold crossover (23C) can be usable with a
valve controlled manifold crossover (23F of Figures
21-26), wherein a valve control line passageway (141)
can be placeable within walls between fluidly separated
passageways (24X, 24Y) for subsequent continuance
within the concentric passageway (24) or for external en-
gagement with the string, as shown in Figure 17.
[0165] Figure 20 depicts a magnified view of the portion
of the manifold crossover (23C) within detail line B of
Figure 19, with dashed lines showing hidden surfaces,
and further illustrates the arrangement of passageways
(24, 25, 24X, 24Y and 141) about and around the radial
passageway orifices (59), connecting the passageways
(24, 25 of Figure 18) formed by the inner (2) and outer
conduits (2A).
[0166] Figures 21 to 26 depict various views of a valve
controlled manifold crossover (23F) embodiment. The
Figures include conventional valves (74) that can be suit-
able for subterranean use. The valves are shown, for
example purposes, as fail-safe flapper (127) type sub-
surface safety valves, with control lines (79), that can be
engaged to the upper and lower ends (90 of Figures
17-20) of a manifold crossover (23C of Figures 17-20) to
form a valve controlled manifold crossover (23F), with
upper and lower ends engagable between conduits (2,
2A) of a larger manifold string.
[0167] Referring now to Figures 21, 22 and 23, the Fig-
ures depict plan, elevation cross-sectional and isometric
projection views, respectively, with break lines showing
removed sections of the Figure 22 cross-section, along
line C-C of Figure 21, and projected to form the isometric
view of Figure 23, with detail lines D, E and F associated
with Figures 24, 25 and 26, respectively, of a valve con-
trolled manifold crossover (23F). The Figures illustrate
flapper (127) type valves (74) through which flow control
devices may be conveyed, and through which a plug
(25A) flow controlling device can be installed within the
receptacle (45) to divert fluid communication between
the upper innermost passageway (25), through the upper
radial passageway (75) and the fluid separated concen-
trically disposed passageway (24X), to the lower inter-
mediate passageway (24). At the same time or simulta-
neously, fluid communication can be diverted through
the upper concentric passageway (24), through the fluidly
separated concentric passageway (24Y) and lower radial
passageway (75), to the lower innermost passageway
(25). Fluid flow to both fluidly communicated flow streams
can be selectively controllable by the upper and lower
valves (74) and control lines (79).
[0168] Figure 24 depicts a magnified view of the portion
of manifold crossover (23F) within detail line D of Figure
22. The Figure illustrates the upper conventional flapper
(127) valve (74) with a flow tube (142) that can be enga-
gable with the flapper (127) urged by a piston (143) pres-
sured through the control line (79) axially downward to
hold the valve open. A loss of hydraulic pressure in the

control line (79) can release the piston (143) force, and
a spring (144) can be used to shut the valve with pressure
beneath the flapper assisting closure. The valve can be
engaged to the inner concentric conduit string (2) and
contained within the outer concentric conduit string (2A),
with the lower valve control line passing through the con-
centric passageway (24) or, alternatively, on the exterior
of the assembly as shown.
[0169] In a manner similar to the manifold crossover
(23C), the diameter of a conduit string (2, 2A) can be
adjustable within any confining spaces to accommodate
a loss of cross-sectional area. For example, the diameter
of the conduit 2A of Figures 21-26 is increasable to pro-
vide improved flow properties past the valve (74) bodies
extending into, and partially blocking, the depicted con-
centric passageway (24).
[0170] Referring now to Figure 25, a magnified view of
the portion of manifold crossovers (23C and 23F) within
detail line F of Figure 23 is shown. The Figure depicts
the cable engagable connector (68) of the plug (25A),
that is deployed through, and engaged within, the upper
innermost passageway (25) to divert fluid communication
from the innermost passageway to the upper radial pas-
sageway (75) orifices (59).
[0171] The Figure shows control and/or measurement
lines (79) that can be usable to, for example, operate the
lower valve (74) and to operate measurement devices
for the substantially water interface in a solution mining
and/or underground storage cushion operation, with hy-
draulic or electrical signal passage through the wall be-
tween the fluidly separated passageways (24X, 24Y) and
the intermediate concentric passageway (24) or, alter-
natively, by engagement to the outside diameter of the
outer string (2A). The control or measurement cable or
line (79) can pass through the concentric passageway,
between concentric conduits (2 and 2A), or enter the sur-
rounding passageway about the manifold crossover (23).
[0172] Similar arrangements can be usable for passing
control and/or measuring conduit or cable lines (79) from
the surrounding passageway (55 of Figures 3, 6 and
9-12) into a concentric passageway (24 of Figures 3, 6
and 9-12) to bypass, for example, a packer (40 of Figures
3, 6, and 9-12). Thereafter, the cables can re-enter the
surrounding passageway and be strapped to the assem-
bly as it is placed within the passageway through subter-
ranean strata (52 of Figures 3, 6, and 9-12).
[0173] Figure 26 depicts a magnified view of the portion
of manifold crossovers (23C and 23F) within detail line
E of Figure 22. The Figure illustrates the plug diverting
fluid communication from the lower innermost passage-
way (25) to the radial passageway (75) orifices (59), with
control lines (79) exiting the bottom of the wall between
fluidly separated passageways (24X, 24Y), both internal
and external to the outer conduit (2A).
[0174] Referring now to Figures 27 and 28, the Figures
depict a plan view with line G-G and elevation cross-
section along line G-G, respectively, of an orifice piston
embodiment (128). The Figures show a housing (114)
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with outer diameter seals (66), upper and lower orifices
(59) at the ends of the associated passageway that can
be usable for passage of a conduit or cable (11 of Figure
15). The orifice (59) passageway may be sealing or pro-
vide partial fluid communication to aid placement, remov-
al and use within a method. Methods of use include, for
example, placement within manifold crossover (23C,
23F, 231, 23T, 23Z) receptacles between innermost pas-
sageway orifices, wherein the connectors, shown for ex-
ample as mandrels (89), are engagable with receptacles
to divert all or part of fluid communication from the inner-
most passageway from crossing radial passageways flu-
id flow streams above and below the orifice piston be-
tween intermediate and innermost passageways, similar
to a choke or plug (25A of Figures 21-23 and 25-26),
when cable or conduits are passed through the flow con-
trol device (61) orifice piston (128) and innermost pas-
sageway. Differential pressures against the upper and
lower piston surfaces can be usable to place and/or hold
the orifice piston (128) in place or to aid in its removal
during, for example, the under-balanced cable perforat-
ing operations of Figures 3 and 6; the under-balanced
coiled tubing drilling operations of Figure 3; or the coiled
tubing cleanout of insolubles blocking a manifold string
in the solution mining and combined operation methods
of Figures 9-14.
[0175] Figure 29 depicts an isometric view of a fluid
motor and fluid pump (69A) flow control device (61) with
a cable connection (68) for placement and removal
through the innermost passageway. The pump can be
usable within receptacles in various manifold crossovers
(for example 23C, 23F, 231, 23T, 23Z), with upper and
lower fluid turbines (112) placeable between crossing flu-
id communicating passageways. The energy from one
fluid mixture flow stream can be partially transferred to
the other through a shaft (113) connecting the two turbine
or impellor (112) arrangements, for example, gas expan-
sion from an underground storage cavern driving one
impellor also drives the other impellor, which can be us-
able to pump water into the storage cavern for solution
mining operations and, conversely, with fluid pumped into
the cavern during solution mining assists either storage
fluid or brine extraction from the cavern. For example,
the temperature of gas expansion can be reduced by
decreasing the decompression of stored gas, thereby in-
creasing the withdrawal periods achievable during sea-
sonal drawn down of a cavern, before shutting in on min-
imum equipment operating temperatures. If differing ro-
tational speeds between impellors are required, for ex-
ample, when expanding gas through one turbine is driv-
ing the other liquid pumping impellor with a higher torque
requirement, gearing arrangements, such as planetary
gearing are usable within the housing (114).
[0176] Referring now to Figures 30 and 31, the Figures
show diagrammatic views of the manifold crossover
(23F) of Figures 21-26 forming a manifold string (70U)
embodiment of Figure 30, and the manifold crossover
(23F of Figures 21-26) combinable with manifold cross-

overs (231 of Figures 32-34; 23T of Figures 6, 11-12 and
54-58; 23Z of Figure 38; 23S of Figures 10 and 42-44;
and 23V of Figures 71-73) and configurable in various
arrangements to replicate the valve controlled manifold
string (70W) embodiment of Figure 31. The Figures in-
clude various usable flow paths and fluid mixture flow
stream variations with a plurality of valve (74) configura-
tions, wherein further embodiments are possible with ad-
dition conduits, passageways and valves.
[0177] The Figure 30 manifold string (70U) depicts a
flow stream F1 flowing axially upward within the lower
end concentric passageway (24) and crossing over
above the flow control device (61), below the upper valve
(74A), to the upper end innermost passageway (25). In
addition, the Figure shows a flow stream F2 flowing ax-
ially downward within the upper end concentric passage-
way (24) and crossing over below the flow control device
(61), above the lower valve (74B), to continue through
the lower end innermost passageway (25).
[0178] The Figure 31 manifold string (70W) depicts a
flow stream F1 flowing axially downward within the upper
end innermost passageway and crossing over above the
upper flow control device (61), below the upper valve
(74A), to the lower end concentric passageway (24). In
addition, the Figure shows a flow stream F2 flowing ax-
ially upward within the lower end additional concentric
passageway (24A) and crossing over above the lower
flow control device (61), above the lower valve (74C), to
the innermost passageway (25) and crossing over again,
below the upper flow control device (61) to the upper end
concentric passageway (24). Further, the Figure includes
a flow stream F3 flowing axially upward through the lower
end innermost passageway (25) and crossing over below
the lower flow control device (61), to continue through
the upper end additional concentric passageway (24A).
All flow streams (F1, F2, F3) can be controlled by selec-
tively controllable valves (74A, 74B, 74C) of the inner-
most passageway (25).
[0179] Referring now to Figures 32, 33 and 34, the Fig-
ures show plan, elevation cross sectional and isometric
projection views, respectively, with dashed lines showing
hidden surfaces and break lines showing removed sec-
tions of Figure 33 cross-section, along line H-H of Figure
32, projected to form the isometric view of Figure 34, of
a manifold crossover (231) embodiment, with additional
intermediate concentric passageways (24A, 24B of Fig-
ure 32). The Figures illustrate an inner conduit (2), inter-
mediate conduit (2A), and outer conduit (2B) forming an
innermost passageway (25), intermediate concentric
passageway (24), and additional intermediate concentric
passageways that can be usable for fluid communication.
[0180] Dependent upon the number of intermediate
passageways between the innermost passageway (25)
and the concentric passageway (24A), that can be fluidly
connected by the radial passageway (75), one (24X) or
more (24Y) fluidly separated passageways can pass
through the manifold crossover (23I) without being di-
verted to fluidly communication between one (24) or more
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upper and lower intermediate passageways. The third
fluidly separated passageway (24Z) can fluidly commu-
nicate from a concentric passageway (24A), through ra-
dial passageway (75) orifices (59), with the innermost
passageway (25) on opposite sides of a receptacle (45)
for engagement of a flow control device. Engagement of
a flow controlling device within the receptacle (45), be-
tween radial passageway orifices (59), can be usable to
divert or crossover all or a part of fluid mixture flow
streams being communicated through the innermost
passageway (25) and the fluidly engaged (59, 75) con-
centric passageway (24A).
[0181] Figures 35 and 36 depict plan views with line I-
I and elevation cross- section along line I-I, respectively,
with break lines showing removed portions, of an em-
bodiment of a flow controlling device (61) bore selector
(47A). The depicted embodiment can be usable to se-
lectively divert fluid flow and/or further flow controlling
devices through a plurality of orifices. The Figures show
an upper straddle (22) wall branching to a plurality of
orifices (59), with guiding surfaces (87), that can be us-
able with a chamber junction (43 of Figure 38) additional
orifices to communicate devices and/or fluids. The bore
selector (47) can be engagable at a receptacle (45B) for
placement, with mandrels (60) engagable to an associ-
ated receptacle (45 of Figure 38). The upper and lower
straddle (22) walls can be usable to control flow of a sur-
rounding conduit orifices (23, 59 of Figure 38), with pas-
sage of fluids through, for example, an internal one-way
valve (84) or other internal flow controlling device (61) to
aid placement, removal and/or usage of the bore selec-
tor.
[0182] Referring now to Figure 37, a plan view with line
J-J above an elevation cross-section along line J-J, with
a break line showing a portion removed, of a bore selector
(47) and flow controlling device (61) is shown. The Figure
shows a guiding surface (87) for fluids or devices through
the bore selector orifice (59), that can be alignable with
an associated chamber junction (for example 43 of Figure
38), wherein the guiding surface (87) wall can block ac-
cess to an additional orifice and exit bore axially aligned
with the innermost passageway, and/or other radially dis-
posed additional orifices. An extension of the bore selec-
tor (47) outer wall can also form a straddle (22) that can
be usable to block adjacent manifold crossover orifices
(23, 59 of Figure 38).
[0183] Referring now to Figures 32-34, 38 and 42-44,
the Figures depict manifold crossovers (23) that can be
usable for diverting flow between the innermost passage-
way (25), through an intermediate concentric passage-
way (24), to a passageway disposed radially outward,
such as an additional concentric passageway (24A) or a
passageway surrounding the outer conduit (2A). The ra-
dial passageway (75) comprises fluidly separated pas-
sageways (24X, 24Y) or the bore of a conduit (39).
[0184] Figure 38 depicts a plan view with line K-K
above an elevation cross-section along line K-K of a man-
ifold crossover (23Z) embodiment, within a manifold

string (70G), with break lines showing removed portions.
The Figure illustrates a chamber junction (43) with three
radially disposed exit bore conduits (39) truncated (46)
at an enclosing concentric conduit (2A), forming radial
passageways (75) engaged through radial passageway
orifices (59) to the chamber (41) for forming an innermost
bore (25) with a fourth exit bore conduit (39) axially
aligned with the upper internal passageway (25), that is
shown engaged to the lower end internal conduit (2) and
concentrically disposed within the concentric conduit
(2A). The Figure shows the manifold crossover (23Z) with
a flow diverter (21), and the ends (90) of the manifold
crossover (23Z) can be engagable between conduits of
a manifold string (70G).
[0185] The example manifold string (70) has a plurality
of adjacent passageway orifice (59) crossovers (23), ax-
ially below the chamber junction (43), with associated
receptacles (45) for engaging flow controlling devices,
such as bore selectors (47A of Figures 35-36 or 47 of
Figure 37) or straddles (22 of Figures 39-41). The devices
can divert fluid from the innermost passageway (25) to
the concentric passageway (24) through the adjacent
passageway orifice (59) crossovers (23) by blocking a
portion of the innermost passageway (25), or the devices
can prevent communication between the passageways
by straddling the orifices (59).
[0186] Example fluid mixture flow stream arrange-
ments include injecting (31) fluid through the upper end
innermost bore (25) and diverting it, with a bore selector
(47A of Figures 36-36), through the three radial passage-
ways (75) to the passageway surrounding outer conduit
(2A). The fluid flow (34) through the lower innermost pas-
sageway (25) can cross over (23) at the adjacent pas-
sageway orifices (59), below the bore selector and con-
tinue axially upward (34) in the concentric passageway
(24).
[0187] Referring now to Figures 39, 40 and 41, the Fig-
ures depict plan, cross- sectional and magnified detail
views, respectively, with the portion within detail line M
of Figure 40 cross-section, along line L-L of Figure 39,
magnified in Figure 41 for illustrating an adapted prior art
flow control device (61), that can be usable as a bore
selector (47A). The Figure shows a straddle (22) with a
flow control device connection (96) that is depicted, for
example, as snap-in mandrel (60) with a spring (144)
locking arrangement to prevent dislodgement during fluid
communication. A placement receptacle (45B) can be
usable for engaging and conveying the apparatus
through the innermost passageway for engagement with
an associated receptacle.
[0188] The straddle (22) portion internal bore (25) can
be usable as a radial passageway when blocking orifices
of a manifold crossover (for example 23S of Figure
42-44), or the internal bore may open, or be partially or
fully blocked, to selectively divert fluid to orifices (59) with-
in the straddle (22) wall, usable as fixed chokes and/or
protection against flow cutting sealing surfaces within
which the straddle or bore selector is engaged. Seals
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(66), for example, chevron type seals (97), can be usable
for blocking flow past the straddle (22) wall or for diversion
through the protective and/or fixed choke orifices (59).
Any orientation means suitable for subterranean use, for
example keys and slots or helical surfaces, can be usable
to align the bore selector (47A) fixed choke and/or pro-
tective orifices (59) with radial passageways of the exit
bore conduits (39).
[0189] Figures 42, 43 and 44 depict plan, elevation
cross-sectional and isometric projection views, respec-
tively, with Figure 43 cross-section, along line N-N of Fig-
ure 42, projected to form the isometric view of Figure 44
of manifold crossover (23S) embodiment. The Figures
illustrate an additional concentric conduit (2B), shown as
a dashed line, that can be usable to form an additional
concentric passageway (24A of Figure 42) about a con-
centric conduit (2), that is shown engaged with an adapt-
ed chamber junction (43) for forming a concentric pas-
sageway (24) through which exit bore conduits (39), with
internal radial passageways (75), can fluidly communi-
cate between the innermost passageway (25) and the
additional passageway (24A of Figure 42) or surrounding
passageway, formed when the assembly is placed within
the passageway through subterranean strata. The as-
sembly can be engagable between conduits of manifold
strings at upper and lower ends (90). An axially aligned
exit bore conduit (39 of innermost bore (25) diameter can
be disposed immediately below the radially extending
exit bore conduits (39), wherein a bore selector (47A of
Figures 39-41) can be engagable with the receptacle (45)
to selectively control fluid flow through the radial pas-
sageways (75) and placeable, through the axially aligned
exit bore conduit, for engagement with other manifold
crossovers.
[0190] Flow control devices (61) can be usable as a
bore selector (47A). For example, the straddle (22) of
Figures 39 to 41, can be placeable and engagable with
an internal receptacle (45B) for engagement to the man-
ifold crossover receptacle (45). The flow control device
can be usable to form an axially aligned radial passage-
way (75A) that can be fluidly separated from radial-ex-
tending passageways (75) with various seals (66), in-
cluding for example, interlocking type seals (97), which
can be usable for pressure containment about orifices
(59) for protection from flow cutting and/or fluid mixture
abrasion. Figures 43 and 44 show a flow control device
engagement (96), that can be usable for orienting the
bore selector orifice (59) to bore passageways.
[0191] Comparisons of Figures 3, 6, 9-14, 16-38,
42-44, which depict various manifold crossovers (23),
having a plurality of upper end and lower end concentric
conduits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39, 148, 149), to Figures 45
to 73, which depict manifold crossovers (23) having an
upper end plurality of concentric conduits and lower end
plurality of concentric and/or non-concentric conduits (2,
39, 148, 149, 150), show a number of embodiments with
various arrangements of axially parallel and/or concen-
tric conduits, within a single main bore, that can be usable

with manifold crossovers of the present invention. The
conduits within a single strata bore from, for example, a
conventional dual bore wellhead and valve tree or tradi-
tional concentric conduit wellhead and valve tree, can be
engagable with concentric and/or non-concentric con-
duits to form a single main bore that can be further en-
gagable to a manifold crossover and/or chamber junction
with a plurality of lower end conduits for forming a man-
ifold string.
[0192] Referring now to Figures 45 and 46, the Figures
show isometric and magnified isometric views, respec-
tively, with dashed lines showing hidden surfaces with
and within detail line P, depicting an embodiment of a
chamber junction (43). The depicted chamber junction
(43) comprises a chamber (41) and engaged (44) exit
bore conduits (39), with innermost passageways (25) ex-
tending downward from a chamber bottom (42), that can
be usable for construction methods (for example CS2 of
Figure 5). The engagement of a bore selector (for exam-
ple 47 of Figure 47) is usable for boring and/or fluid com-
munication. The upper end (90) of the chamber junction
can be engagable to a conduit of the plurality of concen-
tric conduits of a manifold string, with lower ends enga-
gable to a plurality of conduit strings.
[0193] Figure 47 depicts an isometric view of bore se-
lector (47) flow control device (61) that can be usable
with the chamber junction of Figures 45-46 and 48-50,
with dashed lines showing hidden surfaces. The Figure
illustrates a guiding surface (87) for devices and/or fluids,
that is in communication with an orifice (88) engagable
with the bore of an exit bore conduit through placement
with, for example, a receptacle engagement (45B) that
can be alignable with the slot receptacle (65) and asso-
ciated key, which can be fixed to the chamber of a cham-
ber junction, wherein the lower end engages the chamber
junction bottom.
[0194] Referring now to Figures 48, 49 and 50, the Fig-
ures depict an isometric view with detail lines Q and R,
a magnified view within line Q of Figure 48 and magnified
view within line R of Figure 48, respectively, with dashed
lines showing hidden surfaces of an embodiment of a
chamber junction (43). The depicted chamber junction
(43) includes an upper end (90) that can be engagable
to conduits of a single main bore and placeable within or
usable for boring a strata passageway, and a lower end
casing drill bit or reamer shoe (125). After placement, the
exit bore conduits (39) can be usable as primary barriers
(149) for engagement of, for example, liner hangers or
packers with a secondary barrier (148) extending down-
ward from the chamber (41). Fluid communicating con-
duits (150, as shown in Fig. 67) orifices (59) can be usable
for alignment of bore selectors or engagement of subse-
quent chamber junctions, and fluid communication
through lower end orifices (59) associated with the drill
bit or reamer shoe (125) during boring or placement. After
placement, a bore selector guiding surface can be usable
to place drilling assemblies, through the exit bore con-
duits (39), to whip-stocks (124) at the lower end, which
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can be further usable to laterally and fluidly separate the
separated well bores under a single main bore.
[0195] Figures 51, 52 and 53 depict an isometric view,
an upwards side elevation view, and a front elevation
view, respectively, with dashed lines showing hidden sur-
faces of a flow controlling device (61) bore selector
(47).The depicted flow controlling device (61) bore se-
lector (47) can be usable with chambers junctions, similar
to Figures 54-58, with a guiding surface (87) for devices
and/or fluids, wherein a flow control device engagement
(96), shown as a helical alignable mandrel, can be usable
to orient the bore selector orifice (59) to an exit bore pas-
sageway. The Figure includes an innermost bore aligned
receptacle (45B) in the guiding surface that can be usable
for placement and retrieval of the bore selector.
[0196] Referring now to Figures 54 to 58, the Figures
depict a manifold crossover embodiment (23T) usable
as manifold string (76H) that can be usable to minimize
frictional resistance to flow in high velocity or high erosion
environments.
[0197] Referring now to Figure 54, the Figure depicts
an isometric view of an adapted chamber junction man-
ifold crossover (23T), associated with Figures 55 to 58.
Figure 54 illustrates an inner concentric string (2), outer
concentric string (2A) or second main bore conduit with
ends (90) engagable to conduit strings of a single main
bore. The chamber junction (43) can be adapted to form
a manifold (43A) with the addition of receptacles and a
radial passageway (75) blister, located between the exit
bore conduits (39) and the chamber junction bottom (42)
about which the upper outer concentric string (2A) ex-
tends and fluidly engages with the blister.
[0198] Figures 55 and 57 depict plan views above el-
evation cross-sectional views with and along lines S-S
and T-T, respectively, with break lines removing portions
of the assembly associated with the cross-sections in
Figures 56 and 58 isometric views, showing the manifold
crossover (23T) of Figure 54. The Figures illustrate the
placement of a flow controlling member, shown for ex-
ample, as a cable (11 of Figure 16) placeable and re-
trievable blocking plug (25A), that can be conveyable
through the inner concentric string (2) innermost pas-
sageway (25) with a bore selector (47 of Figures 51-53)
guiding surface that can be usable to complete the cham-
ber junction innermost passageway guiding surface (87),
excluding other exit bores. The diverting flow controlling
member can be engaged with the nipple profile recepta-
cle (45) to block fluid communication through the exit
bore conduit (39) innermost passageway (25).
[0199] The concentric passageway (24) flow stream
fluidly communicates (F1) through the radial passage-
way (75) blister to the lower end of one exit bore conduit
(39) passageway, with the opposite exit bore conduit (39)
fluidly communicating (F2) with the chamber (41) and
chamber (41) innermost passageway (25).
[0200] Commingled flow, within the chamber (41) junc-
tion manifold (43A), from both exit bores (39) can be op-
erable by placing a straddle (22 of Figures 39-40 without

choke orifices) across the orifice (59) of the radial pas-
sageway (75).
[0201] Referring now to Figures 56 and 58, the Figures
depict projected isometric views with cross-sections as-
sociated with Figures 55 and 57 and break lines of the
manifold crossover (23T) of Figure 54. The Figures show
isometric views from different orientation perspectives of
the radial passageway (75) blister about the flow control-
ling device (61), shown as a blocking plug (25A).
[0202] Other flow controlling members, such a pres-
sure activated one-way valve, can be usable to feed a
substantially lighter specific gravity fluid stream, from the
concentric passageway (24), into a heavier specific grav-
ity flow stream, from an exit bore conduit, to reduce hy-
drostatic pressure on the second well and, thus, increas-
ing flowing velocity and/or creating an under-balance.
[0203] For solution mining operations, the manifold
crossover (23T) can be usable to fluidly separate water
injection and brine extraction streams, maintaining ac-
cess to the innermost passageway for the running of oth-
er devices, such as severance devices or measurement
devices for measuring the shape of a salt cavern or per-
forming a mechanical integrity test of the final cemented
casing shoe.
[0204] The manifold crossover (23T) of Figures 54 to
58 can be adaptable with further conduits comprising, for
example, an adjacent passageway orifice crossover (23
of Figure 38) across the radial passageway (75) orifice
(59) of the exit bore conduit (39), or to the concentric and
supporting conduits of Figures 71-73, to form a manifold
crossover (23V of Figures 71-73). Access to innermost
passageways of supporting flow conduits (150, as shown
in Fig. 67), located below the chamber (41), is not re-
quired. Alternatively, the additional exit bore conduits
(39) can be increasable from two to four, by adapting the
additional chamber junction with additional orifices
aligned with supporting flow conduits (150, as shown in
Fig. 67), to provide access to their innermost passage-
way.
[0205] Referring now to Figures 59 to 71, the Figures
depicting various configurations and/or apparatuses for
a construction method (CS8) embodiment. Embodi-
ments of the method (CS8) can be usable with a plurality
of exit bore (39) arrangements that can be selectively
accessible through a chamber junction (43) with one or
more bore selectors (47) engagable with an associated
plurality of additional orifices. Additional conduits (150),
supporting fluid communication to or from the single main
bore, can be placeable about exit bore conduits of a
chamber junction arrangement to, for example, fluidly
communicate with concentric passageways, not requir-
ing innermost bore access, or to align bore selectors or
engage conduit arrangements with large cross-sectional
areas and associated forces, in the event of a breach of
a primary barrier (149), wherein a usable secondary bar-
rier (148) is available.
[0206] Prior art expandable metal junctions, as de-
scribed in Figure 4, and conventional multilateral tech-
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nologies are, generally, unable to provide well branches
with both primary (2, 39, 149) and secondary (2A, 148)
conduit barriers, with associated usable concentric or an-
nular passageways for monitoring pressure between
these barriers, through fluid communication. Concentric
passageways, between conduit pressure barriers, can
be usable for various associated well operations, for ex-
ample, fluidly circulating a higher specific gravity kill fluid
to replace a failed primary barrier conduit barrier (2, 39,
149).
[0207] Manifold strings (70, 76) and/or manifold cross-
overs (23) can be usable with the construction method
(C8) to provide selective control of pressurized fluid com-
munication within and about these barriers, for one or
more wells below a single main bore, through a single
wellhead and valve tree to, for example, provide a single
subsea tree, which can be usable with gas lift and/or wa-
ter injection for production from multiple wells. Alterna-
tively, uses can include the selective control of a plurality
of wells to one or more underground storage caverns,
during solution mining and/or underground storage op-
erations.
[0208] Figure 59 depicts an isometric view of an ar-
rangement (146) of a bore selector (47), an upper cham-
ber junction assembly (145A), and lower chamber junc-
tion assembly (145B), illustrating a construction method
(CS8). The conduit above the upper connection (137) is
removed to show the bore selector (47) of Figures 63-64,
that can be placeable through a single main bore and
engagable to the upper chamber junction (43) of Figures
61 and Figures 66-67, engaged with a connector (137)
to the lower chamber junction (43) shown in the plan view
of Figure 60, wherein the entire assembly (146) is shown
in the plan view of Figure 62.
[0209] Referring now to Figures 60, 61 and 62, the Fig-
ures show plan views of the lower chamber junction as-
sembly (145B), upper chamber junction assembly (145A)
and fully assembled arrangement (146) of Figure 59, re-
spectively. The Figures show a preferred construction
method (CS8) with the Figure 60 chamber junction (43)
of similar construction to the chamber junctions of Fig-
ures 45-46 and 48, and with no overlap of exit bore in-
ternal diameters for providing fluidly separated exit bores
guiding surfaces (87) and innermost passageways (25)
with fluid communicating conduits (150, as shown in Fig.
67). The fluid communicating conduits can be usable for
fluid communication with, for example, fluidly separated
passageways (24X, 24Y and 24Z) from a circumferen-
tially segmented concentric passageway, or usable as
receptacles (45A) for a bore selector, similar to that of
Figure 47. In addition, the fluid communicating conduits
can be usable to engage and/or to fluidly communicate
with the upper chamber junction (43), as shown in Figure
61. The exit bores’ inside diameters overlap in a clover-
leaf shape which can be usable with the bore selector,
of Figures 63-64, to select the right most exit bore pas-
sageway, as shown Figure 62 plan view. The guiding
surfaces (87) of the bore selector extension (48) can be

engaged within the cloverleaf shape to complete the right
most bore circumference.
[0210] Figures 63, 64 and 65 depict plan, elevation
cross-sectional and isometric projection views of the
cross-section, respectively, of the bore selector (47) flow
controlling device (61) of Figures 59 and 62, with break
lines showing removed portions in the Figure 64 cross-
section, along line V-V of Figure 63, projected to form
the isometric view of Figure 65. The Figures illustrate the
guiding surface (87) extending to an extension (48),
which can be usable to complete, for example, the cir-
cumference of exit bores of the chamber junction of Fig-
ure 61 for conveyance of devices and/or for fluid com-
munication to a selected bore, while excluding other
bores. The bore selector (47) can be rotatable to various
bores and engagable with connectors (96) to the recep-
tacles (45A of Figure 61).
[0211] Referring now to Figures 61, 66 and 67, the Fig-
ures depict plan, elevation cross-sectional and isometric
projection views, respectively, of a chamber junction (43)
and construction method (CS8), with break lines showing
removed portions in Figure 66 cross-section, along line
U-U of Figure 61, projected to form the isometric view of
Figure 67, of the upper chamber junction assembly (43)
of Figures 59 and 62. The Figures illustrate an upper end
connector (137) that can be engagable with a single main
bore conduit and a lower end connector (137) that can
be engagable with, for example, the upper end of the
lower chamber junction of Figures 59-60 or another as-
sembly within the single main bore. The chamber (41)
and exit bores (39) can form primary barrier conduits
(149) with lower end seal stacks (66), engaged with the
upper end bores of Figure 60, within a secondary conduit
barrier (148). Fluid from, for example, lower end annular
spaces associated with the well bore extending from the
chamber junction (43 of Figure 60), can be communica-
ble through supporting fluid communication conduits
(150) for measurement (13 of Figure 1) at the single main
bore upper end wellhead.
[0212] Figures 68, 69 and 70 depict plan views of var-
ious example combinations of conventional sized conduit
configurations, including four 13 3/8 inch diameter, three
13 3/8 inch diameter, and two 13 3/8 inch diameter pri-
mary barrier configurations, respectively, of construction
method (CS8) that can be usable to adapt chamber junc-
tions of Figures 45-46, 48-50, 54-58, 59-62 and 66-67.
Figure 68 illustrates four 13 3/8 inch outside diameter
primary barrier conduits (149) within a 36 inch outside
diameter secondary barrier conduit (148), with five 5 inch
outside diameter supporting pressurized fluid communi-
cation conduits (150). Figure 69 depicts three 13 3/8 inch
outside diameter primary barrier conduits (149) within a
32 inch outside diameter secondary barrier conduit (148),
with three 6 inch outside diameter supporting fluid com-
munication conduits (150). Figure 70 shows two 13 3/8
inch outside diameter primary barrier conduits (149) with-
in a 30 inch outside diameter secondary barrier conduit
(148), with four 5 inch outside diameter and two 8 5/8
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inch outside diameter supporting pressurized fluid com-
munication conduits (150). The exemplary outside and
inside diameters illustrated are reconfigurable to provide
various pressurized fluid communication ratings, with an-
nular spaces between outside diameters of the conduits
(149, 150) and within the secondary barrier conduit (148)
inside diameter, also usable for fluid communication.
[0213] Conventional well construction and operation
practices, generally, dictate the use of conventional sized
conduits to facilitate the use of conventional tooling and
apparatus. This use includes conventional flow control-
ling devices that can be placeable through the innermost
passageway of the present invention, wherein 13 3/8 inch
outside diameter conduits can be commonly used for in-
termediate casing and can represent a conceptual point
below which a large selection of conventional apparatus
are available for combinations of subterranean pres-
sures, apparatus diameters, and apparatus cross-sec-
tional areas. However, with the use of outside diameter
conduits above 13 3/8 inch, conduit pressures applied to
larger cross-sectional areas generally result in large forc-
es that limit the availability of conventional apparatus.
[0214] The construction method embodiment (CS8) of
the present invention provides a secondary barrier (148),
that can support conduits and space arrangements us-
able for selectively controlling pressurized subterranean
fluid-mixture flow streams, should the primary barrier
conduits (149) fail. For example, within the hanger and
packer arrangements of Figures 3, 6 or 12 or the chamber
junctions of Figures 59-62, 66-67 and 71, wherein pres-
sures applied across large cross-sectional areas are con-
trollable with conduits (150) usable as solid or conduit
type connectors to secure conduit assemblies, with large
cross-sectional areas, to act as pressure equalization
passageways for preventing application of pressure
across large cross-sectional areas. In addition, these
large cross-sectional areas can act as pressure relief
passageways, in the event of a primary barrier (149)
breach, to limit pressures placed on the secondary barrier
by, for example, connecting the conduits to a subterra-
nean formation with a fracture gradient, that is less than
the secondary barrier, to form a subterranean strata pres-
sure relief mechanism.
[0215] The smaller diameters and associated higher
pressure ratings of pressure relieving conduits (150) of
the construction method (CS8) can be usable with plates,
fluidly separating the passageway between conduits
(149, 150) and the inside diameter of the secondary bar-
rier (148). Integral plates can be usable to reinforce and
improve the pressure integrity of the large diameter sec-
ondary barrier (148), with the pressure relief conduits
(150) communicating fluid pressure to pressure relief flow
controlling devices, in the event of a primary barrier
breach to a pressure absorbing reservoir or pressure
equalization mechanism to, in use, prevent breaching
the secondary barrier prior to repairing the primary bar-
rier.
[0216] Referring now to Figures 71, 72, 73 and 74, the

Figures include a manifold crossover (23V) embodiment
depicted in plan, elevation cross-sectional, isometric pro-
jection and magnified detail views, respectively, with
break lines showing removed portions in Figure 72 cross-
section, along line W-W of Figure 71, projected to form
the isometric view of Figure 73, with the portion within
detail line X magnified in Figure 74. The depicted mani-
fold crossover (23V) embodiment is adapted from the
chamber junction manifold (23T) of Figures 54-58. The
Figures illustrate a construction method (CS8) with an
additional concentric conduit (2D of Figure 71) shown as
a dashed line, usable as a secondary barrier to form a
concentric passageway (24C) about primary barriers. As
shown the primary barriers comprise the conduit (2C),
forming a concentric passageway (24B) about the con-
centric conduit (2B), which forms an intermediate con-
centric passageway (24A) about the concentric conduit
(2A), which surrounds the intermediate concentric pas-
sageway (24) disposed about the innermost conduit (2)
and innermost passageway (25). The upper ends (90) of
the conduits are shown engagable with concentric con-
duits of a single main bore while the lower ends (90) are
shown engagable with, for example, conduits of a junc-
tion of wells or other conduits of a single main bore, such
as that depicted in Figure 68.
[0217] The innermost upper end concentric conduits
(2, 2A) can engage with the chamber (41) junction (43)
forming lower end exit bore conduits (39) that can fluidly
communicate through a radial passageway (75) with the
intermediate concentric passageway (24) disposed
about the innermost conduit (2). The outermost concen-
tric conduits (2B, 2C), fluidly separating concentric pas-
sageways (24A, 24B), can transition to lower end fluidly
separated radially disposed pressurized fluid communi-
cation conduits (150).
[0218] As demonstrated in Figures 3, 6, 9-14 and
17-73, embodiments of the present invention thereby
provide methods and manifold string (70, 76) arrange-
ments of manifold crossovers (23), valves (74), flow con-
trol devices (61) and controlling and/or measurement
lines (79) that can be usable in any configurable arrange-
ment and placeable within a single main bore. and/or
orientated to selectively control pressurized fluid mixture
flow streams of one or more substantially hydrocarbon
and/or substantially water wells from a single main bore,
during well construction and/or operations..
[0219] Referring now to Figure 74, the Figure depicts
an elevation view cross-sectional slice through subterra-
nean strata of a liquid underground cavern storage and
surface brine pond arrangement. The Figure shows con-
centric conduits (2, 2A) passing through a passageway
through subterranean strata (52), comprised of casings
and a strata bore forming a chimney above the cavern
with walls (1A), that are formed in a salt deposit (5). The
conduit strings are usable to transfer brine to and from a
pond for storage and displacement of the fluids to and
from the cavern; wherein, after initial dewatering of a cav-
ern, conventional practice is to only displace stored liq-
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uids with brine.
[0220] Surface and subterranean components, com-
prising the passageway through subterranean strata (52)
extending to a salt deposit (5), are later described for a
conventional solution mining design (CM3 of Figure 80)
and a gas storage conventional completion design (CM4
of Figure 79).
[0221] Storage fluids can be injected (31) into the up-
per space within the cavern walls (1A) to displace (34)
brine from the lower end space, below a substantially
water interface (117) to a brine pond (152) or other brine
storage facility, such as another underground storage
cavern.
[0222] In comparison, conventional practice may in-
volve storage of saturated brine within an underground
cavern after liquid storage displacement. However, brine
generation for displacement (1T) during simultaneous
solution mining and storage operations (1S of Figures
76, 80 and 81) with, for example, storage of liquids in a
brine and storage reservoir cushion and with stored brine
functioning as an interface in u-tube fluid communication,
with brine at the lower end of a gas storage cushion of a
brine and storage reservoir, are not common practices.
[0223] Surface pumps and motor arrangements (116),
with surface manifolds (155) comprising conduits and
valves, can be usable for operating injection or extraction
from the spaces within the cavern walls (1A), a brine pond
(152), or other storage facility. The Figure illustrates the
use of a transfer conduit (153), in communication with
the pumps and motors (116), for extracting fluid from the
brine pond (152). In addition, Figure 74 shows the surface
pumps and motor arrangements (116) in communication
with a storage operations conduit (154), usable for dis-
placing stored fluids.
[0224] Storage fluids can be displaced (34) from the
upper end space, within the cavern walls (1A), by inject-
ing (31) brine into the lower end space below the sub-
stantially water interface (117), from a brine pond (152)
or other brine storage space, through the surface mani-
folds (155) pumps and motors (116).
[0225] Referring now to Figures 75, 76, and 80-83, the
Figures describe embodiments (1T, 157) of the present
invention, wherein storage caverns (158) are fluidly en-
gaged with brine reservoirs (159), via a u-tube like conduit
arrangement, wherein both comprise brine and storage
reservoirs (158, 159). The brine reservoirs (159) can be
usable for brine generation during operation of a storage
cavern (158) product displacement and brine storage op-
eration, until the brine reservoir (159) and/or storage cav-
ern (158), when under saturated brine is produced,
reaches their maximum effective stable diameter; after
which, the caverns (158, 159) can be usable for fully sat-
urated brine and/or product storage at depths associated
with the maximum effective diameter.
[0226] Brine reservoirs (159) can be usable to improve
net present value economics of large salt cavern storage
developments by providing continuous brine displace-
ment fluid during brine reservoir (159) solution mining

operations (1, 1S), for product displacement operation
of an underground storage cavern (158), or product dis-
placement of a storage cavern (158) under saturated
brine to a brine reservoir (159). Thereafter, brine and
storage reservoirs (158, 159) can be interchangably used
as storage caverns (158) or brine generating caverns
(159) usable with under saturated or fully saturated brine
fluids, for separating storage of substatiantially water
brine fluids with substantially hydrocarbon fluids of dif-
fering demand cycles, for example, crude oil, diesel
and/or gasoline from an opposite demand cycle from, for
example, natural gas.
[0227] Embodiments of the present invention (1T) can
be usable with other apparatus (for example 21, 23, 23F
and 70R of Figure 80) and methods (for example CO3,
CS4, CO6 and CO7 of Figures 80 and 81) to selectively
access fluids between a plurality of fluid interfaces (117
and/or 117A) for providing selective accessibility to var-
ious differing specific gravity products, that can be stored
within a single or a plurality of underground brine and
storage reservoir salt caverns.
[0228] Figure 75 depicts a diagrammatic elevation
cross-sectional view of a slice through subterranean stra-
ta depicting a method embodiment (1T) for operating a
storage cavern (158) with brine from a subterranean
brine reservoir (159). The Figure illustrates a u-tube like
conduit arrangement between wells, with heavier brine
at the lower end of both caverns and located below a
substantially water interface (117) transferred from one
cavern to the other with working pressure (WP1 to WP2).
Dashed lines within the caverns represent the notional
u-tube like arrangement, with brine or another heavier
storage fluids gravity separated below lighter fluids, with
substantially water (117) and/or fluid (117A) interfaces
that can be stored in the upper cushion portion of each
brine and storage reservoir salt cavern (158, 159).
[0229] A brine reservoir (159) is solution mined (1),
and/or usable for storage while being solution mining
(1S), to produce brine, that can be expelled (34) through
a disposal conduit (153A) until, for example, the cavern
reaches a desired size to operate an underground stor-
age cavern (159). The brine is produced from the bring
reservoir (159) through a transfer conduit (153) and u-
tube arrangement, with the salt saturation level, of con-
tinuous brine provision, dependent on the temperature,
pressure, volume and residence time of water injected
(31) through the feed conduit (156) and into the brine
reservoir (159), and in this instance, falling to the sub-
stantially water interface (117).
[0230] During solution mining (1), the water can be pro-
vided through the feed conduit (156) with any fluid, for
example, compressed air, nitrogen, diesel, salt inert
and/or other storable products. The water can be injected
(31) through the feeding conduit (156) into the cushion
above a substantially water interface (117) or fluid inter-
face (117A) of the brine reservoir (159), during combined
mining and storage operations (1S), to exert working
pressure (WP1) on the interface (117 or 117A), which,
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through the u-tube arrangement, expels (34) the brine
through a disposal conduit (153A) or injects (31) the brine
through the transfer conduit (153), to the lower end of
the underground storage cavern (159), which exerts
working pressure (WP2) on the fluid interface (117 or
117A) to displace (34) stored fluid from the underground
storage cavern (158) to a storage operations conduit
(154) or pipeline.
[0231] Working pressures (WP1, WP2) can depend
upon the hydrostatic and dynamic pressure heads for
stationary and moving fluid columns within the caverns,
with various possible saturations of brine and liquids or
gases that are storable within either cushion, above and
below either substantially water or fluid interfaces (117,
117A).
[0232] If compressible fluids, for example, air, nitrogen
or natural gas, are used to apply working pressure (WP1),
then subsequent release of the compressed fluid can be
usable to drive, for example, turbines or pneumatic mo-
tors, which can be further usable to aid storage opera-
tions. Heat transfer (160) from compression of the fluids
can be further usable to heat the cavern and partially
offset temperature reductions associated with solution
mining and/or compressed fluid expansion.
[0233] If one or more lighter specific gravity fluids
and/or stored products are placed within a cavern, fluids
will gravity separate, given sufficient residence time from
the heavier brine, u-tubed between the lower ends of
both caverns (158, 159), and form one or more lighter
specific gravity fluid interfaces (117 or 117A) from, for
example, separated fluids of a pipeline pigging operation.
[0234] Conventional two string completions (CM5 of
Figure 81) can be usable to operate single substantially
water interface (117) arrangements within each cavern.
Alternatively, the two string completions can be usable
to operate manifold strings (70 of Figure 80) with con-
centric manifold strings (2, 2A of Figure 80), instead of
the single strings (2), as shown, to selectively access a
plurality of gravity separated fluids between a plurality of
fluid interfaces (117 and 117A), with manifold crossovers
(21 and 23 of Figure 80) forming part of a manifold string
within either cavern (158, 159).
[0235] Water can be injected (31) into the mining
and/or storage operations conduit (156) of the brine res-
ervoir (159) with a salt inert fluid, such as nitrogen, hy-
drocarbon gas or diesel, that can be placed and floated
above the injected water to protect the final cemented
casing shoe. The water can be used to produce brine
through salt dissolution, with methods similar to those
described in Figures 76, 80 and 81, for displacement of
the upper end cushion of the storage cavern (158) during
storage retrieval operations.
[0236] Gas storage caverns, for example, may retrieve
(34) stored gas from a cavern (158) with significantly less
temperature drop by displacing to adjust volume, so as
to maintain compressed gas pressure with brine pro-
duced from a brine reservoir (159) through the connect-
ing conduit (153) u-tube, while filling (31) the brine res-

ervoir with water to produce additional brine.
[0237] For liquid or gas storage, brine displacement
can be usable during demand cycles, while solution min-
ing a brine reservoir. Brine from the storage cavern (158)
can be disposed to, for example, the ocean with subse-
quent re-filling of the cavern with stored product, while
salt dissolution or solution mining continues within the
brine reservoir (159), Alternatively, brine can be dis-
placed back to the brine reservoir, displacing the storage
cushion (1S) and/or under saturated brine in the brine
reservoir.
[0238] If compressed air or nitrogen was used to u-
tube brine from a brine reservoir (159) into the expel (34)
fluids, such as gas from a storage cavern (158), then the
compressed air or nitrogen in the brine reservoir (159)
can be usable to drive a turbine or pneumatic motor to
aid storage operations and can be released to the atmos-
phere.
[0239] A brine reservoir can be usable to form brine
continuously during displacement operations, if water is
the displacement fluid, with the salt concentration levels
being a function of residence time, pressures volumes
and temperatures. Partially saturated brine can be usable
to minimize salt dissolution in a storage cavern (158) dur-
ing combined solution mining, and storage operations
(1S), provided there is sufficient effective diameter avail-
able for such under saturated displacements prior to
reaching a critical cavern stability diameter.
[0240] Storing (31), for example, crude oil, gasoline or
diesel in the right side brine cavern (159) upper end cush-
ion to u-tube brine, that is partially and/or fully saturated,
to the storage cavern (158) for displacing gas during high
winter seasonal demand and lower seasonal crude oil,
gasoline and/or diesel demand, may be followed by sub-
sequent storage cavern (158) dewatering, with com-
pressed natural gas, during spring or summer seasonally
low gas demand, by u-tubing the saturated or partially
saturated brine back to the brine reservoir (159) for dis-
placing crude oil, gasoline and/or diesel during the spring
or summer seasonally high demand cycle.
[0241] Displacement of partially saturated brine be-
tween salt caverns can be usable until reaching a max-
imum effective diameter for salt cavern stability at re-
lavent subterranean depths within the brine reservoir
(159) usable to store brine and/or products and the stor-
age cavern (158) usable to store brine and/or products.
One or more fluid interfaces (117A) may be present be-
tween products of differing specific gravities, effectively
floating on top of each other. Fluids, between differing
fluid interfaces, can be accessible with manifold strings
(70 of Figure 80).
[0242] Referring now to Figure 76, the Figure depicts
a diagrammatic elevation view cross-sectional slice
through subterranean strata of a method embodiment
(1T) for operating a storage cavern with a subterranean
brine reservoir. The Figure shows a u-tube arrangement,
similar to Figure 75, that can be usable to operate the
storage cavern (158) with brine produced by solution min-
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ing (1) and combined operations (1S) within the brine
reservoir (159) with one of two conduits (2) in each cavern
(158, 159). Pumps (116), turbines, motors and valved
manifolds (155) are shown and can be usable for injecting
fluids into and urging fluids from a salt cavern.
[0243] Various solution mining (1) methods, compris-
ing injecting water to control a substantially water inter-
face (117), usable to extend the cavern roof from a fixed
diameter upward (1B to 1C to 1A), increasing the cavern
diameter after solution mining by a lesser diameter up-
ward (1B to 1C to 1A), or combinations thereof, can be
usable to form intermediate cavern shapes (147) usable
for combined operations (1S) of combined solution min-
ing (1) and storage, prior to reaching the final design cav-
ern walls (1A) at the maximum effective diameter for salt
cavern stability.
[0244] Combined storage and solution mining opera-
tions (1S) can occur from increasing the cavern diameter
after solution mining a lesser diameter upward (1B to 1C
to 1A), for example, comprising injecting (31) water from
a supply conduit (156) into the upper end of the cavern
below the upper depicted substantially water interface
(117) or, for example, from a fixed diameter upward (1B
to 1C to 1A) with injected (31) water falling to the lower
depicted substantially water interface (117). The com-
bined operations (1S) can be usable to produce brine
through salt dissolution, occurring between the interme-
diate cavern walls (147) and the final cavern walls (1A),
to operate the storage cavern (158) with fluid displace-
ment, by producing (34) brine through the brine reservoir
(159) lower end inner conduit (2), transfer conduits (153)
and surface manifold (155) with the use of surface pumps
(116), usable to inject the brine into the lower end of the
storage cavern (158), through its inner conduit (2), float-
ing stored product from the cavern above the substan-
tially water (117) or fluid interface (117A). The working
pressures (WP2) and pumping (116) can be usable to
move the storage cavern (158) substantially water (117)
or fluid (117A) interface upward, selectively controlling
the working pressure (WP1) with the valve tree, to pro-
duce (34) stored fluids from the upper end of the storage
cavern (158).
[0245] The described method can be reversible by ar-
ranging flow from the storage cavern (158) to the brine
reservoir (159), wherein product may be moved with
transfer (153) or production (154) conduits from the upper
or lower end of either cavern to the other. Stored product
from the storage cavern (158) upper end is generally us-
able as a salt inert solution mining cushion at the upper
end of a brine reservoir (159), or brine in the storage
cavern (158) lower end can be returned to the brine res-
ervoir (159) lower end.
[0246] If, for example, compressed air from a wind tur-
bine or other compressible fluids, such as nitrogen from
a nitrogen generator, are used to displace brine from a
reservoir (159) in the displacement operation of a storage
cavern (158), during storage cavern (158) product re-
injection (31) the compressed upper end brine reservoir

(159) fluids can be releasable to the atmosphere and/or
usable to drive, for example, a surface pneumatic motor
(116) or to process turbines through a surface manifold
(155) to aid storage operations.
[0247] Where appropriate, various operation methods,
between the brine reservoir (159) and storage cavern
(158), can use subterranean heat transfer (160) in stor-
age operations to, for example, maintain temperatures
in a gas storage cavern (158), that was displaced with
brine thermally heated by the subterranean strata over
a period of residence in a brine reservoir (159).
[0248] Figure 77 depicts an example of a graphical rep-
resentation of the conventional concept of increasing us-
able working gas volume from the lower end of the vertical
axis upward, over an increasing period of years on the
horizontal axis from left to right, resulting from subterra-
nean heat transfer (160) to an underground gas storage
cavern. The Figure shows that due to the lower temper-
atures of water used in solution mining over a period of
years, and the chemical process of salt dissolution, the
strata around a cavern is cooled below its natural state,
and, for this particular example, requires a number of
years to return to its original temperature.
[0249] While conventional practice for retrieving un-
derground liquid storage can use brine displacement, as
described in Figure 74, it is not conventional practice to
use brine displacement to retrieve gas stored under-
ground in a salt cavern. Hence the Figure 77 graph is
usable to explain how the temperature of the cavern can
affect the underground salt cavern gas working volumes,
and why brine displacement can be usable to increase
working volume during earlier years with lower cavern
temperatures, when, for example, subsurface safety
valves are usable to contain compress gas (CS4 of Figure
80, CM5 of Figure 81).
[0250] Conventional methods for using working gas
volume require increasing volume, by expanding com-
pressed gas, to extract it from a cavern with the ideal gas
equation [P1*V1)/T1=(P2*V2)/T2], stating that as the vol-
ume increases at a relatively constant pressure, a pro-
portional temperature drop is realized. As conventional
gas storage practices expand compressed gases during
retrieval, the initial temperature imparted on the com-
pressed gas from a cold cavern shortens the withdrawal
period, because the temperature decline of the com-
pressed gas starts from a lower temperature. As the cav-
ern heats up over a number of years, it transfers heat
(160) to the compressed gas within causing withdrawal
periods to lengthen by starting from a higher compressed
gas temperature, thus increasing usable working gas vol-
ume as shown in the Figure 77 graph. Because gas starts
decompression from a higher temperature in later years,
more of the cavern volume can be usable before reaching
the limiting temperature of associated equipment and the
final cemented casing shoe, associated with gas decom-
pression.
[0251] Gas storage embodiments (1T of Figures 75,
76 and 80-83) of the present invention increase the with-
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drawal period and usable working gas volume within a
cold cavern by displacing compressed gas with brine in
a manner similar to the conventional method for under-
ground stored liquid retrieval. This is explained by the
ideal gas equation [(P1*V1)/T1=(P2*V2)/T2] relation-
ship, which states that retrieval at a relatively constant
pressure and volume causes a relatively constant with-
drawal temperature. Hence the temperature limits of as-
sociated equipment and the casing shoe are not reached
as quickly, dependent upon the filling rate of brine and
extraction rate of gas, and the usable working gas volume
increases in the earlier years when caverns are cold.
[0252] In instances where volumes cannot be main-
tained through brine injection during extraction of gas
from storage and the cooling effects of gas expansion
are present, withdrawal periods are at least increased
thereby increasing the usable working gas volume.
[0253] Figure 78 depicts an exemplary graphical rep-
resentation of the conventional concept of working vol-
ume usage during short (161) and longer (162) demand
cycles, with the vertical axis depicting increasing percent-
ages of usage upwards, and the horizontal axis illustrat-
ing an increasing number of weeks over a yearly period,
from the left to right. The Figure shows that in the con-
ventional storage operations of this example, a shorter
weekly demand leveling requires approximately 10% of
the gas cavern working volume, while seasonal swings
represent full working volume usage.
[0254] During initial years of gas storage in instances
where salt deposits are relatively shallow with associated
low temperatures, especially after years of solution min-
ing and salt dissolution, short term gas demand leveling
requires only a portion of working volume and is less
affected by low initial cavern temperatures. However,
longer term season supply is significantly affected by low-
er cavern temperatures because all the working volume
is needed, and there is less working volume available,
as shown in Figure 77. As shallow salt caverns are typ-
ically at lower temperatures than deeper depleted gas
storage sandstone reservoirs, conventional gas supply
and demand typically rely on salt caverns for short-term
peak gas demand leveling and depleted sandstone gas
reservoirs, less affected by temperature limitations, for
the season demand swings.
[0255] Methods (1T of Figures 75, 76 and 80-81) of
the present invention can be usable to extend gas with-
drawal periods, thus increasing working gas volumes
available for seasonal demand through brine displace-
ment, which can remove the need for a sunk cost gas
cushion gas to resist salt creep and to maintain salt cav-
ern roof and wall integrity. Increased working gas levels
thus provide a means for large gas tight salt cavern stor-
age facilities to supply seasonal demands, convention-
ally restricted to less than gas tight depleted sandstone
reservoir storage facilities, wherein the gas tight integrity
of cap rock and spill points cannot be tested.
[0256] Referring now to the left side cavern and con-
ventional well of Figure 80 and Figure 79, the Figures

depict the conventional completion method (CM4) of Fig-
ure 79 usable after, for example, the conventional solu-
tion mining (1) method (CM3) of the Figure 80.
[0257] Alternatively, the conventional configuration
(CM3 of Figure 80) is usable for both solution mining and
conventional liquid storage operation, with brine dis-
placement practices similar to that of Figure 74.
[0258] In conventional liquid storage wells, similar to
that of Figures 74 and 80, where the stored products do
not pose a significant evaporative or expansion escape
risk (e.g. crude oil or diesel), generally a subterranean
valve (74 of Figure 79) is not present and a dewatering
string (2 of Figure 74 or Figure 80 left side well) remains
placed through the production casing (2A of Figure 74,
Figure 80 left side well), with product injected or extracted
indirectly through the passageway between the dewater-
ing string and the production casing, and the brine ex-
tracted or injected through the dewatering string. Stored
liquid products generally displace brine from the space
within the cavern walls (1A) during storage or can be
retrieved from storage by direct injection of brine from a
pond or storage facility, through the dewatering string, to
float the lower specific gravity product out of the cavern,
as shown in Figure 74.
[0259] Figure 79 depicts a diagrammatic cross-sec-
tional slice elevation view through subterranean strata of
the conventional completion method (CM4) for operating
a gas storage salt cavern. The Figure shows a dewatering
string (2) as a dashed line placed through a subsurface
safety valve (74).
[0260] The free hanging leaching strings (2, 2A of Fig-
ure 80 left side well) have been removed and a comple-
tion, comprising production casing (2), that can be en-
gaged with a production packer (40), further engaged to
the final cemented casing (3), is secured at upper end to
a wellhead (7) and valve tree (10A) with surface valves
(64), to control injection and extraction of fluids, that have
been installed.
[0261] In instances of expandable or volatile fluid stor-
age, for example compressed gas storage, a fail safe
shut subterranean valve (74) can be generally placed in
the production casing (2), through which a dewatering
string (138 shown as a dashed line) is placed. Expand-
able or volatile fluids can then be used to displace brine
from the cavern with indirect injection (31) through the
passageway, between the dewatering (138) and produc-
tion casing (2), taking brine, expelled (34) from the cav-
ern, through the dewatering string (138); after which, the
dewatering string (138) must be stripped or snubbed out
of the well in a relatively high risk operation, where per-
sonnel are in close proximity to pressurized barriers, to
allow the fail safe safety valve (74) to function.
[0262] If the cavern is cold from, for example, after so-
lution mining, the working gas volumes will increase as
subterranean thermal transfer heats the cavern, as de-
scribed in Figure 77. Conventional practice typically does
not place brine back in the cavern, leaving it dry to avoid
high risk stripping and snubbing operations, necessary
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for removal of a dewatering string from across the sub-
surface safety valve. Conventional dual conduit comple-
tions, such as those shown in Figure 81 can be, however,
usable to provide a dewatering string with a subsurface
safety valve.
[0263] Conventional methods (CM3 of Figure 80 and
CM4) for constructing salt caverns and initializing gas or
volatile liquid underground storage are labor intensive
and potentially hazardous, taking a number of years to
complete before realizing a return on investment. Addi-
tionally, conventional practice requires a significant vol-
ume of compressed cushion gas, representing a sunk
cost, that must be left in the cavern to resist salt creep
and degradation of the cavern walls and roof.
[0264] Figure 80 depicts a diagrammatic cross-sec-
tional slice elevation view through subterranean strata of
a method embodiment (1T) for operating a storage cav-
ern with a subterranean brine reservoir. The Figure
shows a conventionally constructed (CM3) left side well
that can be usable for solution mining and/or liquid stor-
age that is engagable to a right hand well (CS4) with
apparatuses (21, 23, 23F, 70, 70R) and methods (CO3)
of the present inventor that can be usable for dewatering
and selective access to liquid and/or gas storage, to re-
place the conventional gas storage arrangement of Fig-
ure 79 for example, during combined solution mining (1)
and storage operations (1S). The wells can be formed
with conductors (14), intermediate casings (15), and final
cemented casings (3) sealed with a cavern chimney, with
a casing shoe (16) below which a strata passageway (17)
is bored and strings (2, 2A) are placed for solution mining
operations.
[0265] In the convention solution mining (1) method of
the left side well (CM3), a free hanging inner string (2) is
placed within an outer free hanging string (2A), which
can be adjusted with the use of a large hoisting capacity
rig during the process to reposition the point at which
fresh water enters the solution mining region of a salt
deposit (5), and/or to provide improved sonar measure-
ments than are possible through casings (2, 2A). A salt
inert cushion of nitrogen or diesel is generally displaced
between the final cemented casing (3) and outer leaching
string (2A) to control the substantially water interface
(117) and to protect the final cemented casing (3) shoe
(16).
[0266] Example apparatuses (21, 23, 23F, 70, 70R)
and methods (CO3) of the present invention in the right
side well (CS4) provide access through crossovers (21,
23) at the lower end of the inner (2) and outer (2A) strings
to access various regions, within intermediate cavern vol-
ume (147) usable for combined solution mining (1) and
storage (1S) and for final (1A) cavern walls.
[0267] Either the right (CS4) or left side (CM3) wells
can be usable as a brine reservoir (159) or an under-
ground storage cavern (158), within the method (1T) for
brine and storage reservoirs (158, 159).
[0268] Solution mining and brine generation (1) can be
usable with injected potable water, pond water, ditch wa-

ter, sea water, and/or other forms of water, generally
termed fresh water due an unsaturated salinity level com-
pared to the produced salt saturated brine. The water
can be injected through the innermost passageway (25)
or the intermediate concentric passageway (24), be-
tween the inner (2) and outer (2A) free hanging conduit
strings, or vice versa, using direct or indirect circulation
with a cushion. The cushion generally comprises diesel
or nitrogen. Then, the water can be forced into an addi-
tional intermediate concentric passageway (24A), be-
tween the outer conduit string (2A) and final cemented
casing (3), for the left side well (CM3), or the water can
be forced through a passageway (24, 25) of the right side
well (CS4) and allowed to float up to the final cemented
casing shoe, to control the water interface (117), wherein
an initial solution mined space can be formed for insoluble
strata to fall through a substantially water fluid to the cav-
ern floor (1E).
[0269] Generally, caverns are solution mined (1) from
the bottom up by mining a space (1B) with a water inter-
face (117). Then, the water interface (117) can be raised,
repeatedly, to create increasing volumetric spaces (1C
and 1D) with water insoluble strata falling through fluids
and raising (1E, 1F, 1G) the cavern floor, while continu-
ously injecting (31) fresh water and extracting (34) satu-
rated or nearly saturated salt brine, dependent upon the
residence time, pressure, volume and temperature con-
ditions of the salt dissolution process.
[0270] The method (CO3) can be usable to simultane-
ously perform storage and solution mining operations
(1S) by first forming an initial space within cavern walls
(1B, 1C, 147) with direct circulation of fresh water through
the innermost passageway (25), and with salt saturated
brine returned through the concentric passageway (24),
using the lowest water interface (117) above the lower
end of the outer string (2A). Alternatively and indirectly,
the brine can be returned from the concentric passage-
way (24) to the innermost passageway (25), using the
manifold crossover (23) flow diverter (21), at selected
depths, corresponding to various fluid interfaces (117),
during which time a salt inert fluid cushion can be peri-
odically injected through one of the passageways (24,
24A, 25) and trapped under the casing shoe (16). Various
initial cavern volume shapes can be formed with direct
or indirect circulation and adjustment of the salt inert fluid
cushion controlling the water interface selectively
changed using a manifold crossover (23) and flow divert-
er (21), for the right hand well (CS4), or the additional
concentric passageway (24A) for the left hand well
(CM3), to form a volume (147) with lesser effective di-
ameter and volume than the final cavern wall (1A), for
simultaneous storage and solution mining operations
(1S).
[0271] Various initial cavern shapes (147) can be form-
able by controlling water residence time against the roof,
sides and bottom of a cavern at the various salt dissolu-
tion rates to simultaneously produce brine from a brine
reservoir cavern (159), while fluidly displacing and oper-
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ating an underground storage cavern (158) with less than
fully saturated brine, if the maximum effective cavern di-
ameter of the walls (1A) has not been solution mined or
fully saturated the brine after reaching the final cavern
wall (1A) effective diameter.
[0272] The method (1T) can be usable, for example,
with gas storage within gas tight salt caverns to increase
the number of working volume turn-overs and for profit-
ability of short term trading, using an intermediate cavern
volume (147), until reaching a cavern volume sufficient
for seasonal near-full capacity working volume swings.
[0273] The left side well (CM3) is usable, for example,
as a brine reservoir (159), that can be engaged, through
a u-tube like arrangement, to the lower end right side well
(CS4) storage cavern (158) for combined storage (1S)
and solution mining (1) operations, with a short term trad-
ing volume of gas within an upper end cushion, that can
be controlled by a valve manifold crossover (23F) above
the fluid interface (117). During combined storage and
solution mining operations (1S), water can be usable to
displace short-term gas trading volumes with subsequent
gas product displacement, which can force brine from
the cavern before resuming solution mining or during lat-
er phases. When the effective diameter of the walls (147)
is approaching its maximum (1A), brine, from the brine
reservoir (159), can be divertible through the u-tube like
arrangement to the lower end of the underground storage
cavern (158) for pressure assisting the extraction of the
short-term and longer term seasonal trading volumes of
gas.
[0274] The well construction method (CS4), with man-
ifold crossover (23F) and flow diverters (21), can be us-
able, for example, to perform both solution mining and
storage operations (1S) without rig intervention, which is
generally necessary to adjust the outer leaching string
(2A) of conventional wells (CM3) or to provide a dual well
valve dewatering string arrangement (CM5 of Figure 81).
A smaller cavern volume, formed by first solution mining
a smaller diameter cavern axially upward at the faster
dissolution rate of the cavern roof, can be usable to form
a storage cushion volume (147). Thereafter, the water
interface can be lowered by the volume of stored product
during, for example, weekend lower gas usage period
which displaces the brine. Then, the stored product can
be released during daily peak demands, as fresh water
is injected to solution mine the cavern walls to a larger
diameter, from the bottom up, and wherein stored cush-
ion product extraction and associated pressures are aid-
ed by fresh water injection.
[0275] Figure 81 depicts a diagrammatic cross-sec-
tional slice elevation view through subterranean strata of
a method embodiment (1T), with conventional dual well
valve string arrangements (CM5) usable for operating a
storage cavern (158) with brine from a subterranean
brine reservoir (159). The Figure depicts smaller cavern
cushion storage spaces (147), corresponding to increas-
ing diameters which are less than the maximum effective
diameter for cavern stability, solution mined (1) first for

the purpose of simultaneous storage operations (1S),
and with a working pressure (WP) usable to selectively
control the substantially water interfaces (117), during
enlargement of the cavern walls (1B, 1C, 1D). Various
methods for shaping a cavern can be usable including,
for example, notionally vertical cavern walls methods
(CO7) or inward sloping cavern wall methods (CO6), pro-
viding more roof support and allowing a lower minimum
cavern pressure.
[0276] Either cavern can be usable as a storage cavern
(158). The remaining cavern can be usable as a brine
reservoir (159) for solution mining with water supplied
through a feeding conduit (156) and valves (64) of a valve
tree (10). The brine can be expelled through a disposal
conduit (153A) or a transfer conduit (153) forming a u-
tube like brine transfer arrangement between cavern low-
er ends, with product supply through a supply conduit
(154) or pipeline to form an upper end cushion that can
protect the final cemented casing (3) shoe (16). Escape
of the upper end cushion can be controlled by subsurface
safety valves (74).
[0277] Referring now to Figures 82 to 83, various dia-
grammatic plan view embodiments (157) of underground
storage cavern (158) and subterranean brine reservoir
(159) arrangements usable with brine and storage res-
ervoir operations methods (1T) and combined solution
mining and storage operations (1S), depicting cavern
configurations usable to provide salt deposit pillar sup-
port, according to the product stored and working pres-
sure variations with cavern exclusion zones (1Z).
[0278] Conventional practice is to space caverns, that
are mined for their salt, in close proximity, and to poten-
tially use such caverns for solid waste disposal, to remove
pressurization requirements. Such close proximity cav-
erns are stable because the hydrostatic pressure of a
saturated salt column is generally at least equal to the
strata overburden pressure acting to plastically deform
the salt deposit. Additional pressure applied through the
valve tree and wellhead can over pressure the cavern to
prevent degradation of the cavern walls and roof.
[0279] Pressure integrity of a cavern generally de-
pends upon the fluid being contained with liquid pressure
integrity generally greater than, for example, gas tight
integrity within the same cavern, with the capillary and
cohesive properties of liquid greater than gas attempting
to escape through micro annuli and porous or permeable
spaces with the strata.
[0280] Brine reservoirs (159), using an upper end liquid
cushion with water and having brine below their substan-
tially water interface, are placeable in closer proximity
than, for example, underground storage caverns (158)
with gas product, wherein a higher pressure is maintain-
able within a liquid storage cavern than a gaseous stor-
age cavern, to maintain cavern stability.
[0281] Methods (1S, 1T) of the present invention can
be usable for operating a storage cavern (158) with brine
from close proximity liquid storage brine reservoirs (159),
engaged with stored product (154), and brine transfer
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(153) conduits to storage caverns (158) arranged with
larger cavern exclusion zones (1Z) and associated with
more salt deposit overburden pillar support between cav-
ern walls (1A).
[0282] Various configurations and orientation arrange-
ments can be usable with the depicted arrangements
showing centralized liquid storage brine reservoirs (159),
engaged with a supply conduit (154) or pipeline, and fur-
ther engaged with various other brine reservoirs (159) or
underground storage caverns (158) that require larger
exclusion zones (1Z) for salt deposit pillar support, with
supply (154) and transfer (153) conduits.
[0283] Water supply and brine disposal conduits are
placeable centrally or individually for each cavern, for
example, in an ocean environment where offshore plat-
forms exist above caverns, with water taken and brine
disposed to the ocean during solution mining.
[0284] Offshore ocean access via pipelines (153, 154)
to each platform and/or ship access for loading and un-
loading of, for example, crude oil within a brine reservoir
(159) or storage cavern (158).
[0285] As demonstrated in Figures 75 to 76 and 80 to
83, embodiments of the present invention provide sys-
tems and methods for combined or simultaneous storage
and solution mining operation that can be usable in any
configuration or arrangement, including with various ap-
paratus and methods that can be placeable in the sub-
terranean strata, onshore or offshore, and that can be
engaged with conduits carrying products to be stored,
water for salt dissolution, or brine for selectively displac-
ing stored product within another cavern or the cushion
between the final cemented casing shoe and a substan-
tially water interface. These systems and methods can
be further usable to form a subterranean brine and stor-
age reservoir with salt dissolution, wherein two or more
strings having a plurality of passageways and a valve
tree can be usable to selectively operate or form one or
more subterranean brine storage reservoirs, with salt in-
ert cushion fluid and water for associated operation of
one or more other underground storage salt caverns, by
selectively communicating fluids between the caverns
with pumping, compression and/or pressure equaliza-
tion.

Claims

1. An apparatus (23, 23C, 23F, 231, 23S, 23T, 23V,
23Z, 128) for forming at least one manifold string
usable with an upper end manifold to subterraneanly
control a plurality of fluid mixture flow streams within
or between one or more reservoirs during a plurality
of reservoir operations, wherein the apparatus com-
prises:

at least one intermediate manifold crossover
(23) or a reservoir fluid radial passageway (75)
disposed between an upper end of a plurality of

conduits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39) and a lower end
of the plurality of conduits for forming stationary
conduit pressure barriers that are disposed with-
in a casing barrier and an associated surround-
ing casing passageway through subterranean
strata,
wherein said associated surrounding casing
passageway is excluded from a reservoir flow
by a lower end isolation, thereby forming said at
least one manifold string and an associated plu-
rality of stationary conduit pressure barriers to
reservoir flow between an upper end wellhead
manifold and said lower end isolation, and
wherein reservoir fluids are flowable through an
inner passageway (25) of said plurality of con-
duits and at least one concentric intermediate
passageway surrounding said inner passage-
way to and from at least one fluid control device
(61, 128),
characterized in that
said at least one fluid control device is position-
able along and selectively disposable across,
and removable from across, said inner passage-
way to subterraneanly cross-over said plurality
of fluid mixture flow streams radially inward or
outward through said reservoir fluid radial pas-
sageway, wherein said fluid mixture flow stream
crossover occurs between at least two of: said
inner passageway, said at least one concentric
intermediate passageway, and a surrounding
passageway to, in use, selectively control and
access at least one portion of a fluid mixture flow
stream from at least one of said reservoirs,
wherein the plurality of fluid mixture flow streams
are communicated to and from a proximal res-
ervoir region during said plurality of reservoir op-
erations.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said at least one
concentric intermediate passageway is fluidly sepa-
rated circumferentially to form a first circumferential-
ly disposed axial intermediate passageway and at
least one second circumferentially disposed axial in-
termediate passageway associated with a first radial
passageway and at least one second radial pas-
sageway, wherein said at least one fluid control de-
vice is positioned across said first circumferentially
disposed axial intermediate passageway and said
at least one second circumferentially disposed axial
intermediate passageway to at least partially block
fluid communication between an upper end of said
at least one intermediate manifold crossover and a
lower end of said at least one intermediate manifold
crossover and divert fluid mixture flow streams
through said first radial passageway and said at least
one second radial passageway, wherein said at least
one fluid control device causes said fluid mixture flow
streams to crossover between said inner passage-
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way and said at least one concentric intermediate
passageway.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, further comprising valves
that are engaged to ends of the inner passageway
(25) to selectively control fluid mixture flow streams
communicated through said inner passageway,
thereby forming a valve controlled manifold crosso-
ver assembly.

4. The apparatus of claim 2, further comprising at least
one additional string (2B, 2C, 2D, 39) positioned
through and fluidly separated from said at least one
concentric intermediate passageway, wherein said
first or at least one second radial passageway fluidly
communicates between said inner passageway and
said at least one additional string.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a cham-
ber junction (43) communicating with said inner pas-
sageway through said first and said at least one sec-
ond radial passageways via a first exit bore conduit
(39) and at least one second exit bore conduit (39),
respectively, wherein at least one additional radial
passageway fluidly communicates between the first
exit bore conduit and said at least one concentric
intermediate passageway, and wherein a bore se-
lector (47) is usable to selectively communicate said
fluid control device through said inner passageway.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein an innermost pas-
sageway of the first exit bore conduit is aligned with
an axis of the chamber junction, wherein said first
plurality of conduits extend to surround the first exit
bore conduit and at least one other exit bore conduit,
wherein said first plurality of conduits is fluidly sep-
arated from said at least one concentric intermediate
passageway (24) to enable fluid communication with
a different intermediate passageway or said sur-
rounding passageway, and wherein said bore selec-
tor or said at least one fluid control device is usable
to selectively control fluid communication through
said first and at least one second radial passage-
ways.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, further comprising at least
one additional radial passageway in fluid communi-
cation between said innermost passageway of the
first exit bore conduit and said at least one concentric
intermediate passageway, wherein said at least one
fluid control device is usable to selectively control
fluid communication through said at least one addi-
tional radial passageway.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said first and said
at least a second radial passageways comprise a
first radial passageway formed by an engaged strad-
dle bore or bore selector axially aligned with said

inner passageway, and at least one second radial
passageway fluidly separated by said straddle bore
or bore selector from said first radial passageway,
wherein said at least one second radial passageway
comprises a conduit passing through and fluidly sep-
arated from said at least one concentric intermediate
passageway (24), and wherein said straddle bore or
bore selector is communicated through said inner
passageway and is usable to selectively control fluid
communication through the first and at least one sec-
ond radial passageways.

9. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising an or-
ifice piston fluid control device (128) conveyable
through said inner passageway and removably
placeable using differential pressure applied to an
axially upward or axially downward aligned piston
face, wherein cables or conduits are passable
through at least one orifice of said orifice piston fluid
control device while using said piston faces to divert
at least one portion of said plurality of fluid mixture
flow streams to a passageway other than the inner
passageway.

10. A method (CS1-CS8) for forming a manifold string
with an apparatus or reservoir fluid mixture flow
stream radial passageway crossover between a
wellhead manifold and one or more reservoirs during
a plurality of reservoir operations, comprising the
steps of:

providing at least one manifold string (70, 76)
into at least one reservoir, wherein said at least
one manifold string comprises at least one man-
ifold crossover or reservoir fluid radial passage-
way between an upper end of a plurality of con-
duits (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39) and a lower end of
a plurality of conduits for forming a plurality of
stationary conduit pressure barriers to concen-
tric reservoir fluid flow through at least one con-
centric intermediate passageway (24, 24A, 24B,
24X, 24Y, 24Z) that is disposed between a cas-
ing passageway and an inner passageway (25)
conduit for access to one or more proximal re-
gions of one or more reservoirs, wherein said
casing passageway is isolated from reservoir
flow at a lower end;
positioning along said inner passageway at least
one fluid control device,
characterized in that
said at least one fluid control device is selectively
disposable and removable across said inner
passageway to fluidly separate or access said
at least one manifold crossover or reservoir fluid
radial passageway;
and further characterized by:

circulating and diverting a plurality of fluid
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mixture flow streams, radially inward or out-
ward from said at least one concentric in-
termediate passageway or a surrounding
passageway (24, 24A, 24B, 24X, 24Y, 24Z,
55) across said at least one fluid control de-
vice and inner passageway through at least
one radial passageway when performing
said plurality of reservoir operations to ac-
cess a reservoir fluid.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising using
valves engaged to ends of said inner passageway
of said at least one manifold crossover or reservoir
fluid radial passageway to selectively control pres-
surized fluid communicated through said inner pas-
sageway and said at least one concentric interme-
diate passageway.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising using
said at least one fluid control device communicated
through said inner passageway and engaged within
said at least one manifold string, to selectively control
fluid communication by diverting at least one portion
of said plurality of fluid mixture flow streams.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising providing
an orifice piston fluid control device, placeable and
removable using differential pressure applied to ax-
ially upward or axially downward surfaces thereof,
and placing cables or conduits through said orifice
piston fluid control device while diverting at least one
portion of said plurality of fluid mixture flow streams
to a passageway other than the inner passageway.

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising selec-
tively controlling fluid communication of fluid mix-
tures of gases, liquids, solids, or combinations there-
of, between said single main bore and a proximal
region of said at least one reservoir to over-balance,
balance or under-balance hydrostatic pressures ex-
erted on said proximal region during said fluid com-
munication.

15. The method of claim 10, further comprising providing
one or more additional connector conduits for oper-
atively cooperating with said plurality of stationary
conduit pressure barriers, wherein said one or more
additional connector conduits are arranged concen-
trically or radially within a secondary pressure bear-
ing conduit.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising fluidly
connecting said one or more additional connector
conduits to limit pressure exerted on said plurality of
stationary conduit pressure barriers, wherein said
one or more additional connector conduits commu-
nicate with a pressure absorbing reservoir to provide
pressure equalization or pressure relief.

17. A method (1S, 1T, 157, CO1-CO7) of using a man-
ifold with an apparatus or reservoir fluid mixture flow
stream radial passageway crossover between a
wellhead manifold and one or more reservoirs during
a plurality of reservoir operations comprising produc-
tion, injection or solution mining, comprising the
steps of:

providing a plurality of conduits disposed
through a surrounding casing barrier and casing
passageway through subterranean strata for ac-
cessing one or more proximal regions of one or
more reservoirs,
characterized in that
a lower end of said plurality of conduits forms a
plurality of stationary conduit pressure barriers
to concentric reservoir flow through at least one
concentric intermediate passageway disposed
about an inner passageway;
and further characterized by
performing the plurality of reservoir operations
to access reservoir fluid by crossing over and
diverting, through at least one reservoir fluid ra-
dial passageway, a plurality of fluid mixture flow
streams from at least one of said passageways
to at least another of said passageways dis-
posed radially inward or outward therefrom us-
ing a fluid control device positionable along and
selectively disposable and removable across
said inner passageway to, in use, selectively ac-
cess and communicate the plurality of fluid mix-
ture flow streams to or from said one or more
proximal regions of said one or more reservoirs
during said plurality of reservoir operations.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein crossing over and
diverting, through said at least one radial passage-
way, at least one portion of the plurality of fluid mix-
ture flow streams, comprise performing radial pas-
sage of fluids through a manifold crossover of a man-
ifold string, radial passage of fluids through a reser-
voir u-tube manifold crossover arrangement, or com-
binations thereof.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein selectively access-
ing and communicating fluids between the one or
more reservoirs comprises separating fluids of dif-
fering specific gravity, selectively accessible and
communicable at two or more depths, using said fluid
control devices.

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step
of engaging and operating one or more wellheads,
valve trees, pumps, surface manifolds, or combina-
tions thereof, in communication with said wellhead
manifold.

21. The method of claim 17, further comprising the step
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of selectively using said fluid control devices for pro-
viding water at two or more depths to said at least
one proximal region in a salt deposit to form a sub-
stantially hydrocarbon or substantially water brine
and storage reservoir (158, 159) with a salt inert or
stored fluid cushion space above a substantially wa-
ter (117) or fluid (117A) interface that is usable for
controlling salt dissolution, hydrocarbon operations,
solution mining operations (1), or combinations
thereof (1S).

22. The method of claim 21, wherein selectively com-
municating fluid mixtures between said wellhead
manifold and said at least one proximal region com-
prises selectively communicating fluid to and from
said at least one proximal region using said fluid con-
trol devices at two or more depths between or below
said substantially water or fluid interface to transport
stored fluids or brine to or from at least two brine and
storage reservoirs (158, 159).

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising selec-
tively using said fluid control devices for providing
water to said substantially water or fluid interface at
two or more depths to displace brine at a lower end
of a first brine and storage reservoir (158, 159) via
a u-tube conduit arrangement to at least one second
brine and storage reservoir to generate brine with
salt dissolution in said first brine and storage reser-
voir to minimize salt dissolution in said at least one
second brine and storage reservoir (158, 159) during
operations.

24. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step
of selectively using said fluid control devices for pro-
viding salt inert or stored fluids of differing specific
gravities at said two or more depths to form a plurality
of fluid interfaces comprising cushion spaces for
storage operations beneath a final cemented casing
shoe and above the substantially water or fluid inter-
face.

25. The method of claim 21, wherein selectively control-
ling said fluid communication between said wellhead
manifold and said at least one proximal region com-
prises selectively using said fluid control devices at
two or more depths for controlling fluid communica-
tion of said salt inert or stored fluids, stored and re-
trieved from said stored fluid cushion space, to affect
associated working pressures, volumes and temper-
atures of fluids stored and retrieved from said brine
and storage reservoir (158,159).

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising selec-
tively controlling a shape of cavern walls using said
fluid control devices at two or more depths to control
salt dissolution of said brine and storage reservoir
(158, 159) by controlling said substantially water or

fluid interface to control working storage volumes,
solution mining rates, salt creep rates, or combina-
tions thereof, until reaching a maximum effective di-
ameter for salt cavern stability.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising storing
salt inert fluid within cavern walls between subterra-
nean depths in which said cavern walls have reached
the maximum effective diameter for salt cavern sta-
bility and selectively accessing and communicating
said salt inert fluid at two or more depths using said
fluid control devices.

28. The method of claim 21, further comprising arranging
and separating one or more reservoirs to provide salt
pillar support corresponding to pressures of fluids
stored within said one or more reservoirs and effec-
tive diameters of said brine and storage reservoirs
(158, 159) and selectively accessing and communi-
cating said fluids at two or more depths using said
fluid control devices.

29. The method of claim 21, wherein selectively control-
ling pressurized fluid communication between said
wellhead manifold and said at least one proximal re-
gion for hydrocarbon operations, solution mining op-
erations, or combinations thereof, comprises using
the water and brine absorption capacity of an ocean
and using said fluid control devices at two or more
depths.

30. The method of claim 21, wherein selectively control-
ling fluid communication between said wellhead
manifold and said at least one proximal region com-
prises using fluid communication capacity of ships,
pipelines or an ocean to operate said brine and stor-
age reservoirs (158, 159).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Apparat (23, 23C, 23F, 231, 23S, 23T, 23V, 23Z,
128) zur Bildung mindestens eines Verteilerstrangs,
der mit einem Verteiler am oberen Ende für die un-
terirdische Kontrolle einer Vielzahl von Fluidge-
misch-Massenströmen innerhalb oder zwischen ei-
ner oder mehreren Lagerstätten während einer Viel-
zahl von Lagerstättentätigkeiten, einsetzbar ist, wo-
bei der Apparat Folgendes umfasst:

mindestens einen intermediären Verteilerüber-
gang (23) oder einen Lagerstättenfluid-Radial-
durchgang (75), der zwischen einem oberen En-
de einer Vielzahl von Leitungen (2, 2A, 2B, 2C,
2D, 39) und einem unteren Ende der Vielzahl
von Leitungen zur Bildung stationärer Leitungs-
Drucksperren angebracht ist, die in einer Ge-
häusesperre und einem dazugehörigen umlau-
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fenden Gehäusedurchgang durch die unterirdi-
schen Schichten geführt werden,
wobei besagter dazugehöriger umlaufender
Gehäusedurchgang von einer Lagerstätten-
Strömung, anhand einer Isolierung am unteren
Ende, abgetrennt ist, dadurch bildet sich min-
destens ein Verteilerstrang und eine dazugehö-
rige Vielzahl von stationären Leitungs-Druck-
sperren zur Lagerstätten-Strömung zwischen
einem Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler am oberen Ende
und besagter Isolierung am unteren Ende, und
wobei die Lagerstättenfluide über einen inneren
Durchgang (25) der besagten Vielzahl von Lei-
tungen und durch mindestens einen konzentri-
schen, intermediären Durchgang, der den be-
sagten inneren Durchgang zu und von mindes-
tens einem Fluidkontrollelement (61,128) um-
gibt, geleitet werden können,
dadurch charakterisiert, dass
mindestens ein Fluidkontrollelement entlang
des besagten inneren Durchgangs positionier-
bar und selektiv durch ihn hindurch angeordnet
und herausnehmbar ist, um unterirdisch die be-
sagte Vielzahl von Fluidgemisch-Massenströ-
men radial nach innen oder außen durch besag-
ten Lagerstättenfluid-Radialdurchgang überzu-
leiten, wobei besagte Überleitung des Fluidge-
misch-Massenstroms zwischen mindestens
zwei der folgenden Teile auftritt: dem besagten
inneren Durchgang, mindestens einem konzen-
trischen intermediären Durchgang und einem
umlaufenden Durchgang, um im Betrieb selektiv
mindestens einen Teil eines Fluidgemisch-Mas-
senstroms von mindestens einer der besagten
Lagerstätten zu kontrollieren und darauf zuzu-
greifen, wobei die Vielzahl der Fluidgemisch-
Massenströme eine Verbindung zu und von ei-
ner benachbarten Lagerstättenregion während
der besagten Vielzahl von Lagerstättentätigkei-
ten aufweist.

2. Der Apparat in Anspruch 1, wobei mindestens ein
konzentrischer intermediärer Durchgang fließbar
umlaufend abgetrennt ist, um einen ersten umlau-
fend angeordneten axialen intermediären Durch-
gang und mindestens einen zweiten umlaufend an-
geordneten axialen intermediären Durchgang, der
mit einem ersten radialen Durchgang und mindes-
tens einem zweiten radialen Durchgang verbunden
ist, zu bilden, wobei mindestens ein Fluidkontrolle-
lement quer durch den besagten ersten umlaufend
angeordneten axialen intermediären Durchgang
und mindestens einem zweiten umlaufend angeord-
neten axialen intermediären Durchgang positioniert
ist, um mindestens teilweise die Fluidverbindung
zwischen einem oberen Ende mindestens eines in-
termediären Verteilerübergangs und einem unteren
Ende mindestens eines intermediären Verteilerü-

bergangs zu blockieren und die Fluidgemisch-Mas-
senströme durch besagten ersten radialen Durch-
gang und mindestens einen zweiten radialen Durch-
gang umzuleiten, wobei mindestens ein Fluidkon-
trollelement dazu führt, dass besagte Fluidgemisch-
Massenströme zwischen besagtem inneren Durch-
gang und mindestens einem konzentrischen inter-
mediären Durchgang umgeleitet werden.

3. Der Apparat in Anspruch 2, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus Ventilen, die an den Enden der inneren
Durchgänge (25) angebracht sind, um selektiv die
Fluidgemisch-Massenströme zu kontrollieren, die
durch besagten inneren Durchgang verbunden sind,
und dadurch eine Ventil-kontrollierte Verteilerüber-
gangs-Anordnung bilden.

4. Der Apparat in Anspruch 2, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus mindestens einem zusätzlichen Strang
(2B, 2C, 2D, 39), der durch und fließbar getrennt von
mindestens einem konzentrischen intermediären
Durchgang positioniert ist, wobei besagter erster
oder mindestens ein zweiter radialer Durchgang
fließbar mit besagtem inneren Durchgang und min-
destens einem zusätzlichen Strang verbunden ist.

5. Der Apparat in Anspruch 1, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus einem Kammerknotenpunkt (43), der mit
besagtem inneren Durchgang über den ersten und
mindestens einen zweiten radialen Durchgang via
einer ersten Austritts-Bohrleitung (39) und mindes-
tens einer zweiten Austritts-Bohrleitung (39) verbun-
den ist, wobei mindestens ein zusätzlicher radialer
Durchgang fließbar mit der ersten Austritts-Bohrlei-
tung und mindestens einem konzentrischen interme-
diären Durchgang verbunden ist, und wobei ein Boh-
rungs-Selektor (47) verwendet werden kann, um se-
lektiv besagtes Fluidkontrollelement durch besagten
inneren Durchgang zu verbinden.

6. Der Apparat in Anspruch 5, wobei der innerste
Durchgang der ersten Austritts-Bohrleitung an einer
Achse des Kammerknotenpunktes ausgerichtet ist,
wobei die erste Vielzahl von Leitungen die erste Aus-
tritts-Bohrleitung und mindestens eine andere Aus-
tritts-Bohrleitung umgibt, wobei besagte erste Viel-
zahl von Leitungen fließbar von mindestens einem
konzentrischen intermediären Durchgang (24) ab-
getrennt ist, um die Fluidverbindung zu einem ande-
ren intermediären Durchgang oder besagtem um-
laufenden Durchgang herzustellen, und wobei be-
sagter Bohrungs-Selektor oder mindestens ein Flu-
idkontrollelement verwendet werden kann, um se-
lektiv die Fluidverbindung durch den ersten und min-
destens einen zweiten radialen Durchgang zu kon-
trollieren.

7. Der Apparat in Anspruch 6, darüberhinaus beste-
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hend aus mindestens einem zusätzlichen radialen
Durchgang in der Fluidverbindung zwischen besag-
tem innersten Durchgang der ersten Austritts-Bohr-
leitung und mindestens einem konzentrischen inter-
mediären Durchgang, wobei mindestens ein Fluid-
kontrollelement einsetzbar ist, um selektiv die Fluid-
verbindung durch den mindestens einen zusätzli-
chen radialen Durchgang zu kontrollieren.

8. Der Apparat in Anspruch 1, wobei besagter erster
und mindestens ein zweiter radialer Durchgang ei-
nen ersten radialen Durchgang umfassen, der durch
eine eingesetzte Verbindungsbohrung oder einen
axial am inneren Durchgang ausgerichteten Boh-
rungs-Selektor gebildet wird, und mindestens einem
zweiten radialen Durchgang, der fließbar durch be-
sagte Verbindungsbohrung oder den Bohrungs-Se-
lektor von besagtem ersten Durchgang getrennt ist,
wobei mindestens ein zweiter radialer Durchgang ei-
ne Leitungsröhre umfasst, die durch mindestens ei-
nen konzentrischen, intermediären Durchgang (24)
läuft und fließbar davon getrennt ist, und wobei be-
sagte Verbindungsbohrung oder der Bohrungs-Se-
lektor durch den besagten inneren Durchgang ver-
bunden und einsetzbar ist, um selektiv die Fluidver-
bindung durch den ersten und mindestens einen
zweiten radialen Durchgang zu kontrollieren.

9. Der Apparat in Anspruch 1, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus einem Austrittskolben-Fluidkontrollele-
ment (128), das durch besagten inneren Durchgang
transportierbar und demontierbar unter Verwendung
von Differentialdruck, der auf eine axial aufwärts
oder axial abwärts ausgerichtete Kolbenfläche an-
gewendet wird, platzierbar ist, wobei Kabel oder Lei-
tungen durch mindestens eine Öffnung des besag-
ten Austrittskolben-Fluidkontrollelements geführt
werden können, während die besagten Kolbenflä-
chen verwendet werden, um mindestens einen Teil
der besagten Vielzahl von Fluidgemisch-Massen-
strömen zu einem Durchgang umzuleiten, der nicht
der innere Durchgang ist.

10. Eine Methode (CS1-CS8) zur Bildung eines Vertei-
lerstrangs mit einem Apparat oder einer Überleitung
des Lagerstätten-Fluidgemisch-Massenstroms zum
radialen Durchgang zwischen einem Bohrlochkopf-
Verteiler und einem oder mehreren Lagerstätten
während einer Vielzahl von Lagerstättentätigkeiten,
bestehend aus den folgenden Schritten:

Bereitstellung mindestens eines Vertei-
lerstrangs (70, 76) zu mindestens einer Lager-
stätte, wobei mindestens ein Verteilerstrang
mindestens einen Verteilerübergang oder einen
Lagerstättenfluid-Radialdurchgang zwischen
einem oberen Ende einer Vielzahl von Leitun-
gen (2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 39) und einem unteren

Ende einer Vielzahl von Leitungen zur Bildung
einer Vielzahl von stationären Leitungs-Druck-
sperren zur konzentrischen Lagerstätten-Fluid-
strömung durch mindestens einen konzentri-
schen intermediären Durchgang (24, 24A, 24B,
24X, 24Y, 24Z) umfasst, der zwischen einem
Gehäusedurchgang und einer Leitung eines in-
neren Durchgangs (25) für den Zugriff auf eine
oder mehrere benachbarte Regionen einer oder
mehrerer Lagerstätten angebracht ist, wobei be-
sagter Gehäusedurchgang von der Lagerstät-
ten-Strömung am unteren Ende isoliert ist;
Positionierung entlang des besagten inneren
Durchgangs von mindestens einem Fluidkon-
trollelement,
dadurch charakterisiert, dass
mindestens ein Fluidkontrollelement selektiv in
besagten inneren Durchgang eingesetzt oder
wieder herausgenommen werden kann, um
fließbar mindestens einen Verteilerübergang
oder Lagerstättenfluid-Radialdurchgang zu
trennen oder darauf zuzugreifen;
und darüberhinaus charakterisiert durch:

Die Umwälzung und Umlenkung einer Viel-
zahl von Fluidgemisch-Massenströmen, ra-
dial nach innen oder außen von mindestens
einem konzentrischen intermediären
Durchgang oder einem umlaufenden
Durchgang (24, 24A, 24B, 24X, 24Y, 24Z,
55) durch mindestens ein Fluidkontrollele-
ment und inneren Durchgang und mindes-
tens einen radialen Durchgang, wenn die
Vielzahl der Lagerstättentätigkeiten durch-
geführt werden, um auf ein Lagerstättenflu-
id zuzugreifen.

11. Die Methode in Anspruch 10, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Verwendung von an den Enden des
besagten inneren Durchgangs mindestens eines
Verteilerübergangs oder Lagerstättenfluid-Radial-
durchgangs angebrachten Ventilen, um selektiv das
unter Druck gesetzte Fluid, das durch besagten in-
neren Durchgang und mindestens einen konzentri-
schen intermediären Durchgang verbunden ist, zu
kontrollieren.

12. Die Methode in Anspruch 10, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Verwendung mindestens eines Fluid-
kontrollelements, das durch besagten inneren
Durchgang verbunden und in mindestens einen Ver-
teilerstrang eingesetzt ist, um selektiv die Fluidver-
bindung durch Umlenkung mindestens eines Teils
der besagten Vielzahl an Fluidgemisch-Massenströ-
men zu kontrollieren.

13. Die Methode in Anspruch 12, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Bereitstellung eines Austrittskolben-
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Fluidkontrollelements, das durch besagten inneren
Durchgang unter Verwendung von Differentialdruck,
der auf die axialen Aufwärts- oder axialen Abwärts-
Flächen wirkt, transportierbar und demontierbar ist,
und aus der Anbringung von Kabeln oder Leitungen
durch das besagte Austrittskolben-Fluidkontrollele-
ment, während mindestens ein Teil der besagten
Vielzahl von Fluidgemisch-Massenströmen zu ei-
nem Durchgang umgeleitet werden, der nicht der in-
nere Durchgang ist.

14. Die Methode in Anspruch 10, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der selektiven Kontrolle der Fluidverbin-
dung der Fluidgemische aus Gasen, Flüssigkeiten,
Feststoffen oder Kombinationen daraus, zwischen
der besagten einzelnen Hauptbohrung und einer be-
nachbarten Region von mindestens einer Lagerstät-
te, um den hydrostatischen Druck, der auf die be-
sagte benachbarte Region während der Fluidverbin-
dung ausgeübt wird, über-auszugleichen, auszu-
gleichen oder unter-auszugleichen.

15. Die Methode in Anspruch 10, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Bereitstellung einer oder mehrerer zu-
sätzlicher Anschlussleitungen für das operative Zu-
sammenwirken der besagten Vielzahl stationärer
Leitungs-Drucksperren, wobei eine oder mehrere
zusätzlichen Anschlussleitungen konzentrisch oder
radial innerhalb einer sekundären druckführenden
Leitung angebracht sind.

16. Die Methode in Anspruch 15, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der fließbaren Verbindung einer oder meh-
rerer zusätzlicher Anschlussleitungen, um den auf
die Vielzahl der stationären Leitungs-Drucksperren
ausgeübten Druck zu begrenzen, wobei die eine
oder mehreren zusätzlichen Anschlussleitungen mit
einer druckabsorbierenden Lagerstätte verbunden
sind, um einen Druckausgleich oder eine Druckent-
lastung zu bewirken.

17. Eine Methode (IS, IT, 157, CO1-CO7) zur Verwen-
dung eines Verteilers mit einem Apparat oder einer
Überleitung des Lagerstätten-Fluidgemisch-Mas-
senstroms zum radialen Durchgang zwischen einem
Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler und einem oder mehreren
Lagerstätten während einer Vielzahl von Lagerstät-
tentätigkeiten, bestehend aus der Produktion, Injek-
tion oder In-situ-Laugung, und bestehend aus den
folgenden Schritten:

Bereitstellung einer Vielzahl von Leitungen, die
durch eine umlaufende Gehäusesperre und ei-
nen Gehäusedurchgang durch unterirdische
Schichten geführt werden, um auf eine oder
mehrere benachbarte Regionen einer oder
mehrerer Lagerstätten zuzugreifen,
dadurch charakterisiert, dass

ein unteres Ende der besagten Vielzahl von Lei-
tungen eine Vielzahl von stationären Leitungs-
Drucksperren zur konzentrischen Lagerstätten-
Strömung durch mindestens einen konzentri-
schen intermediären Durchgang, der über einen
inneren Durchgang geführt wird, bildet;
und darüberhinaus charakterisiert durch
die Ausführung einer Vielzahl von Lagerstätten-
tätigkeiten, um durch Überleitung und Umlen-
kung, durch mindestens einen Lagerstättenflu-
id-Radialdurchgang, einer Vielzahl von Fluidge-
misch-Massenströmen aus mindestens einem
der besagten Durchgänge zu mindestens einem
anderen der besagten Durchgänge, die radial
nach innen oder außen führen, auf das Lager-
stättenfluid zuzugreifen, unter Verwendung ei-
nes Fluidkontrollelements, das entlang des be-
sagten inneren Durchgangs positionierbar und
selektiv einsetzbar und herausnehmbar ist, um
im Betrieb selektiv auf die Vielzahl der Fluidge-
misch-Massenströme, die zu und aus der einen
oder den mehreren benachbarten Regionen ei-
ner oder mehrerer Lagerstätten strömen, wäh-
rend der Vielzahl der besagten Lagerstättentä-
tigkeiten, zuzugreifen und eine Verbindung her-
zustellen.

18. Die Methode in Anspruch 17, wobei die Überleitung
und Umlenkung, durch mindestens einen radialen
Durchgang, von mindestens einem Teil der Vielzahl
von Fluidgemisch-Massenströmen, die radiale
Durchleitung von Fluiden durch einen Verteilerüber-
gang eines Verteilerstrangs, die radiale Durchleitung
von Fluiden durch eine Verteilerübergang-U-Rohr-
Anordnung in der Lagerstätte oder eine Kombination
daraus umfasst.

19. Die Methode in Anspruch 18, wobei das selektive
Zugreifen auf und das Verbinden von Fluiden zwi-
schen einer oder mehreren Lagerstätten das Tren-
nen von Fluiden mit unterschiedlichem spezifischem
Gewicht, die in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen selektiv
zugänglich und verbindbar sind, unter Verwendung
besagter Fluidkontrollelemente umfasst.

20. Die Methode in Anspruch 17, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus dem Schritt der Einsetzung und des Be-
triebs eines oder mehrerer Bohrlochköpfe, Ventil-
bäume, Pumpen, Oberflächenverteiler oder Kombi-
nationen daraus, in Verbindung mit besagtem Bohr-
lochkopf-Verteiler.

21. Die Methode in Anspruch 17, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus dem Schritt der selektiven Verwendung
besagter Fluidkontrollelemente zur Bereitstellung
von Wasser in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen für min-
destens eine benachbarte Region in einer Salz-
schicht, um eine substantielle Kohlenwasserstoff-
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oder substantielle Solewasser- und Speicherlager-
stätte (158, 159) zu bilden, mit einem Salz-inerten
oder gespeicherten Fluidpolster über einer substan-
tiellen Wasser- (117) oder Fluidfläche (117A), die
zur Kontrolle der Salzauflösung, Kohlenwasserstoff-
vorgänge, In-situ-Laugungs-Tätigkeiten (1) oder ei-
ner Kombination daraus (IS) eingesetzt werden
kann.

22. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, wobei die selektive
Verbindung von Fluidgemischen zwischen dem be-
sagten Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler und mindestens einer
benachbarten Region die selektive Verbindung ei-
nes Fluids in und von mindestens einer benachbar-
ten Region, unter Verwendung der besagten Fluid-
kontrollelemente in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen zwi-
schen oder unterhalb der besagten substantiellen
Wasser-oder Fluidfläche umfasst, um die gespei-
cherten Fluide oder die Sole zu oder von mindestens
zwei Sole- und Speicherlagerstätten (158, 159) zu
transportieren.

23. Die Methode in Anspruch 22, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der selektiven Verwendung der besagten
Fluidkontrollelemente zur Bereitstellung von Wasser
für die besagte substantielle Wasser- oder Fluidflä-
che in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen, um die Sole an
einem unteren Ende einer ersten Sole und einer
Speicherlagerstätte (158, 159) via einer U-Rohr-Lei-
tungsanordnung zu mindestens einer zweiten Sole
und Speicherlagerstätte zu leiten, um Sole mit Sal-
zauflösung in besagter ersten Sole und Speicherla-
gerstätte zu generieren und um die Salzauflösung
in mindestens einer zweiten Sole und Speicherla-
gerstätte (158, 159) während des Betriebs zu mini-
mieren.

24. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus dem Schritt der selektiven Verwendung
der besagten Fluidkontrollelemente für die Bereit-
stellung Salz-inerter oder gespeicherter Fluide un-
terschiedlichen spezifischen Gewichts in den besag-
ten zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen, um eine Vielzahl
von Fluidflächen zu bilden, die Polsterräume für die
Speichertätigkeiten unterhalb eines endgültigen
Einzementierschuhs und oberhalb der substantiel-
len Wasser- oder Fluidfläche umfassen.

25. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, wobei die selektive
Kontrolle der besagten Fluidverbindung zwischen
besagtem Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler und mindestens
einer benachbarten Region die selektive Verwen-
dung der besagten Fluidkontrollelemente in zwei
oder mehr Tiefenlagen für die Kontrolle der Fluidver-
bindung der besagten Salz-inerten oder gespeicher-
ten Fluide umfasst, die aus besagtem Fluidpolster
gespeichert und herausgeholt wurden, um den da-
zugehörigen Arbeitsdruck, die Volumina und Tem-

peraturen der Fluide, die aus besagter Sole und der
Speicherlagerstätte (158,159) gespeichert und her-
ausgeholt wurden, zu beeinflussen.

26. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der selektiven Kontrolle einer Form der
Kavernenwände unter Verwendung besagter Fluid-
kontrollelemente in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen, um
die Salzauflösung der besagten Sole und Speicher-
lagerstätte (158, 159), durch Kontrolle besagter
Wasser- oder Fluidfläche, zu kontrollieren und die
Arbeitsspeichervolumina, In-situ-Laugungsraten,
Salz-Fließdehnungsraten oder Kombinationen dar-
aus zu kontrollieren, bis ein effektiver Höchstdurch-
messer für die Salzkavernenstabilität erreicht ist.

27. Die Methode in Anspruch 26, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Speicherung eines Salz-inerten Fluids
innerhalb der Kavernenwände zwischen den unter-
irdischen Tiefenlagen, in denen besagte Kavernen-
wände den effektiven Höchstdurchmesser für die
Salzkavernenstabilität erreicht haben, und aus dem
selektiven Zugriff auf und die Verbindung eines Salz-
inerten Fluids in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen unter
Verwendung der besagten Fluidkontrollelemente.

28. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, darüberhinaus beste-
hend aus der Einrichtung und Trennung einer oder
mehrerer Lagerstätten, um eine Stütze der Salzsäu-
le, entsprechend des Drucks der Fluide, die inner-
halb der einen oder mehreren Lagerstätten gespei-
chert sind, und des effektiven Durchmessers der be-
sagten Sole und der Speicherlagerstätten (158,
159), bereitzustellen, und aus dem selektiven Zugriff
auf und der Verbindung der besagten Fluide in zwei
oder mehr Tiefenlagen unter Verwendung der be-
sagten Fluidkontrollelemente.

29. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, wobei die selektive
Kontrolle der unter Druck stehenden Fluidverbin-
dung zwischen besagtem Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler
und mindestens einer benachbarten Region für Koh-
lenwasserstoffvorgänge, In-situ-Laugungsvorgän-
ge oder Kombinationen daraus, die Verwendung der
Wasser-und Soleabsorptionskapazität eines Oze-
ans und die Verwendung der besagten Fluidkontrol-
lelemente in zwei oder mehr Tiefenlagen umfasst.

30. Die Methode in Anspruch 21, wobei die selektive
Kontrolle der Fluidverbindung zwischen besagtem
Bohrlochkopf-Verteiler und mindestens einer be-
nachbarten Region die Verwendung der Fluidverbin-
dungskapazität von Schiffen, Pipelines oder eines
Ozeans zur Verarbeitung der besagten Sole und
Speicherlagerstätten (158, 159) umfasst.
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Revendications

1. Appareil (23, 23C, 23F, 231, 23S, 23T, 23V, 23Z,
128) pour former au moins une rame de manifold
utilisable avec une extrémité supérieure du manifold
pour le contrôle souterrain d’une pluralité de cou-
rants d’écoulement de mélange fluide à l’intérieur ou
entre un ou plusieurs réservoirs pendant une plura-
lité d’opérations du réservoir, dans lequel l’appareil
comprend :

au moins un pont de manifold intermédiaire (23)
ou un voie de passage radiale de fluide de ré-
servoir (75) disposés entre une extrémité supé-
rieure d’une pluralité de conduits (2, 2a, 2b, 2c,
2d, 39) et une extrémité inférieure de la pluralité
de conduits pour former des barrières à pression
de conduits fixes qui sont disposées à l’intérieur
d’une barrière de tubage et une voie de passage
de tubage entourant associée par des couches
souterraines,
dans lequel ladite voie de passage de tubage
entourant associée est exclue d’un flux de ré-
servoir par une isolation d’extrémité inférieure,
en formant ainsi ladite au moins une rame de
manifold et une pluralité associée de barrières
à pression de conduits fixes au flux de réservoir
entre une tête de puits de manifold d’extrémité
supérieure et ladite isolation d’extrémité infé-
rieure, et
dans lequel les fluides de réservoir peuvent
s’écouler à travers une voie passage interne
(25) de ladite pluralité de conduits et au moins
une voie de passage intermédiaire concentrique
entourant ladite voie de passage interne jusqu’à
et à partir d’au moins un dispositif de commande
de fluide (61,128),
caractérisé en ce que
ledit au moins un dispositif de commande de
fluide peut être positionné le long de et de ma-
nière sélective à travers, et pouvant être enlevé
à travers, ladite voie de passage interne pour
traverser de façon souterraine ladite pluralité de
courants d’écoulement de mélange fluide radia-
lement vers l’intérieur ou vers l’extérieur à tra-
vers ladite voie de passage radiale du réservoir
de fluide, dans lequel ledit croisement du cou-
rant d’écoulement de mélange fluide se produit
entre au moins deux : de ladite voie de passage
intérieure, ladite au moins une voie de passage
concentrique intermédiaire, et une voie de pas-
sage entourant pour, en utilisation, commander
sélectivement l’accès d’au moins une partie d’un
courant d’écoulement de mélange fluide à partir
d’au moins un desdits réservoirs, où la pluralité
de courants d’écoulement de mélange fluide est
communiquée jusqu’à et à partir d’une région
proximale du réservoir au cours de ladite plura-

lité d’opérations de réservoir.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite
au moins une voie de passage intermédiaire con-
centrique est en communication de fluide séparée
circonférentiellement pour former une première voie
de passage intermédiaire axiale disposée de maniè-
re circonférentielle et au moins une deuxième voie
de passage intermédiaire axiale disposée de maniè-
re circonférentielle associée avec une première voie
de passage radiale et au moins une deuxième voie
de passage radiale, dans lequel ledit au moins un
dispositif de commande de fluide est positionné en
travers de ladite première voie de passage intermé-
diaire axiale disposée de manière circonférentielle
et ladite au moins une deuxième voie de passage
axiale intermédiaire disposée de manière circonfé-
rentielle pour au moins partiellement bloquer la com-
munication de fluide entre une extrémité supérieure
dudit au moins un pont de manifold intermédiaire, et
une extrémité inférieure dudit au moins un pont de
manifold intermédiaire et dévier l’écoulement de mé-
lange fluide à travers ladite première voie de passa-
ge radiale et ladite au moins une deuxième voie de
passage radiale, dans lequel ledit au moins un dis-
positif de commande entraîne que lesdits courants
d’écoulement de mélange fluide se croisent entre
ladite voie de passage intérieure et ladite au moins
une voie de passage intermédiaire concentrique.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre des vannes qui sont engagées aux extrémités
de la voie de passage interne (25) pour commander
sélectivement les flux d’écoulement du mélange flui-
de communiqués à travers ladite voie de passage
interne, formant ainsi un assemblage de pont de ma-
nifold contrôlé par vanne.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre au moins une rame supplémentaire (2B, 2C,
2D, 39) positionnée à travers et en communication
de fluide séparée de ladite au moins une voie de
passage intermédiaire concentrique, dans lequel la-
dite première ou au moins une deuxième voie de
passage radiale communique de manière fluidique
entre ladite voie de passage interne et ladite au
moins une rame supplémentaire.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre une jonction de chambre (43) communiquant
avec ladite voie de passage interne à travers ladite
première et ladite au moins une deuxième voie de
passage radiale via un premier conduit de sortie (39)
et au moins un deuxième conduit de sortie (39) res-
pectivement, dans lequel au moins une voie de pas-
sage radiale supplémentaire en communication de
fluide entre le premier conduit de sortie et ladite au
moins une voie de passage intermédiaire concentri-
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que, et dans lequel un sélecteur de tube (47) est
utilisable pour communiquer de manière sélective
ledit dispositif de commande de fluide à travers ladite
voie de passage intérieure.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel une
voie de passage la plus interne du premier conduit
de sortie est alignée avec un axe de la jonction de
chambre, dans lequel ladite première pluralité de
conduits s’étend pour entourer le premier conduit de
sortie et au moins un autre conduit de sortie, dans
lequel ladite première pluralité de conduits est en
communication de fluide séparée de ladite au moins
une voie de passage intermédiaire concentrique (24)
pour permettre une communication de fluide avec
une voie de passage intermédiaire différente ou la-
dite voie de passage entourant, et dans lequel ledit
sélecteur de tube ou ledit au moins un dispositif de
commande de fluide est utilisable pour commander
de manière sélective la communication de fluide à
travers ladite première et au moins une deuxième
voie de passage radiale.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre au moins une voie de passage radiale supplé-
mentaire en communication de fluide entre ladite
voie de passage la plus interne du premier conduit
de sortie et ladite au moins une voie de passage
intermédiaire concentrique, dans lequel ledit au
moins un dispositif de commande de fluide est utili-
sable pour commander sélectivement la communi-
cation de fluide par l’intermédiaire de ladite au moins
une voie de passage radiale supplémentaire.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite
première et ladite au moins une deuxième voie de
passage radiale comprennent une première voie de
passage radiale formée par un tube de chevauche-
ment engagé ou un sélecteur de tube axialement
aligné avec ladite voie de passage interne, et au
moins une deuxième voie de passage radiale en
communication de fluide séparée par ledit tube de
chevauchement ou sélecteur de tube de ladite pre-
mière voie de passage radiale, dans lequel ladite au
moins une deuxième voie de passage radiale com-
prend un conduit passant à travers et en communi-
cation de fluide séparée de ladite au moins une voie
de passage intermédiaire concentrique (24), et dans
lequel ledit tube de chevauchement ou sélecteur de
tube est communiqué à travers ladite voie de pas-
sage interne et est utilisable pour commander sélec-
tivement une communication de fluide à travers la
première et au moins une deuxième voie de passage
radiale.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre un dispositif de commande de fluide ayant un
piston à trou (128) transportable à travers ladite voie

de passage interne et pouvant être placé de manière
amovible en utilisant la pression différentielle appli-
quée à une face de piston alignée axialement vers
le haut ou axialement vers le bas, dans lequel des
câbles ou des conduits peuvent passer à travers au
moins un trou dudit dispositif de commande de fluide
ayant un piston à trou tout en utilisant lesdites faces
du piston pour dévier au moins une partie de ladite
pluralité de courants d’écoulement de mélange flui-
de vers une voie de passage autre que la voie de
passage interne.

10. Procédé (CS1-CS8) pour former une rame de ma-
nifold avec un pont de voie de passage radiale de
courant d’écoulement de mélange fluide de réservoir
ou d’appareil entre une tête de puits de manifold et
un ou plusieurs réservoirs pendant une pluralité
d’opérations de réservoir, comprenant les étapes
consistant à :

fournir au moins une rame de manifold (70, 76)
dans au moins un réservoir, où ladite au moins
une rame de manifold comprend au moins un
pont de manifold ou une voie de passage radiale
de fluide de réservoir entre une extrémité supé-
rieure d’une pluralité de conduits (2, 2A, 2B , 2C,
2D, 39) et une extrémité inférieure d’une plura-
lité de conduits pour former une pluralité de bar-
rières à pression de conduits fixes pour l’écou-
lement de fluide du réservoir concentrique à tra-
vers au moins une voie de passage concentri-
que intermédiaire (24, 24A, 24B, 24X, 24Y, 24Z)
qui est disposée entre une voie de passage de
tubage et un conduit de voie de passage interne
(25) pour l’accès à une ou plusieurs régions
proximales des un ou plusieurs réservoirs, dans
lequel ledit tubage est isolé de l’écoulement du
réservoir à une extrémité inférieure ;
placer le long de ladite voie de passage interne
au moins un dispositif de commande de fluide,
caractérisé en ce que,
ledit au moins un dispositif de commande de
fluide est sélectivement jetable et amovible à
travers ladite voie de passage interne pour sé-
parer de manière fluide ou accéder audit au
moins un pont de manifold ou voie de passage
radiale de réservoir de fluide ;
et caractérisé en outre par :

la circulation et la déviation d’une pluralité
de courants d’écoulement de mélange flui-
de, radialement vers l’intérieur ou vers l’ex-
térieur à partir de ladite au moins une voie
de passage intermédiaire concentrique ou
une voie de passage entourant (24, 24A,
24B, 24X, 24Y, 24Z, 55) à travers dudit au
moins un dispositif de commande de fluide
et voie de passage interne à travers au
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moins une voie de passage radiale lors de
l’exécution de ladite pluralité d’opérations
de réservoir pour accéder à un fluide de ré-
servoir.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre l’utilisation de vannes pour terminer ladite voie
de passage interne dudit au moins un pont de ma-
nifold ou voie de passage radiale de fluide de réser-
voir pour commander de façon sélective le fluide
sous pression transmis à travers ladite voie de pas-
sage interne et ladite au moins une voie de passage
intermédiaire concentrique.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre l’utilisation dudit au moins un dispositif de com-
mande de fluide communiqué à travers ladite voie
de passage interne et en prise à l’intérieur de ladite
au moins une rame de manifold, pour commander
sélectivement une communication de fluide en dé-
tournant au moins une partie de ladite pluralité de
courants d’écoulement de mélange fluide.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, comprenant en
outre la fourniture d’un dispositif de commande de
fluide ayant un piston à trou, pouvant être placé et
retiré en utilisant une pression différentielle appli-
quée aux surfaces axialement descendantes ou
axialement montantes de celui-ci, et en plaçant les
câbles ou conduits à travers ledit dispositif de com-
mande de fluide ayant un piston à trou tout en dé-
tournant au moins une partie de ladite pluralité de
courants d’écoulement de mélange fluide vers une
voie de passage autre que la voie de passage inter-
ne.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre la commande de manière sélective d’une com-
munication de mélanges fluides de gaz, de liquides,
de solides ou des combinaisons de ceux-ci, entre
ledit forage principal unique et une région proximale
dudit au moins un réservoir pour sur-équilibrer, équi-
librer ou sous équilibrer les pressions hydrostatiques
exercées sur ladite région proximale pendant ladite
communication de fluide.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre la fourniture d’un ou plusieurs autres conduits
de connecteur destinés à coopérer fonctionnelle-
ment avec ladite pluralité de barrières à pression de
conduits fixes, dans lequel lesdits un ou plusieurs
autres conduits de connecteur sont disposés con-
centriquement ou radialement à l’intérieur d’un con-
duit supportant la pression secondaire.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 15, comprenant en
outre la liaison en communication de fluide dudit un
ou plusieurs autres conduits de connecteur pour li-

miter la pression exercée sur ladite pluralité de bar-
rières à pression de conduits fixes, dans lequel les-
dits un ou plusieurs conduits de connecteur supplé-
mentaires communiquent avec un réservoir absor-
bant la pression pour fournir l’égalisation de la pres-
sion ou l’allégement de la pression.

17. Procédé (IS, IT, 157, C01-C07) d’utilisation d’un ma-
nifold avec un appareil ou un pont de voie de pas-
sage radiale de courant d’écoulement de mélange
fluide entre une tête de puits de manifold et un ou
plusieurs réservoirs pendant une pluralité d’opéra-
tions de réservoir, comprenant la production, l’injec-
tion ou l’extraction par dissolution, comprenant les
étapes consistant à :

fournir une pluralité de conduits disposés dans
une barrière de tubage entourant et une voie de
passage de tubage à travers des couches sou-
terraines pour accéder à une ou plusieurs ré-
gions proximales des un ou plusieurs réservoirs,
caractérisé en ce que,
une extrémité inférieure de ladite pluralité de
conduits forme une pluralité de barrières à pres-
sion de conduits fixes pour l’écoulement con-
centrique du réservoir à travers au moins une
voie de passage intermédiaire concentrique dis-
posée autour d’une voie de passage intérieure ;
et caractérisé en outre par
l’exécution de la pluralité d’opérations de réser-
voir pour accéder au fluide de réservoir en tra-
versant et en détournant, à travers au moins une
voie de passage radiale du fluide de réservoir,
une pluralité de courants d’écoulement de mé-
lange fluide à partir d’au moins l’une desdites
voies de passage à au moins une autre desdites
voies de passage disposées radialement vers
l’intérieur ou vers l’extérieur de celui-ci au
moyen d’un dispositif de commande de fluide
pouvant être positionné le long de et de manière
sélective jetable et amovible à travers ladite voie
de passage interne pour, en utilisation, accéder
de manière sélective et communiquer la pluralité
de courants d’écoulement de mélange fluide
vers ou à partir desdites une ou plus régions
proximales dudit un ou plusieurs réservoirs pen-
dant ladite pluralité d’opérations de réservoir.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 17, dans lequel la
traversée et le détournement, à travers ladite au
moins une voie de passage radiale, au moins une
partie de la pluralité de courants d’écoulement de
mélange fluide, comprend l’exécution d’une voie de
passage radiale de fluide à travers un pont de ma-
nifold d’une rame de manifold, le passage radial de
fluides à travers un dispositif de pont de manifold de
réservoir à tube en U, ou des combinaisons de ceux-
ci.
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19. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel l’ac-
cès sélectif et la communication des fluides entre les
un ou plusieurs réservoirs comprend la séparation
des fluides de densité différente, sélectivement ac-
cessibles et transmissibles à deux ou plusieurs pro-
fondeurs, à l’aide desdits dispositifs de commande
de fluide.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 17, comprenant en
outre l’étape d’engagement et de fonctionnement
d’une ou plusieurs têtes de puits, arbres de vannes,
pompes, manifolds de surface, ou des combinaisons
de ceux-ci, en communication avec ladite tête de
puits du manifold.

21. Procédé selon la revendication 17, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à utiliser sélectivement les-
dits dispositifs de commande de fluide pour fournir
de l’eau à deux ou plusieurs profondeurs à ladite au
moins une région proximale dans un gisement de
sel pour former un réservoir de stockage et un ré-
servoir sensiblement d’eau de saumure ou sensible-
ment hydrocarboné (158, 159) avec un espace
d’amortissement de fluide stocké ou de sel inerte au-
dessus d’une interface sensiblement d’eau (117) ou
de fluide (117A) qui est utilisable pour commander
la dissolution du sel, les opérations d’hydrocarbures,
les opérations d’extraction par dissolution (1), ou des
combinaisons de celles-ci (1 S).

22. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel la
communication sélective de mélanges de fluide en-
tre ladite tête de puits de manifold et ladite au moins
une région proximale comprend la communication
sélective de fluide jusqu’à et à partir de ladite au
moins une région proximale en utilisant lesdits dis-
positifs de commande de fluide à deux ou plusieurs
profondeurs entre ou au-dessous de ladite interface
sensiblement d’eau ou de fluide pour le transport de
fluides ou de saumure stockés jusqu’à ou à partir
d’au moins deux réservoirs de stockage et de sau-
mure (158, 159).

23. Procédé selon la revendication 22, comprenant en
outre l’utilisation de manière sélective desdits dispo-
sitifs de commande de fluide pour fournir de l’eau à
ladite interface essentiellement d’eau ou de fluide à
deux ou plusieurs profondeurs pour déplacer la sau-
mure à une extrémité inférieure d’un premier réser-
voir de stockage et de saumure (158, 159) par l’in-
termédiaire d’un arrangement de conduit en U à au
moins un deuxième réservoir de stockage et de sau-
mure pour produire de la saumure avec la dissolution
du sel dans ledit premier réservoir de stockage et de
saumure pour minimiser la dissolution du sel dans
ledit au moins un deuxième réservoir de stockage
et de saumure (158, 159) pendant les opérations.

24. Procédé selon la revendication 21, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à utiliser sélectivement les-
dits dispositifs de commande de fluide pour fournir
les fluides stockés ou inertes de sel de différentes
densités spécifiques au niveau desdites au moins
deux profondeurs pour former une pluralité d’inter-
faces de fluide comprenant des espaces d’amortis-
sement pour les opérations de stockage en dessous
d’un sabot de tubage cimenté final et au-dessus de
l’interface essentiellement d’eau ou de fluide.

25. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel la
commande de manière sélective de ladite commu-
nication de fluide entre ladite tête de puits de mani-
fold et ladite au moins une région proximale com-
prend l’utilisation de manière sélective desdits dis-
positifs de commande de fluide à deux ou plusieurs
profondeurs pour commander la communication de
fluide desdits fluides stockés ou inertes de sel, stoc-
kés et récupérés dudit espace d’amortissement de
fluide stocké, pour affecter les pressions d’utilisation
associées, les volumes et les températures de flui-
des stockés et récupérés à partir dudit réservoir de
stockage et de saumure (158, 159).

26. Procédé selon la revendication 21, comprenant en
outre la commande de manière sélective d’une for-
me des parois de la caverne à l’aide desdits dispo-
sitifs de commande de fluide à deux ou plusieurs
profondeurs pour contrôler la dissolution de sel dudit
réservoir de stockage ou de saumure (158, 159) en
commandant ladite interface essentiellement d’eau
ou de fluide pour commander le volume de stockage
utile, les taux d’extraction par dissolution, les taux
de fluage de sel, ou des combinaisons de ceux-ci,
jusqu’à atteindre un diamètre effectif maximal pour
la stabilité de la caverne de sel.

27. Procédé selon la revendication 26, comprenant en
outre le stockage de fluide inerte de sel à l’intérieur
des parois de la caverne entre des profondeurs sou-
terraines où lesdites parois de la caverne ont atteint
le diamètre effectif maximal de stabilité de la caverne
de sel et l’accès et la communication de manière
sélective dudit fluide inerte de sel à deux ou plusieurs
profondeurs à l’aide desdits dispositifs de comman-
de de fluide.

28. Procédé selon la revendication 21, comprenant en
outre l’agencement et la séparation d’un ou plusieurs
réservoirs pour fournir un support de pilier de sel
correspondant à des pressions de fluides stockés
dans lesdits un ou plusieurs réservoirs et les diamè-
tres effectifs desdits réservoirs de stockage et de
saumure (158, 159) et l’accès et la communication
de manière sélective desdits fluides à deux ou plu-
sieurs profondeurs à l’aide desdits dispositifs de
commande de fluide.
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29. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel la
commande de manière sélective d’une communica-
tion de fluide sous pression entre ladite tête de puits
de manifold et ladite au moins une région proximale
pour les opérations d’hydrocarbures, les opérations
d’extraction par dissolution, ou des combinaisons de
celles-ci, comprend l’utilisation de la capacité d’ab-
sorption d’eau et de saumure d’un océan et l’utilisa-
tion desdits dispositifs de commande de fluide à
deux ou plusieurs profondeurs.

30. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel la
commande de manière sélective d’une communica-
tion de fluide entre ladite tête de puits de manifold
et ladite au moins une région proximale comprend
l’utilisation de la capacité de communication de fluide
de navires, pipelines ou un océan pour faire fonc-
tionner lesdits réservoirs de stockage et de saumure
(158, 159).
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